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With The Source By Your Side,

You Won't Be a Scrub For Long.

Secrets of the

Shull Kiel revealed!

When you find the Skull Kid on

the clock tower's roof, shoot him

with one of your bubble bullets.

A direct hit will cause him to drop

your ocarina!

•Gill free with paid subscription

© 2000 Nintendo of America Inc. «, 9 and "N" logo are trademarks of Nintendo ofAmenta Inc

You may also subscribe via our website:

Visa and MasterCard accepted • Online orders not available in Canada

I n three days, the moon will crash into your world, and it's all

because of that cursed mask the Skull Kid wears. Using his ocarina s

time-travelling powers and the magic of several masks,

our Hyrulean hero, Link, must relive these 3 days leading

up to the lunar landing until he can undo Majora's evil

and untangle the events that are provoking doomsday.

Only the Source, Nintendo Power exposes all the

secrets of The Legend of Zelda : Majora's Mask™ and

keeps you from going on wild goose chases while the

world falls down around your ears.

Subscribe now and for only $19.95 U.S. ($27.95 Cdn.)

you'll get 12 jam-packed issues of Nintendo Power

Magazine, including the huge January Bonus Issue

and the subscriber-only Super Power Supplies Catalog. And if you

order now, we’ll sharpen the deal by throwing in a FREE* GIFT!

Take your choice from:

The Legend ofZelda * : Majora's Mask™ Player's Guide

The Legend of Zelda
6

: Majora's Mask™ Soundtrack CD

Banjo-Tooie™ Player's Guide

Savings of over 66% OFF the newsstand cover price and all the

tricks, moves, reviews and previews you need. You can’t beat a

deal like this in any dimension! So hurry, You're racing against the

dock. Get Nintendo Power today and start saving the world

before it's too late.

Save 66% off the cover price and get the

FREE GIFT* of your choice! Use the attached

order form or call toll-free:



FOR THE QUEEN!
FOR NABOO!



FOB FREEDOM!
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STOP THE INVASIONl
Storm through 15+ enormous missions over land, sea and space

as your freedom fighters rally to drive back the droid armies.

The people ofNaboo are dying. You must do



SVrtng with Spidey /JQ-
Tkef one and- only wall-crawling, web-slingpng

superhero, Spider^Man, makes his N64 debut

with a 3-D action spectacular that has him

battling the likes of Scorpion, Venom and

Dr. Octopus high above the streets of the Big

Apple.As Spider-Manadvances, he collectsclassic

Spidey suits and comicbookcovers.Join us aswe

deliver every Spider Sense-tingling moment in a

massive 11-page review ofthe game.

56 Cartoon Bash Xtreme Action 68

Your dark days in Clock Town will get brighter

when you acquire the enchanted Happy Masks.

Delve deep into our Legend of Zelda: Majoras

Mask follow-up article to discover the locations

and powers of all 20 Happy Masks. When your

mask collection is complete, you can get the

ultimate weapon—the Mask of the Fierce Deity.

nimated adversaries Tom and Jerry put aside

leir cat and mouse games and get into a good

Id-fashioned brawl in the N64 slam-fest Tom and

erry in Fists of Furry. Five other characters join

te feisty fighters as they tear apart wacky car-

jon settings. Get the goods on cat bashing and

Mega Man X faces the past when data

from his former fights corrupts the

Hunter Base mainframe in Mega Man

Xtreme for Game Boy Color. Join the

robotic wonder as he fights to clear

the computer's core. It's all in our

Xciting review.

Zelda Unmasked
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Hey NP KREW, whazzup? I noticed

that the mask salesman in Majora’s

Mask has a Mario Mask! Under

that is one that looks like a

“happy” Darth Maul and another

one that resembles Elvis! (The

singer, not the alien.) Is that sales-

. man really from Hyrule? He looks

suspicious...
Spencer MeElhaney

Via the Internet

We had a number ofastute readers who caught the

Mario-escjue mash, but Mr. McElhaney is the only

one whofound a lounge singer and a nasty villain.

While we're pretty sure that Elvis and DarthMaul

aren't making any cameos, we can only imagine

how wicked-cool it would be to arm Link with a

double-edged lightsaber. Take that, Ganondorf.

work, and thanks for the

great game.

Katie Wedinger

Randolph, NJ

We're glad that Harvest

Moon 64 is teaching you so

much. It should serveyou well

ifyou ever decide to become a

powerful real estate tycoon or

an apartment super.

Thanks to racing games, I

gained superior automotive

control in acceleration,

speed and turning before I

nintendopower.com

case, a new uesign mi

the Player’s Pulse. We’ve added a page just for artwork, which gives us room

to print more of your letters, and condensed the Power Charts to give you new

and different kinds of info. And as for this month’s responses to Write Away,

Right Away, some of the stories seem a little fishy, but who are we to judge?

One time while I was play-

ing Casdevania 2 ,

1

got stuck

at the part whereyou have to

jump over a big lake. Every

rime I tried to jump it, I

would fell into the water.

Every time! So later I went

swimming with my friend

and he threw my locker key

to the other side of the pool.

I thought about it, and

rather than risk certain

death, I just walked around

the pool and grabbed it.

Mr. Immortal

Via the Internet

Why is someone named Mr.

Immortal worried about cer-

tain death

?

In Volume 138, you

inquired about game tactics

assisting a player in real

life. I don't own Harvest

Moon 64, but the children

I baby-sit for do, and

they're too young to play it

by themselves. Though I’m

already an economics stu-

dent, I did learn a few tricks

about managing and main-

taining a property. I just

wanted to tell you good

ever set foot in a car. My first

driving instructor even told

me that I had great control

for never having driven

before. The only drawback

was that he found himself

too close to parked cars,

bushes and curbs. When
you play racing games, you

control the car from the van-

tage point of the middle of

the vehicle, instead of the

left like in real life. So I

scared everyone on the pas-

senger side!

Ed Price

Anaheim CA

Your first instructor? You had

more than one? A ride with

Mr. Price must be a scary

adventure indeed.

One time I was on a trip to

Florida and the plane

THE REM. WORLD
I read the November Write

Away, Right Away, and I

remembered how I bought

Mario Tennis. I hadn’t ever

played tennis before, but I

heard about tryouts at my

school and thought "Why

not? I can at least talk to my
friends." Well anyway, I

made the team! And all 1

had done was play Mario

Tennis!

Robert

Via the Internet

One time I was playing

WWFWarzone for the N64,

and I heard the commenta-

tor use words like "mon-

strosity” and "capacity.’ I

used the words the next day

in class, and my teacher gave

me a No Homework Slip! I

never thought a wrestling

game could improve my
vocabulary!

Robert DeSimone

Via the Internet

WWF Warzone taught us

many other usefitl words and

phrases, like “aaargh,
"
"ooof"

and “oh no, my eye!"

8
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started to go down. I ran into

the cockpit and hit the button

that I saw in Perfect Dark and

the plane leveled out. I saved

256 people on the flight!

Via the Internet

Wow! You're a real hem! We

wonder why tve never saw any-

thing about it on CNN. Or in

any magazines. Or newspapers.

Come to think ofit, ive bet some-

one’s pulling our chain.

I’m a foreigner, and video

games actually taught me the

English language! I've rented

Mario Is Missing for geogra-

phy projects and used Street

Fighter to practice martial arts.

Plus I became interested in

mythology and history by play-

ing Actraiser. Video games are

linked to everything else.

They're worth more than peo-

ple give them credit for.

Jean-Frangois Bussiere

Quebec, Canada

I just beatJet Force Gemini last

night, and it was incredible!

I’ve learned that if a huge

arachnid tries to destroy my

planet, I should just bust out

the Tri-Rocket Launcher! Yeah,

baby, yeah!

F.R.

Via the Internet

Hows it going? Wrestlemania

2000 is the best game in the

world, right after Majora's

Mask. It taught me that it’s a

bad idea to get hit in the head

with a steel chair.

Dan Lepinski

St. Augusta,MN

Whar have games taught me?

Let’s see. The power of stars

can make all things better

(Mario 64).The only thing you

have to do to achieve ultimate

power is to swallow a baddy

(Kirby 64).

Alanna Cervanak

Via the Internet

FINE THEN. DON'T

COME BACK.

There's something not right

about the Pokemon Centers

in Pokemon. The nurse always

says, "We hope to see you

again.” That's not a very nice

thing to saywhen you work at

a hospital.

EuphoMike

Via the Internet

Well, they need to make a living

somehow. Look at it this way—if

you never came back, hospitals

would close and you’d have to

revive your fainted Pokemon

with smelling salts and huge

buckets ofice-cold water.

EXPENSIVE TASTES
I went to a store selling

Majora's Mask for $79.99! Is

that legal?

Anonymous

Via the Internet

We're afraid so. Nintendo has

what’s called an MSRP, or

Manufacturer's Suggested

Retail Price. That’s what we

think retailers should charge

for the game, but they are free

to mark it up or down as they

see fit. If S79.99 seems too

pricey, shop around.

THATUS ISOS ODDUS
This is so weird! I was playing

my favorite game, Ogre Battle:

Person of Lordly Caliber, and I

noticed that there is a sword

called Sum Mannus. I thought

it was a Latin phrase, so I

looked it up. Sure enough, it

means "I am a pony.”

Anonymous

Via the Internet

Does this mean that the hero of

Ogre Battle is really a horse in

disguise? Neigh.

NUTS TO NAVI NAYSAYERS

People have been complain-

ing about how annoying Navi

the fairy is. They say how
much better it would be with-

out her. Well, in Majora’s

Mask they get their wish.

Now instead of having Navi,

you get a rude little fairy that

hardly knows anything about

any enemies! I don't know if

CONTACT INFORMATION

NINTENDO POWER

Mortal Kembat Trilogy (or the Nintendo 64.

There's also help tor Super Mario World.

Yoshi's Island: Sopor Mario World 2, Donkey

Kong Country 1, 2, and 3. Illusion ol Gaia. Lulia

II, Super Metroid, Secret oi Evermore, Chrono

Trigger. Final Fantasy III. Super Mario RPG,

Breath ol Fire I and II and Ultimate Kombat 3

(or the Super NES: and Donkey Kong Country,

Crystalis, Wario Land 3, Pokemon Red, Blue,

Yellow, Gold and Silver, Pokemon Trading Card

Game, Conker s Pocket Tales, Shadowgate

Classic, Wario Land II and DKL3 lor the Game

Boy. This call may he long distance, so be sure

NINTENDO
POWER SOURCE
www.nintendo.com
E-mail:

nintendo@nintendo.com

NINTENDO POWER
PLAYER'S PULSE

P.O. BOX 97033
REDMOND, WA 98073-9733
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SHEEX?SHEESH[

In your Volume 138 Arena,

you printed a short story

with 18 Pokemon names

hidden inside. That's not

the end of the story, how-

ever. Sheex, the Emperors

lackey in The Secret of

Mana for the Super NES,

also managed to sneak his

name into the tale.

Eric Forman

Everett, WA
Good eye, Eric. That wily

6. Final Fantasy Legend 3

7. Metroid (NES)

8. The Legend of Zelda

9. Super Mario Kart

. JO. Super Mario Bros. 3

GREAT GRAINS!

I can’t help noticing that in

the Legend of Zelda: Oca-

rina ofTime, right after Link

shows King Zora Rutos let-

ter, it sounds like he's saying

"whole wheat, whole

wheat.” Is that a way of

advertising quality whole

wheat breads and cereals to

people who don’t get

enough grain in their diet?

Ryan Russell

Placerville, CA

Ifyou listen really closely, you

can hear the Gorons saying

"eat your legumes, or no

dessertforyou."

spearing of gorons

In Volume 138 on page 20, it

looks like the Goron on the

bottom has gained some

weight since the last Zelda

game. Why is that so?

Travis Spencer

Scottsdale, AZ
Too many rock sirloins. Either

that, or he's taken the Zora

King's advice to heart and is

consuming huge quantities of

tasty whole wheat.

play Suffer Mario Bros, on

the NES. I have noticed that

Nintendo has made their

games childlike. One exam-

ple is Tony Hawk Pro Skater.

On other platforms it is

bloody and has cool music,

but now they took some of

the lyrics out and removed

the blood. I am now 15, and I

want games that fit the gam-

ing I like now.

Anonymous

Via the Internet

POWER CHART
We're trying some new things with

the Power Charts, and we think you'll like

the results. Look for special charts on top

game rentals, top games by category and

interactive polls through nintendo.com. This

month, check out the elite games that spent

the most months on the Power Charts.

all-time chart toppers

1. Super Mario Land

: 1 . Super Mario Land 2

3. Zelda DX: Link’s

Awakening

H. Tetris DX

5 . Zelda: A Link to the Past

Well, anonymous, we’d have

to disagree respectfully. As it

stands now, anyone of any

age can pick up Tony Hawk

and have a good time. Yes, the

blood and some questionable

lyrics were removed from the

N64 version, but does that

really destroy the game? It's

still an incredible skate sim

that’s a ton of fun to play.

Would blood improve that?

Probably not. Would songs

with offensive material make

it better? We can't see how. If

we were to smear blood and

guts all over the halfpipe, it

would just ruin a great game

for a lot ofpeople.

I’m the only one, but I

hope I speak for tons of

people when I say that I

miss Navi!

Joe Casper

Via the Internet

Well said. Navi may demand

a lot ofattention, but at least

she knows a White Wolfos

from a Bombchu. Plus she

teaches Link all about Z-

Targeting!

THOSE GOLP
STAPIUM BLUES

I just want to know if I can

play Pokemon Gold and Sil-

ver with my Pokemon Sta-

dium Transfer Pak.

Anonymous

Via the Internet

We're afraid not. Since Poke-

mon Stadium came out long

before Gold and Silver were

completed, there's no way to

use it with the new games.

Keep an eye outfor Pokemon

Stadium 2, however, which

will be filly compatible with

allyour newfound Pokemon.

SCRAPES NIP BRUISES

I am writing this letter for

every person who used to

iintendopower.com
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YOU'RE A WINNER
j

W—
j

Way back in June
of 2000, we gave
away a dirt bike,

]

as well as full

safety gear in a

< contest for

Excitebike 64.
'

,

We’re happy to

announce that our
* winner, Alex

, Dombi of Dunkirk,

Maryland, is lov-

ing life on his new set of wheels. It

couldn’t have happened to a better

person, either, as those trees and
trails you see are actually part of

his backyard!

Sheex seems to pop up in

the most unusual of places,

doesn’t he?

HASPS UP!

Has anyone else noticed that a

couple of characters in Mario

Tennis would actually have a

very difficult time playing? I’m

talking about Shy Guy and

Boo. Neither of the characters

has visible fingers, so how do

they hold their racket? Is it

stuck there with Velcro?

Rockford, IL

Shy Guy tells us that his racket is

a custom model, and it stays in

place through the use of high-

powered magnets. Boo, however,

just muttered something about

"sticky ectoplasm" and we leji it

at that.

A WAY TO WRITE

I've been a subscriber of your

magazine since the begin-

ning, and I have every single

one you’ve published. It’s the

best of the best, not only

because of the in-depth cov-

erage and maps, but because

of the style of writing your

writers apply. But now that

I’m done kissing up, I have

a question. What are the

requirements for writing for

your magazine? Do you

have to be a distinguished

journalist? A video game

guru? Or both?

Luke

Via the Internet

Thanksfor the high praise, Luke.

Our writers are a fairly diverse

bunch, but there are a few com-

mon threads that run through

the crowd.A college education is

crucial, as is a love of video

games. Other than that, it's a

combination ofhard work, good

timing and some luck. Our best

advice is to keep writing every

day. The more you do, the better

you’ll become.

ATTACK OF THE
TWO-FOOT ROBOT
How many games were there

for R.O.B., the little robot that

came with some 8-bit NES
systems? There was Gyromite

and I think one more. Am I

dreaming? I’ve looked and

looked, and even been on the

Internet, but I can’t find a

thing. I swear there were two

games for that little guy.

Daniel E. Schnaible

Via the Internet

You're not going mad, Daniel.

There were, indeed, tivo games

for the loveable robot Gyromite

was one and a lesser-known

number called Stack-Up was the

other. Believe it or not, we still

get lots of requests from people

who want to purchase a R.O.B!

OCARINA OBSESSIONS

I have a little problem, you

see. We’ll maybe it’s not a

problem, but it's definitely a

little strange. The Legend of

Zelda: Ocarina of Time was

my very first game. I've had it

for about two years, and I

think I'm obsessed with it.

Everywhere I go, I see the Tri-

force shape. Whenever I see

swords or shields, it reminds

me of the game. Sometimes I

even have dreams about it!

What do you think?

ChristineMonaco

Charlotte, NC
Rest easy. There's nothing wrong

with spending lots oftime think-

ing about a greatgame like Oca-

rina. Our Player's Pulse editor

remembers the first time he got

Tetris for the 8-bit Nintendo.

He played it so much, hesaw lit-

tle falling blocks each time he

closed his eyes!

PSS7N0T FOR THEE!

I’ve heard speculation about

a Playstation Three that can

play any type of CD—even

Nintendo GameCube! Is

this true?

Christopher Wade

Germantown,MD
Seeing that Sony just released

the Playstation 2 (and barely

at that) we wouldn’t worry

about an all-powerful PS3 any-

Border art provided by:

Andy Guy. Mequon, W1

Amanda Jackson. Santa Clarita. CA

fill Mat:, Scafoid. DE

Ashley Willond. Elkton, MD
Cody Winn. Cedar City, UT

WRITE AWAY RIGHT AWAY

There are many changes on the pages of

Nintendo Power, and, as always, we'd love to
J

hear what you think. Be sure to fill out the

Player’s Poll response card, but then take a

second to drop us a line. How’s the Now
Playing rating system? What about Classified’s

new info? Send your responses to the address

at the bottom of page 9.

PLAYER'S PUISE
|
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Not only does our

new format let us place

envelopes around the border,

it also gives us an entire page just for your art! While we welcome art

of all things Nintendo, sometimes we’ll feature work about a particular

game or series. Harvest Moon is our first one, so grab a pen and give

us your best drawings of life on the farm.

MKB.

. j> Jt

Amanda Dittami • Patuxent River, Maryland

Brandon Jones • Steuben, Maine
Josh Hansel • Magnolia, Texas
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Justin

Sapiezynski

•

Kendall

Park,

New

Jersey
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Zelda GBC

ALSO THIS MONTH:
Dragon Warrior III

Toy Story Rater

Power Spike Pro Beach Volleyball

Powerpuff Girls: Battle Him

The Emperor's New Groove

PAK WATCH
INTO GAME

very year the staff of Nintendo Power

gets together to discuss ways to make

the magazine better than ever. One of the

more dramatic changes taking place in

2001 is right here in the column you're

reading—Game Watch, which was formerly

called Pak Watch. The new Game Watch

column has been moved up front in the mag-

azine so you’ll be up-to-date with the latest

news as soon as you open your issue of

Nintendo Power. The old Pak Watch name

was derived from the term Game Pak. The

Game Pak is a plastic case that holds a

silicon chip, or ROM, with the game program

on it. All previous Nintendo consoles have

used Game Paks to store games, but that will

change in 2001 when Nintendo

GameCube launches in the fell.

The system will use an optical

disc instead of a Game Pak

to store game infor-

mation. Even though

Game Boy Color and

Game Boy Advance

will continue to use

Game Paks, it seemed

that the name Pak

Watch just didn't

cover all the bases.

Since the column is

really about the

games, not the

medium the games

are stored on, we

EVOLVES
WATCH

decided to call it Game Watch. As you can

see, not only has the column name changed,

but there have been some design changes, as

well. Some of the design changes also reflect

the movement toward future consoles. For

instance, the red circle on the front page has

become a red square to reflect the shape of

the upcoming Nintendo GameCube. The

monthly coverage in Game Watch will

include breaking news items and sneak

peeks at games in development as it always

has. You’ll also see more news about Game

Boy Advance in the next few months as

we close in on the Japanese launch date

in March. Beginning in May, you’ll start

getting the exclusive scoop on the first Nin-

tendo GameCube titles. GameWatch

will continue coverage of N64

and Game Boy Color titles, as

well, both in North America

and abroad.We hope

you enjoy the r

Game Watch col-

umn along with the

other changes in

Volume 140. You’ll

have a chance to let

us know what you

think about the

changes in Nin-

tendo Power by

sending in this

month’s Player's Poll

response card.

14
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NOT JUST A SEQUEL
Pokemon Stadium GS has new modes, new

minigames, great strategic information in

the school, new tournaments with multi-

player options and improved graphics,

including plenty of new attack special

effects. If you’ve been playing Gold or Sil-

ver, Stadium GS will be a welcome addition

to your N64 library.

GOTTA FIGHT 'EM ALL
O ne of the most frequendy asked

questions since the release of the

Pokemon Gold and Silver Versions for

Game Boy Color has been, "Can you enter

the new Pokemon characters in the current

version of Pokemon Stadium?" The bad

news is that you can’t use Gold and Silver

Pokemon in the existing Pokemon Sta-

dium. The good news is that Pokemon Sta-

dium GS is on the way, and the North

American release of Pokemon Stadium GS
for the N64 is set for March 26th, 2001.

GameWatch previews aJapanese version of

Stadium GS this month, and the English

version will be completed by the time you

read this.

A STADIUM PRIMER
If you haven’t entered the batde frenzy of

playing the original Pokemon Stadium, it’s

time that you got a crash course. The basic

idea of both the old and new Stadiums is

the head-to-head batde between teams of

Pokemon.You can rent Pokemon ofvarious

levels in the N64 games or use the Transfer

Pak to upload Pokemon from one of the

Game Boy versions of the RPG. Keep in

mind that unlike the original Pokemon Sta-

dium, Pokemon Stadium GS won’t ship

with the Transfer Pak, and you’ll need to

use a Transfer Pale if you want to batde

using the Pokemon you’ve trained in Gold

and Silver.

WHAT’S NEW, POKeMON?
One obvious new feature in Stadium GS is

the game’s ability to use the Pokemon from

the Gold and SilverVersions. But that’s just

the beginning of the fun. There are 12 new

minigames, four new tournaments, a Free

Battle Mode, the Pokemon School, the

Trainer Tower with the Trainers from the

Gold and Silver Versions, and the Game

Boy Casde for playing Gold or Silver on

your TV. Four Trainers can join in a ladder-

type tournament in the Free Battle Mode,

choosing from several secs of rules or even

setting up their own rules. The Minigame

Mode is for up to four players, as well. The

tournaments include a Little Cup for Level-

5 and below Pokemon. the Nintendo Cup

for Level-50 to -55 Pokemon, the Challenge

Cup, which includes four tournaments, and

the Ultra Cup for Level-1 to -too Pokemon.

Each level of a Cup includes eight

batdes. You have to choose the best

three Pokemon from your team of

sue to compete against each Trainer.

And good luck—the competition

is fierce!

BACK TD SCHOOL
The Pokemon School feature is par-

ticularly cool. Ifyou enter the school

from the main map, you'll have a

chance to learn about a wide variety

of Pokemon techniques such as

fighting or evolving Pokemon. After

a short lesson, you’ll have to answer a quiz

from the Professor. The second feature in

the school is a complete Pokedex that

includes Type Charts, facts, figures and

attacks for all Pokemon, and even info

about where to find the Pokemon in the

Game Boy games. You can use the infor-

mation to create an awesome Stadium GS

team, even from rental Pokemon.

CAUriON: POKeMON CROSSING GAME WATCH
|
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HRS! PLAY
HANDS-ON PREVIEWS OF UPCOMING GAMES

FROM NABOO TO YOU
tar Wars: Episode I: Battle for NabooV from LucasArts Entertainment LLC

is ready to roll. Unlike the second N64 title

from LucasArts, Indiana Jones and the

Infernal Machine, which has a limited

release through Blockbuster video stores.

Battle for Naboo will appear in retail out-

lets across North America beginning in the

middle of December. The title's speedy trip

to the stores is a good thing for Star Wars

fans. LucasArts, in association with the

programming team at Factor 5, has created

a mission-based flight-and-fightsim in the

mold of Rogue Squadron. From the city

streets of Theed to the orbit of Naboo,

players take on Trade Federation battle

droids and troops. The game is filled with

cool vehicles, excellent graphics and music

and missions that are enough to challenge

a Jedi Knight. If you missed Nintendo

Powers preview, here’s another look to get

you hooked.

HERCULES AND XENA UNK UP
T itus has finally revealed how the upcoming Xena and Her-

cules games will be able to exchange character data. Titus

also sent Game Watch exclusive screen shots of the Hercules

adventure. The switcheroo works like this: Using a Game Link

Cable, players connect one GBC with a Xena Game Pak to a GBC

with Hercules. Both players must have found the hidden Link

Icon in each game prior to the exchange. Once the characters have

been exchanged, Her-

cules will appear in the

Xena game with his

own weapons, but he'll

have to use Xena’s

inventory. Xena will

appear in the Hercules

game with her own

weapons and Here's

inventory. New areas

will open up on the

maps in both games

once the characters have been

exchanged. Even if you don't

switch characters, though,

you'll be able to complete

each game with its original

character. Here is scheduled

for release in February, and

Xena will follow in March. Any

questions?

16
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THE BUZZ ON PINOBEE
H udson Softs Pinobee Quest of

Heart for Game Boy Advance

was one of the surprise hits at Spaceworld

last August. The main character is a very

cool bee named Pinobee who jets around

some of the prettiest settings of any video

game on any video game console. The

platform action combines exploration,

hop-and-bop fighting and the precise play

control that is the mark of expert game

developers like those at Hudson. Even the

music and sound effects (through stereo

headphones) were impressive. Hudson

Soft sent Game Watch the exclusive new

shots shown here—a feast of things to

come. Pinobee is slated to be one of a

dozen or so launch titles for Game Boy

Advance in Japan this March.

THE MYSTERY OF ZELDA
With the introduction of Game BoyAdvance rapidly approach-

ing, it’s easy to forget that a major event for Game Boy Color is

also on the way.Two Zelda adventures for GBC will be released

inJapan in March.The first game is known inJapan as The Leg-

end of Zelda: Nut of the Mysterious Tree: Chapter of Gaia. The

second game is known as The Legend of Zelda: Nut of the Mys-

terious Tree: Chapter ofTime & Space.The two games will have

a unique Game Link function using passwords that add more

depth to the play. Players who finish either of the games will

receive passwords that can be used in the other game. If you

inputyour password in the second game, that game will become

a sequel to the first. Your name will carry over, you’ll have an

extra Heart Container, and various events and scenarios will be

different from what they’d have been had you played without

the password. Ifyou finish the second game, you’ll get another

password. Ifyou input the second password into the first game,

you’ll receive a special item. The screen shots ofTime & Space

shown below are the first ever published in North America.

Time & Space

GAME WATCH
|
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N-SIDER NEWS
BREAKING NEWS IN THE WORLD OF GAMES

AN ENIX EXCLUSIVE

As a thank-you to Nintendo Power readers

who have supported the Dragon Warrior

franchise over the years, Enix has given

Nintendo Power exclusive first screen shots

of Dragon Warrior III for Game Boy

Color. The huge, 32-Megabit Game Pak will

Dragon Warrior III

feature improved art, larger screen text and

bigger, bolder sprites than in the original

NES game. The character and monster

designs come from Akira Toriyama, the cre-

ator, illustrator and storywriter of Drag-

onball Z. As for the game, DW III is the

third game in the Loto legend. The map is

so vast that you have to sail and fly over

oceans and continents. There are nine

character classes, parties of four heroes and

165 different types of monsters. The game

cycles through periods of day, night, dawn

and dusk, and different characters and

monsters appear at different times. Enix

plans on releasing the epic in North Amer-

ica in 2001.

TO THE FINISH LINE

AND BEYOND
Buzz, Woody, Bo Peep, Mr. Potato Head

and other characters take to the road in

Disney's Toy Story Racer from Activision

and Disney Interactive. The development

team atTiertex Studios has created a simu-

lated 3-D racing environment—not an easy

feat on Game Boy Color. Once on the road,

you’ll see environments such as Andys

house, Pizza Planet and Sid's yard flash by

with more detail than you’d expect. Toy

Story Racer is light, fun and easy to play

—

perfect for the young drivers who will be

revving up at the starting line.

BEACH BLANKET

VOLLEYBALL
If you’ve had enough cold weather and

you’d like to head to the beach, rake along

Infogrames’ Power Spike Pro Beach Vol-

leyball for a smashing time. Game Boy

Color sports are beginning to come into

their own with games such as Mario Ten-

nis, Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2 and Road

Champs BXS Stunt Biking. PSPBV may

not be quite as refined as that lofty group,

but it provides some realistic action in tour-

naments that range around the globe. Info-

grames serves up men’s, women’s and

Power Spike Pro Beach Volleyball

mixed matches with three difficulty levels.

You can choose the ball color, scoring sys-

tem and rally points, and if you have two

Game Pales and a Game Link Cable,you can

go head-to-head.

LLAMA LLAMA DING DONG

Disney’s The Emperor'sNewGroove from

Ubi Soft is based on the recendy released

animated feature from Disney. In the role

Disney's The Emperor's New Groove

of Kuzco, a prince who has been trans-

formed into a llama, you and friend Pacha

must face an assortment of side-scrolling

dangers and adventures. Kuzco uses head-
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butts and a spitting attack to hoof his way

past obstacles and Andean enemies. The

graphics are up to the mark, and the game

play is definitely aimed at the young audi-

ence that will flock to the movie. The

Emperor’s New Groove should be released

early in 2001.

THE CUB WHO ROARED

Yet another Disney license is ready for the

small screen. Activision’s The Lion King:

Simba’s Mighty Adventure for Game Boy

The Lion King: Simba's Mighty Adventure

Color joins The Emperor s New Groove and

Toy Story Racer in this edition of Game

Watch. Players begin the game as young

Simbaand grow into a powerful lion, learn-

ing the law of the wild as they progress. The

platform action takes Simba through 10

levels filled with enemies and obstacles.

The young lion swats enemies, pounces on

them, roars at them and leaps like a leop-

ard. Minigames are scattered along the way,

featuring characters from the movie such as

Pumbaa and Timon. Simba’s Mighty

Adventure is not a port of the Super NES

Lion King but a new adventure that Lion

King fans shouldn't miss.

CAT AND MOUSE

Tom and Jerry in Mouse Attacks may not

have the wild fighting action of Fists of

Furry for the N64, but the platform action

in the Game Boy Color title is as solid as a

brick. Jerry scampers through multiple lev-

Tom and Jerry in Mouse Attacks

nintendopower.com



els to rescue his friends, nibbling on cheese

to recover health and getting advice from

little angel and devil Jerry characters.

Inventory items on a subscreen give Jerry

special abilities that help him complete lev-

els, but he has to win them in minigames.

For instance, to get a rocket, he has to piece

together a slide-puzzle. There are plenty of

hidden thrills to search for. Stay tuned for

T and J. It should be released in January or

late December.

GAME BOY COLOR WORLD

As the New Year begins, Game Boy Color

continues to be the most popular video

game system in the world, and the number

of new games continues to grow. B.A.M.

Entertainment is one of the publishers that

just can't stay away from the mighty hand-

held market. The third Powerpuff Girls

title, Powerpuff Girls: Battle Him, is set to

be released in February. The final game in

the trilogy features Bubbles as she flies into

trouble, fighting Him, Seduca and Mr.

Mime. The high-flying action is similar to

the game play in the first two games. There's

a trading card elementand secret codes that

will appear on the Cartoon Network in Feb-

ruary once the game has been released.

Hang on for a quick trip around the

world. NewKidCo is working on Doug’s Big

Game. Snoopy Tennis was recently

announced by Infogrames, which is also

releasing Test Drive 2001. Eggbert is the

latest title from Capcom. Dexter’s Labora-

tory: Robot Rampage is coming from

B.A.M. Entertainment. Animorphs has

been released by Ubi Soft. THQ has a new

racer—TOCA Touring Car Champi-

onship. Sound Source Interactive is work-

ing on Extreme Sports with the

Berenstein Bears. And Blues Clues Alpha-

bet Book is headed your way thanks to

Mattel. In the new Forecast list, the Game

Boy Advance section lists Japanese tides.

Powerpufl Girls: Bailie Him
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HOSTAGE

USAftDMAN

<OMI< BOOK

g] SWITCH

Fight your way through

sparse pockets of rooftop

thugs to find the scene of

the crime. The pointer on

your Spidey Compass will

direct you to the bank. Bear

in mind that the compass

just shows you the direc-

tion of your goal, not the

safest route to get there.

Black Cat is the best

friend a Spider boy

could have. The stat-

uesque superhero will

dispense basic instruc-

tions to you in the first

level of the game. If you

need to hear them

again, touch the ques-

tion marks.

'HilST.i

tea
Purists may want to play the

game only in Spidey's origi-

nal suit, but most fans will

want to try out different cos-

tumes, such as the Captain

Universe suit or the Spider-

Man 2099 suit. Some of the

suits give you special attrib-

»s, like extra strength.

Training Mode allows you to

improve specific skills by

completing focused chal-

lenges. The Time Attack and

Survival Modes let you hone

your fighting skills. The

Speed Trainingand Item Col-

lection Modes teach you how

get around with webbing.

.
£&== ksbs mil') JA

If you beat the game on Normal, Finish the first level of Item Hunt in

you'll be able to wear the Symbiote under a

If you score more than 10,000 points

in Zip Line Training, you'll be reward-

ed with the Quick-Change suit.

SUB

aJU

V,Jk
Survival ivioae mruwb enemy a 1 C.QIM! - 1 .

Compete to see how long you can last. Speed Training testshow

long it takes you to swing to a rooftop target.

BANK!THESET



HOSTAGE SITUATION

You'll discover a delicate hostage situation unfolding inside the bank. Find the

best route to the captive employees. It isn't always on the ground.

i with a robber and three crucial switches.Journey through the airduct to a i

Activate them so you can access

uards in the room with three hostages, then start looking for

ie room. Go to the desk in the corner of the room then pick up

the chair to reveal a comic.

|
BANK APPROACH

H

COMIC!
I

The first Collector's Comic you'll find is atop the fabled Fantastic Four

Building. Reed Richards must have been taking a coffee break up there

when he was called away on important business.

Ii3i5^5
1 The creeps with machine guns on top of the bank building are tougher

1 than the pistol-toting tough guys you encountered on the way there.

| Use Web Targeting to take them out from a distance.





Ssmmm
The Scorpion has always blamed J. Jonah

Jameson for the failed experiment that trapped

him inside his cybernetic suit. The editor will

have to face the ultimate deadline unless

Spidey can stop the vengeful arachnid. Use

your powerful leaping abilities to evade Scor-

pion's deadly tail while you fight him.

I SPIDEY VS. SCORPION!

Entangle Scorpion with webbing to allow Jameson time to escape. It’s

relatively easy to attack Scorpion because he’s distracted by the cow-

ardly editor. He'll retaliate once you land a blow, however. A comic will

appear if you destroy all the furniture in the room.

Crawl up a con-

demned building

while the police

fire missiles and

snipe at you. They
always fire mis-

siles in the same
pattern. Heed
your Spider SHR

The missiles

start coming

faster as you near

the top of the

building. Watch
the missile tar-

geting indicators

and follow your

Spider Sense to

reach the ledge.



BU1LPIMG TOP CHASE

The Green Goblin has a

The police have called

in reinforcements to

deal with their spider

problem. As in the

comfortable-looking lair

inside a crane's control

booth. If you take the time

to find it, you'll be rewarded

with a comic and Spidey

armor. You'll appreciate the

extra protection when
you're exposed to the heli-

copter's machine gun fire.

problem. As in the

Police Chopper Chase,

keep moving between

buildings or you'll be

perforated. The cranes

can be disorienting, but

they also provide cover.

Don't travel in a straight

line up the girders unless

you have a Spidey Armor

power-up or a Captain

Universe suit. Keep moving

to the top until you reach

the crane on the roof. Jump

then swing to the hanging

box to start a short cinema

that ends the level.

SCALE THE GIRDERS What with all the

shooting, you may
want to rush right up

the building to end the

level, but you should

take the time to check

the other side of the

building before you

start scaling. There’s a

comic on the ledge.

Break through a

skylight then drop

down into a room
containing two
S.W.A.T. officers.

Defeat them then

break one of the

smoked glass

windows to reach

a comic.

POLICE EVADED

Play matador to help him defeat himself.
the dumbest.

w:
\

You’ve got one

more round of run-

ning and swinging

left before the

police will leave

you alone.A
building with two
skylights is a place

of interest along

the way.



Venom is actually two enemies in one. Eddie Brock

was just a reporter until he got his hands on the Sym-

biote costume that once belonged to Peter Parker. The

costume is actually a powerful alien organism that

lends its wearer all of Spider-Man's abilities. In

exchange for his powers, Brock has to share his con-

sciousness with the alien. Venom isn’t necessarily evil,

but he has a tendency to cause problems for the web-

head. It’s definitely a problem that he’s kidnapped

Spidey's wife and is threatening to drown her.

NINTENDO 64 |
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There are two comics to pick up on the Catch Venom! level, and you won't have

much time to look for them. The first one is next to a Spidey Armor power-up

among the girders, and the second is on a rooftop ledge.

Venom is quick and elusive. You shouldn't

necessarily follow his exact route.Try to

find shortcuts to keep up with him.



SEWER ENTRANCE

The first small cavern is

fairly easy to cross if

you time your swings

correctly. If you miss a

pipe, you'll fall into the

black abyss, forcing you

to restart the level. Get

past four Lizardmen in

the next hallway to fin-

ish the level.

Enter the sewer cavern,

then backtrack to the

entrance hallway to dis-

cover a comic. The
Lizardmen that patrol the

sewer are stronger than

the human foes you've

faced, so you should attack

quickly toprevent them

from mauling you.

32
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SUBWAY A moving subway train will take

you deep into the heart of

Venoms lair, but the ride won't

be very pleasant. You'll have to

ride on top of the train, and your

fellow travelers—Lizardmen—
are determined to stop you. Stay
near the side of the cars so you

can pick up health and webbing

power-ups as they pass by.

SEWER PLANT Make a short detour

after the start of the

Sewer Plant level to

find a comic. It's in a

dead-end hallway,

next to health and

webbing power-ups.

The level is filled with

enemies, so you may
need the power-ups.

Activate a series of switches to lower water levels and open

doors. The final switch in the level is in a tricky position. Take

care not to fall into the hole beneath it

HIDDEN SWITCHES The exit Irom the main room i

the Hidden Switches level is

beneath a pool of toxic water.

Find the one accessible switch in

the room then activate it to open

another switch. Continue the

process until you've hit all four

switches to lower the water.

After you hit the fourth switch,

return to the third for a comic.

TUNNEL CRAWL Time your progress

through the tunnel so

you avoid the rising

water. Swing across

the next room to a

switch that will lower

Another switch on a

large box opens the

way to the exit and

makes a comic appea
behind a second box.



I, turns out Verom's hideout actually belongs to the

.. ... •— ««. <—

i

1- '" h;
Ti, a comic will appear.Mary Jane. After you talk to him.

If you follow the Lizard's instructions to the letter, you'll be able to finish theleveland

progress to your final confrontation with Venom. Be sure to take anghtat the middle t

f y "
-

• There’s also a Spidey Armor power-up hidden in the sewer.
near the end of the sewer.

Don't bother chasing Venom
around the room. Stay in the cen-

tral area where you can see four

switches then pelt the villain

with Impact Webbing. If he man-

ages to raise the water level,

quickly lower it by hitting the

switches with webbing. Don't

worry about yourown health.

Concentrate on saving MJ.

SPIDEY VS. VENOM AGAIN!

re than halfway through your I

believers. Spidey will have to

ougher batch of supervillains

id hang out. A mysterious

of Symbiotes, a powerful

entist with multiple limbs

•ou before the game is over I

jled web of treachery, but

:
you through.^?

You’re little moi

(adventure, true

(face an even t<

|
before he can re]

I monstrosity, a :

I psycho and a mad scient

I will all get a crack at you

I and done. It's a tangL-

pour spider skills will see

THE LIZARD'S MAZE





ComE, mv cHiLDREn.

Gather yourselves

AROUtlD THE TREIUBLinG FiRE

ADD HARKED TO A STORY OF VALOR AnD TREACHERY

FROm THE wiSE OLD ODES AT THO ADD H20. HEED

THESE WORDS WELL, FOR ifl THEftl LiES THE TRUE

TELLiHG OF ALAROn, SAVIOR OF THE LADD OF AiDYn.

AN ADVENTURE BEYOND IMAGINING
h well and well. You have soft. I will answer true all of your

I'd A II arrived. Bur the fire bums low, questions, but know that in my answers

and my time here fades like its lie deeper truths, but only for those who

embersTCome closer! My eyes are old. have ears to listen. For I speak not just

and my voice turns weak with age. of a single man or a lone ode. but of

book of stories so vast that it has long

Long it has been since this story was been known in learned circles as the

first told—the story of a boy who Aidyn Chronicles.

became a man through hardship and

loss. His name was Alaron, and his

deeds are legend throughout time. And

V only now, as harsh winter grips the land

1 in her talons, dowe have a chance to dis-

I cover young Alaron, to live his quest

J
exactly as he lived it and to experience

[
the magical and vast world of Aidyn

through his very own eyes.

Where is this Aidyn, you ask? And who

as Alaron? Soft, my young listener,

© 2000 THQ Inc. Aidyn Chroni-

cles: The First Mage, THQ and

the THQ logo are trademarks

and/or registered trademarks

of THQ. Inc. Developed by H20

mark of H20 Entertainment

Corporation. All

rights reserved.
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THE FELLOWSHIP OF ALARON
here shall my tale take hold?

To gain knowledge, you must

first learn of the boy Alaron

and his companions, for in their story

reside the gossamer strands of legend.

The boy Alaron had his childhood

snatched away by vile goblins when he

was but a baby. During his naming cere-

mony, a horde of the foul beasts

appeared and overran the town, slaugh-

tering all who were within its walls.

When the king's forces arrived, they

The game begins with Alaron as your guide. As
you move through the world, you II encounter

over 12 different player characters who might be

convinced to join your quest.

Choosing party members is very important. With

many different classes-including Fighters,

Wizards, Thieves, Troubadours and Alchemists—

you must strive to find the perfect balance.

Each character has a different personality and

will react to you accordingly. You can also play

the game again and again with different party

members and have a unique adventure each time.

found that only young

Alaron had survived. He
was taken in by the good

King Lloyd, who raised

him as a true son.

Now, as you know, a

traveler’s path in life is

set by his name, since

within the name is

bound ones magical

power. Since his naming

ceremony was dis-

rupted, however, Ala-

ron's name was never

bound to him. Therefore he was not

tied to one school, but instead could

cast magic from all schools and arts,

which gave him the potential for

almost unlimited power. Many, how-

ever, were aware of that potential, and

not all were from the forces of light

and good.

Your FrIehds ahd AllIes

I would not be speaking to you of the

tale, had not Alaron the backing of wise

and trusted friends. As he set out on his

quest, he was able to select from the

finest fighters and scholars in the king-

dom. Thusly, his party was composed of

names so heroic that they rest even

today upon the lips of all who have

breath to utter them. Sir Abrecan, the

King’s knight, was a fighter bold and

brave as the mountains themselves.

Many a ballad has been written of Sir

Abrecan—perhaps you even sang a few

yourself. Godric the alchemistwas a man

whose nervous and confused nature was

second only to his mastery of herbs and

magical lore. Rheda the wizard was the

youngest of the magical masters. And

finally, Brenna, the clever and head-

strong thief was Alaron’s closest com-

panion and friend.

Oh, there were more who joined with

Alaron—different classes and races,

with increasing powers of magic and

combat. But to list them all would take

many days, my child, and already my
time grows short.
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The TerrIble Beasts

As Alaron proceeded on his quest, he

met many a monster that seemed born

straight from the fiery depths of man's

darkest imagining—goblins and ogres,

skeletons and zombies. Hideous, giant

animals roamed the land in that day

there are even sketches of rats as long as

ox-carts. And as Alaron progressed on

his journey and gained in strength, the

beasts became more horiffic. Chaos

Monsters arose and roamed the land

—

the unspeakable abominations were

frighteningly powerful and a seemingly

random combination of eyes, limbs and

tongues. Many a brave knight barely

returned from an encounter with the

creatures, their mind forever shattered,

their hair as white as new fallen snow.

To Battue! To Battle!

Fighting these unnameables took

courage and skill. Warriors entered com-

bat with the roar of battle in their ears,

swinging their great weapons in arcs of

destruction. And oh,what weapons they

had! Axes and swords, staffs and hatch-

ets! Daggers, whips and the ranged

power of the longbow. The variety of

weaponry was unlike any ever seen

before or since. Some of the tools ofwar

were even blessed with magical powers,

transforming he who wielded it from a

lowly peasant to a great warrior.

Armor, too, was in great demand, and

magical items were always welcome.

Such things could be switched

members of a party

exchanged for gold at

local shops.

The battles themselves

were harsh affairs. Ene-

mies used skill and

brains as well as brawn.

Alaron was given com-

plete freedom of move-

ment while on the

battlefield, but this was a

curse as well as a blessing

for it forced the rash young

knight to plan his attacks with

care. It was indeed a change

from days of yore, when brave

knights and foul villains stood

n a single line, patiently waiting

Not only does the enemy Al single out your party

leader for attack, large groups of enemies will

actually surround a fighter who gets too far from

the rest of the party.

You can take advantage of the landscape while

you fight. Taking the high ground in the middle of

a fierce battle will result in improved stats. All

combat is turn-based.

Strateqy is important in battle. If you move a

weak fighter, like an Alchemist, to the front, your

enemies will seek him out and pounce on him.

o! You are tired

| | of this old man’s

l&Ywrx/jl ramblings, eh?

It is a tale of battle you

seek, fierce combat where

swords clash and spells

fly. Ah, the impatience of

youth. Very well! I shall

,
impart to you the battles

and strategies used by

Alaron and his band of

heroes.

Since you can see enemies approach in the over-

land map, you'll often have the option to engage

in battle or to attempt to sneak by unnoticed.



MAGIC, ALCHEMY AND THE STUDY OF THE ART
y time here is almost done,

[(
||

) and 1 have only a moment

ls!rr»--T-./y-v)i remaining in which to speak

ofAidyn’s magic.

In that far-off day, magic was divided

into four schools: Elemental magic,

which harnessed the power of earth and

You'll need to collect certain items, such as

Forest Herbs and Desert Spice, before most
spells will work.

sky; Star magic, which used

the powerful forces of the sun

and planets; Naming magic,

which called upon the power

inherent in one's on name;

and finally Necromancy, the

dark magic. That branch of

the art was considered too

dangerous for study, though

there were rogue wizards who

tried to learn its ways regard-

less, in the hopes of seizing

unlimited power.

Most sorcerers were lim-

ited to a single school, but

Alaron’s lack of a true name

gave him the power to use

many different spells. Per-

haps you can see now why he

was so exceptional.

You'll learn spells by reading scrolls or training

with loremasters. There are also rumored to be

other ways of learning magic—dark ways.

Spell castIhg
Spells launched in battle can strike fear

in the hearts of a foe and turn the tide in

an instant. Alaron and his band learned

dozens upon dozens of spells in their

travels. Such powerful spells included

Dragon Flames, Restoration, Conjuring

Fog and the dreaded Wall of Bones.

And let us not merely brush aside

Summoning, the most powerful magic

of all. The results of such magic were

oftentimes amazing beyond all descrip-

tion.We have heard of Summoners who
could call up wolves and elemental mon-

sters for use on the battlefield, and even

of wizards so powerful that they could

raise and control the dead. I shudder

still to think of it.

Learn well from Alaron! When you set

out for adventure, take with you at least

one who knows the worth of magic.

Alas, it is to your own peril that you

ignore my words, young one. And now, I

bid thee a fond farewell.

THE JOURNEY BEGINS
onS ^ave people of our land

id I
)|

cried out for an epic RPG, one

that would stretch a Nintendo

64 to its very limits with graphical won-

ders and deep story lines. And we are,

without a doubt, thrilled to report that

Aidyn Chronicles: The First Mage, is a

tremendous success on all fronts.

The plot is intense and unusually well-

written, there are hundreds of characters

co meet and speak with and, best of all,

the world of Aidyn is simply massive

—

giving you total freedom to explore

wherever you want. The battle system is

unique and challenging, and the enemy

AI is one of the cleverest we’ve ever

encountered. There are many hours of spells, or just a well-designed game with

fim and engrossing game play crammed an intricate and creative story, you

into this Pak, and though gamers had to definitely will not be disappointed.^1

sit patiently through a

number of delays, the

final results will make

all the waiting worth it.

Everyone knows that

role-playing fans are

among the most vora-

cious in the gaming

world, and N64 RPG
fanatics will finally have

a game that does justice

to the genre. If you

enjoy combat, magical



of Rare’s powerhouse platformer. This month,

we’ll take you to Grunty’s front door.

kL if?
1

The trip through Jolly Rogers Lagoon was a day at the beach con

pared to the challenges you'll face in the last four worlds. There ai

plenty of new moves to learn and tough enemies to defeat.

Talon-Torpedo the boulder

in Pine Grove's pond to

access the Digger Tunnel.

After a short battle with

Klungo, you can continue on

to the Wasteland and the

Terrydactyland entrance.

^ Empty Honeycomb

Glowbo

Jamjars

Jissy

Jinjo

^ Mumbo Jumbo

My Notes x5

Treble Clef x20

Warp Pad

TERRVDIKTVUIND
B-T’s fifth world is a Jurassic lost land

filled with cavemen and deadly

dinosaurs. After you visit Wumba’s

Wigwam, you'll be able to infiltrate

the local scene as a Baby T-Rex or

raise a ruckus as a thunderous

Daddy T-Rex. The first order of

business, however, is mountain

climbing. Instead of rope, try

using the Springy Step Shoes.

Terry’s Torment

Terry will attack you two

ways. First, he'll fire deadly

spit wads at you from above,

then he’ll release mucoids to

attack you. Fire Grenade Eggs

at him as he flies above you

between attacks.

Bad Nestkeeping

A bonus Jiggy is tucked away

under a loose patch in Terry's

nest. After you've finished

fighting him, Bill-Drill the

patch to reveal his secret

stash, then leave the nest the
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Gut Shot

The Chompasaurus will eat

anything that moves, and
that's why it has a stomach
ache. Once you're inside its

belly, hold down the Z
Button to eliminate Blaarg

Ulcers for a Jiggy.

Track down the five mem-
bers of the Armored
Rocknuts tribe then blast

them with Clockwork
Kazooie Eggs. Each Rocknuts
tribesman has a weak spot:

his unprotected posterior.

Baby T-Rex, go through the

sliding T-Rex door behind

Wumba's Wigwam. Read the

sign inside to learn a code,

then roar in front of a caged

Jiggy on the mountainside.

The Oogle Boogies have

not evolved enough to
feed or heat them-

selves. Save them from
extinction with Fire

Eggs and take-out junk

food from Wtchyworld.

Put Kazooies newly learned

Hatch move to good use by
opening up four of Terry's

stolen eggs. All but one of

the hatchlings will fly back

to the nest. The obese baby

can ride in the Taxi Pack.

Foot Message

Banjo and Kazooie must

cross the Stomping Plains

together and separately to

activate three switches. To

win the Jiggy, use the

Wonderwing to protect the

pair from the big foot.

A Styracosaurus mom has

three at-risk kids. Haul the

runaway back by train and

fix the wee one with

Mumbo. Use Chuffy to take

the sick one to the Cliff Top

so Mumbo can heal her.

Dippy the dinosaur is

parched, but he can't

make the short trip to a

nearby pond. Fill up his

giant water dish by

unplugging a pool in

Cloud Cuckooland.

Adjustable T-Rex

> —4^-- HI

Wumba can trans-

form you into a Baby
T-Rex to enter small

doors or a Daddy T-

Rex to scare people

_ ,t

"

v_
and stomp switches

Wigwam Widening

Mumbo 's potent

magic can widen the

hole in Humba’s house
to accommodate a

Daddy T-Rex.

^ TERRVDflCTVLRND JINJOS

£. <• Use the Talon Torpedo
activate the Kazooie S

• Tmt ^ pond. A cage door will open.

I

•

Another Jinjo is behind bars near

the entrance. Shoot the Gate

Switch on a pillar then use the

nearby Flying Pad to reach the

alcove in the cliff face.

One of the imprisoned Jinjos is

accessible only by using a

Clockwork Kazooie Egg. Steer the

bird bomb into a mouseholelike

opening on a cliff face.

It will take a lot of weight to

pound the switch near Wumba's
Wigwam. Transform into a Daddy
T-Rex to open a Jinjos gate then

retransform to reach the Jinjo.

Kazooie must cross the Stomping
Plains so she can stomp a switch

herself to free a Jinjo. Time your

runs from footprint to footprint so
you don't get squashed.

NINTENDO 64
|
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GRUNTY INDUSTRIES

Grunty Industries is located in the Quagmire, a toxic swamp
adjacent to the Wasteland. Use Springy Step Shoes to leap

to the entrance. When you reach the outside of Grunty
Industries, activate the Train Switch.

The Trash Compactor on

the first floor will flat-

ten you into a bear cake

before you can reach a

Jiggy behind bars. Use

the Snooze Pack to

recharge Honeycombs
between squashings.

You'll find a pair ofTurbo

Trainers in the packing

department to help you

sort different-colored

Twinklies. Dump the

lights in their color-coded

bins to score points.

Fire Grenade Eggs into

Weldar's mouth to dam-
age the nearsighted

welding torch. After you

defeat the metal mon-
ster, you'll be able to

reach the Jiggy above

the giant fan.

A Crush on You

Twinkly Trips

Torch Trial

Grunty’s filthy factory isweak on sanitation and safety but strong on security and

servitude. You can access the multilevel interior by taking Chuffy from a previ-

ously opened station. Once you’re inside, open the front door using Banjo and

Kazooie Pads.You can also activate outdoor Flying Pads from inside the building.
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Claw Clamber Boots
will allow you to

climb straight up walls

wherever you see
a trail of yellow claw-
prints. The boots
will vanish after a

CLAW CLAMBER BOOTS

If you value your

health, you can count

some Zs inside your

pack. You'll gradually

regain all of your

Honeycombs.

SNOOZE PACK

Finally free of Banjo.

Kazooie will be able

to spring to great

heights without using

a Shock Jump Pad. All

she has to do is crouch
then jump.

Blast through a patch

on an exterior smoke-
stack using Airborne

Egg Aiming then enter
the hole you created.

You'll land on a plat-

form near a waiting

Smash through the

windows an top of

the building to go

inside the fifth floor

storage area. Use the

Flap Flip Jump to

reach a Jinjo standing

on top of a box.

Wander through Waste
After you've shut

down the giant

fan, you'll find a

Jiggy in the

Waste Disposal

Plant. Use the

Shack Pack to

reach it.

Tiptup Condition
Enter an exterior

window so

Kazooie can Glide

to a platform

above the first

floor. Battle the

Tiptups there for

a gold reward.

Skipping Sack
Hop across the

Containment

Pond using the

Sack Pack move.
Raise the water

level with a
switch before you

make the trip.

Toxic Targets

Filthy Bunnies

Use Grenade Eggs to

pick off blue barrels as

they pass by on the

conveyor belt

between toxic green

barrels. After you win
the Jiggy, reenter the

room as a Washer.

Fungilike Clinkers have
shut down Grunty

Industries' ventilation

system by affixing

themselves to wall

grates. Move methodi-

cally through the cav-

ern to eradicate them.

Use the Bill Drill move
to unscrew a plate on

the fifth floor, jump
through the hole, then

Split Up downstairs.

Return to the fifth floor

as Kazooie to Leg-

Spring to the Jiggy.

Six Skivvy workers
|

need a deep soil wash
for their dirty overalls.

Track them down as a

Washer to earn a .

Jiggy for your codec- I

tive cleaning.
'

SERGEANT JAMJARS

* GRUNTY INDUSTRIES JINJOS

__
Return to theReturn to the

Smugglers' cavern

area in Jolly Roger's

smugglers caver

area in Jolly Roge
S

stf f
1 Lagoon to Talon-

TL*" . Torpedo your wa^Torpedo your way into

a Grunty Industries

pipeline. Use Ice Eggs
to stop the fan blades.

3I n A Jinjo is trapped in an
alcove high above a
narrow pipe and a pool

of toxic waste. Split

Up on top of the tank in

the center of the room
then use Kazooie's Leg
Spring move.

Split Up, then use

a
Banjo to keep his

weight on a switch

outside the building.

A door will open on the

fourth floor, allowing

Kazooie to Claw-
Clamber to the Jinjo.

NINTENDO 64
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mum peaks
Troublingwinds blow hot and cold around the twin mountains of Hailfire Peaks,

a schizoid setting that includes a Lava Side and an Ice Side. The heat is on when

you enter die world. You'll need to deal with boiling lava and belligerent Fire Imps

until you find safe passage to the frozen wasteland, where Bigfoot creatures and

hostile icicles await you.

A Banjo and Kazooie Switch on a Cliff Top ledge will acti-

vate the stone bridge to the Hailfire Peaks entrance. You'll

find a Glowbo on the roof of the entrance structure. Take it

to Mumbo's Cliff Top skull when the time comes.

. Backtracking

Head back to the

Stompasaurus tracks in

Terryaactvland once

you have the Snooze
Pack move. Banjo can

enter a cave that leads

to a Hailfire Peaks Jiggy.

The low score wins in

the Colosseum Kickball

League, so reverse

everything you learned

in the Mayan Kickball

League. To play, return

to Mayahem Temple to

become a Stony again.

Switch and Swipe

Split Up near the world

entrance then send

Banjo up the chain in the

Colosseum. Keep hitting

ie to free the

imprisoned Jiggy in

front of the building.
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Cosmic Kindercare

33
^

Black Gold Jiggy

Saliva Salvation
10

Stomp the Raised Pillars

Switch inside the
Colosseum to create a

path to the Jinjo outside.

You'll need to use either

the Wonderwing or the

Shack Pack to get past

the scalding waterfall.

Boggy's TV obsession

has turned him into a

feeble blob, unable

even to feed himself.

Shack-Pack to the bot-

m of a boiling pool on
the Lava Side to find

him a Dindin fish.

dragon brothers are

hot and cold. Shoot Ice
‘

is at Chili Billi and

Sabreman has been

frozen in a block of ice |
since 1984. It's a good

thing he wore long

underwear. Use
Mumbo to Revive him,

,

then Taxi-Pack him tc

his tent.

Three alien kids are in

frozen jeopardy on the

Ice Side. Smash the ice

over two kids then use

Mumbo to revive one

of them. Glide to the

third child then use

Hatch to warm it up.

You’ll need to be a full-

sized Snowball to acti-

vate the switch on the

Oil Machine. Roll

around the Lava Side

to the switch then

Shack-Pack through a

crack in the pipeline.

The Ice Side is Chuffy's

final stop, but it won't

be able to leave the

Lava Side until you cool

its engine. Beak-Barge

Gobi's hump to make
him spit into the train.

HRILFIRE PEAKS JINJOS

The Jinjo near Boggy's
Dindin fish in the steaming
pond is a nice bonus for

braving the boiling soup.

Split Up. then use Banjo's

Shack Pack to dive to

the bottom.

After you listen to her sob
story, leap above Mildred

Ice Cube then smash her

with the Bill Drill move.
You'll find a perfectly good
Jinjo to rescue among the

crystal shards.

After you blast the icicles

loose from the ceiling of

the Icicle Grotto, you’ll be

able to use a series of

the chasm. Glide from the

top of the steps to reach

the Jinjo.

An icy wind will keep all

but the heaviest rescuers

away from a Jinjo on the

Ice Side. Build yourself

into a big Snowball then

keep attacking in the

direction of the Jinjo until

you reach it

NINTENDO 64 |
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Head Inside the

Volcano for a series of

switch stomps that

raises five bridge seg-

ments out of the lava,

A Jiggy will appear on
a platform after you
raise the last bridge.



An oddly hued crack in the Wasteland canyon wall leads to

Cloud Cuckooland's bubble elevator. Jump inside for a far-

out trip to wacky weirdness.

CLOUD CUCKOOLDNO
Things start getting weird after you ascend into the clouds

above Isle o’ Hags. Cloud Cuckooland is a floating freakshow of

giant trash cans, toxic cheese and cannonlike Blastaplants. The

plants fire you between the numbers shown on the map.

Gunning for Gold

Sham Shaman

The Pot o' Gold at the

end of the rainbow is

chock-full of Jiggy tar-

gets. Fire four types of

eggs into the central

E

odium to make Rapid-

ire Eggs appear then

fire in a circular motion

Guffothe bean can will

face eviction from its

trash bin if it doesn't get

rid of an infestation of

multicolored germs.

Kazooie's Wing Whack
move will supply some
slapdash sanitation.

One of the two Mumbo
Skulls in Cloud

Cuckooland houses a

cybernetic imposter.

Evade Mingy Jongo’s

heat-seeking blasts

then hit the rotten

robot with any attack.
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In the Belly of the Jelly

SERGEANT JAMJARS

Hit the wasp target on
top of the mountain to

enter Zubba's Nest—
the place to Bee if

you're a flying insect.

Shoot the colored

wasps inside to win
aJiggy.

I

SACK PACK

Jamjars will be rid of

you—and vice-

versa—after he
teaches you the Sack
Pack. Your miracu-

lous backpack
allows you to hop
across any surface,

including liquids.

Mr. Fit will be waiting

where you debark from

the bubble elevator.

Springy-Step over the

High Jump, Sack-Pack
through the Sack Race,

then sprint to the fin-

ish in Turbo Trainers.

CLOUD CUCKOOLAND JINJOS

w k

1

ifRm

You'll probably hear the
Jinjo calling for help in

Guffo's trash can while

you're dealing with the

germs. After you win the

Jiggy, you can either Glide

across the room to it or

jump off the nearby bottle.

A Shock Jump Pad below
the Jinjo in the Central
Cavern is the easiest way
to reach the helpless

creature. You also can

You won't know which
Mumbo Skull contains the

real Mumbo or the evil

Mingy Jongo, but you can
be sure that Mingy's skull

replica contains a Jinjo.

The real Mumbo Skull con-

tains a Minjo.

Humba Wumba has a

secret visitor in the smoky
environs of her wigwam.
Transform into a Bee then
buzz up to the rafters—or
climb up as Banjo and
Kazooie— to free the Jinjo.

Take a second to free the

Jinjo inside the Cheese
Wedge before you venture

down the hall to pick up a

Jiggy. The creature will

be waiting for you on a
ledge at the end of your

Tendril journey.

FLOATUS FLOATIUM FACTS

The odd-looking eggs in

Cloud Cuckooland can be
hatched into rare Floatus

Floatium creatures. If you put

them in Banjo's Taxi Pack,
you’ll be able to float through

the air for short distances.
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MULTIPLAYER
MultiplayerMode offers a variety ofchallenges, and the

Breegull Blaster arenas are sure to be among the most

popular offerings. Using a modified GoldenEye inter-

face, the mode lets you egg on up to three opponents.

MULTIPLAYER MAP KEY
(

Proximity

^l^Eggs
Grenade jS&L Rapid-Fire

Eggs Eggs

j&M, Blue

<^®^ E99S
J^lce

^M^Eggs
(% A Clockwork Honey

Eggs'
316 POt

TARGITZAN'S TEMPLE

The temple is a huge battleground with many excellent perches

for sniping. The balcony above the Sacred Chambers is among

the better ambush spots.

ORDNANCE STORAGE

The ramps and dead ends in Ordnance Storage are perfect for a

run-and-gun approach to Breegull Blasting. Stay close to walls to

make yourself less of a target.

CLINKERS’ CAVERN

The tunnels and turns in Clinkers’ Cavern add up to ample

opportunities for sneak attacks. Position yourselfon the far sides

of blind corners to blast unsuspecting opponents.

WrTCH WORRIESm
You have one more trip to make before Grunty is out of your fur because you have to take a test at the end of che game. If you pass

for the time being. Cauldron Keep is next door to Grunty Indus- that challenge, you’ll face the toughest foe of all: Grunty herself,

tries in the Quagmire. Stay alert throughout your adventures, She's packing more than a broom this time around.^
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YOUR SECRET HEADQUARTERS FOR THE COOLEST CODES, TRICKS, CHEATS AND PASSWORDS

Hey there all you crafty joystick jockeys! It’s a newyear, and that

means change is in the air. Classified Information has always

been your number one source for codes, and 2001 represents a

new era for us. In addition to our usual assortment of tricks,

you can now find passwords, game quirks, and the how-to for

unlocking in-game cheats—as well as ournew friend, the Code

Cop. He'll reveal codes that aren’t, or warn you about cheats

that might damage your game. Read on for more!

PERFECT COMBAT
x JusticeSims everywhere, take note: The following

cheat is lower than a snakes belly in a wheel rut.

Now that we’ve warned you, how would you like the ability

to breeze through every challenge in the Combat Simulator

without breaking a sweat?We know, we know, it sounds like

a crazy pipe dream, right? Well, read on. All you need to

make the cheat work are two Controllers, a memory slot to

save your game and a low sense of fair play. Go to Advanced

Setup with the first Controller and build a scenario with

nothing but MeatSims. Save it, then go to the Load Set-

tings screen—but don’t load anything. Have player two

select the challenge you're having trouble with and press

Start until it says "ready and waiting.” Then use

Controller one to load the scenario you just built—you’ll

be good to go! It will work with all challenges, but you’ll

need to match the combat

setting depending on the

challenge, such as Hold the

Briefcase or King of the

Hill. You can use the

method to alter numerous

challenge parameters, or

even reduce a challenge's

time limit to a minute! Hey,

don't blame us. We told you

it was low!

Joanna Dark is very ashamed

PERFECT AIM
Ifyou manage to earn all gold medals at the

Carrington Institute firing range, Dr. C will grant

you access to the guns from Golden Eye 007—the ones

in the unbreakable glass cases on the firing range wall.

We’ll admit, however, that scoring all golds can be down-

right difficult, so make your life easier with an extra gun.

In the firing range, select the Laptop Gun and press

Start. Quickly use its secondary feature, the Sentry Gun,

then abort the mission as it begins to deploy. Quickly

press Start again, select a

different gun and begin a

new challenge. Ifyou do it

correctly, the Sentry Gun
will still deploy! It doesn't

work as well with some of

the weapons, but it’s very

useful where speed, and not

aim, is a paramount Extra guns are always welcome at
’

. ,

v
. the Carrington Institute,

consideration.

\m\ PERFECT AMMO
1® Our secret agents have dis-

covered one of Perfect Dark's

rather bizarre secrets. Make for

the bottom of the stairs in the

first level and crawl underneath

the staircase. You'll discover a tiny

box of pistol ammunition!

H WHAT'S THIS?
Even stranger than the tiny

box of ammo is a grill in the ceiling

of the Warehouse level of multi-

player. Head for the top floor,

crawl inside the wall and look for a

hole in the floor. If you look up,

you'll see a grate with a question

mark. What does it mean? Why is

it there? We don't know, but if you

discover a use for the mysterious

grating, let us know!
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ICON KEY: c buttons Q W #
CONTROL PAD »< + H

SENT BY READER

CLIMB MT. RU3HM0RE
s^» We told you last month that there were more Rush
" ' 2049 codes out there, and we at Classified Infor-

mation never break our word! You’ll need speedy fingers,

patience and some time to practice to get the latest com-
plex codes to function, but the results are spectacular. All

the cars, an open paint shop, nuclear fog in pretty col-

ors—what more could a Rush fan want? You must open
the cheat menu before any codes will work, so we’ve

reprinted that code below. Note that the code to open the

cheat menu is entered while highlighting Options at the

main menu, the others by highlighting that option in the

cheat menu and quickly inputting the code.

I LUV CHEATS
Nothing quite says Rush like a

souped-up car with a rocket

engine, a whole boatload of brand-

new cheats and some funky-

colored fog. If this is what the

year 2049 has in store, then it's

cryogenic freezers for us!

CHEAT CODE

OPEN THE CHEAT MENU HOLD L + R

+ , THEN TAP Z

+ #

HEAVY CAR (MASS) HOLD R + W , THEN
L + THEN R

+ f>, AND FINALLY

+ 9
L

SUPER TIRES PRESS Z
,

Z
,

Z
,

L
,

R A A

rr? CLEAR AS
W A BELL

For a nifty code that turns the
track invisible, quickly press right

C twice, then hold L, R and left C.

Release and press left C twice,
then hold L, R and right C. Hey, is

this the carpool lane?

C(7 COLOR ME
HAPPY

To open up the Battle Paint Shop,
quickly press Z, Z, Z, bottom C,

bottom C, bottom C, left C, left C,

left C. right C, top C, left C and
bottom C. You’ll be able to change
your car's color while in

Battle Mode.

C|7 GOTTA DRIVE^ 'EM ALL
To open up all the cars in the

game, quickly press left C, left C,

left C, top C, top C, top C, right C,

right C, right C, bottom C, bottom
C and bottom C, then hold L, R,

top C, left C, bottom C and right C
and tap the Z Button.

rjlFOG HOGSW Multicolored fog has

always been a staple of Rush
games, and Rush 2049 doesn't dis-

appoint. Hold top C and right C and
press L Release and then hold

bottom C and left C and press R.

Release and then press right C,

left C, right C then left C.

Code Bank at www.nintendo.com/oodes/index.html CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
|
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/<§^j Link doesn't often grace the pages of Classified

LAy Info, but we’re always happy when he pays us a

visit. This nifty trick gives you an unbreakable Deku Stick

more powerful than the Kokiri Sword. To make it work,

equip a Deku Stick and leap off a cliff. On your way down,

swing the stick against an adjacent cliff wall so it breaks.

The remaining piece will then become a handy club, which

you can use over and over! Experiment with it for a bit, then

go give a White Wolfos what for!

Kj CARRY A BIG™ STICK
Take care with your newfound

club. If you switch items, leave an

area or dive in the water, it will

disappear—and you'll have to leap

off a cliff all over again.

SWEET MUSIC MAN
^JkWe just can’t get enough of those rockin’ Ogre

Battle tunes. If you’re like us, then you’ll love the

following codes. Name your character MUSIC ON to

enter a music test screen, or DEL DATA to get rid of

older saved games. Remember to make it all caps, and

don’t forget the underscore—that’s the little dash in

between words.

TUNE IN
TOMORROW
You'll have to reset the game
when you’re finished with the

music test, which isn't a bad thing.

Ogres would probably laugh them-

selves silly if they had to fight for

a leader named Music On.

? J A K i
'•

jt
QUAKING IN FEAR

k So, you think you know all there is to know about
' Quake II? Do you consider yourself a master of all

chings slimy and unpleasant? Well, we’ve tracked down a

secret level, and it’s a doozy. We’re talking you, a single

blaster, one lone rocket launcher, five Gladiators and a cool

1:40 to take them all out. If it sounds tough, it is. To access

the chamber of horrors, go to the password screen and type

in the following: FBBC <

VBBB FBBC VBF7. This will

load the level at the easy I

setting, and believe us,

not that easy. If you know a I

code for the medium or hard I

setting, send it in! We’d love I

to check it out.

Good luck, friend. We'll clean up

the mess when you're done.
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ICON KEY: c buttons# # (©) |£j
CDNTR0L Pfl° ^ f * f TRY THIS WACKY SENT BY READER CHEAT SHEFT

THE CHEATS ARE NOT ENOUGH
Another change we’ll be making as part of the

{Sly Classified Info makeover is informing readers about
how to unlock cheats that are built into the game. It’s not nec-

essary for a game like Perfect Dark, because PD tells you how
to achieve it’s cheats. But with EAs new Bond shooter, The
World Is Not Enough, those

cheats have been a mystery.

Well, worry no longer. Just

refer to the chart below to find

outhow to unlock multiplayer

characters, levels and scenar-

ios. Very nice, Mr. Bond. Now
stop zapping me with that

watc[1 i
Cool Classic skins include 006 and
Mayday.

CHEAT HOW TO GET IT
CONTEMPORARY SKINS FINISH THE GAME ON

AGENT SETTING

COVERT SKINS FINISH CITY OF WALK-

WAYS 1 IN 3:45 OR LESS

ON SECRET AGENT

CASTLE LEVEL FINISH UNDERGROUND
UPRISING IN 2:15 OR
LESS ON AGENT

TEAM KING OF THE

HILL MODE
FINISH KING’S RANSOM
IN 2:20 OR LESS ON
AGENT

BUSINESS SUIT SKINS FINISH COURIER IN 3:05

OR LESS ON SECRET
AGENT

SOLDIER SKINS FINISH MIDNIGHT DEPAR-

TURE IN 3:05 OR LESS ON
AGENT

CHEAT HOW TO GET IT

AIR RAID LEVEL FINISH MASQUERADE IN

3:05 OR LESS ON AGENT

CIVILIAN SKINS FINISH CITY OF WALK-
WAYS 1 IN 3:35 OR LESS

ON AGENT

CLASSIC SKINS FINISH GAME ON SECRET
AGENT

SECURITY SKINS FINISH KING'S RANSOM IN

3:45 OR LESS ON SECRET
AGENT

SCIENTIST SKINS FINISH MASQUERADE IN

4:20 OR LESS ON 00

AGENT

CAPTURE THE
BRIEFCASE MODE

FINISH TURNCOAT IN 3:20

ON SECRET AGENT

SKY RAIL LEVEL COMPLETE COLD RECEP-

TION IN 3:15 OR LESS ON
SECRET AGENT

GOLDEN GUN MODE FINISH THE GAME ON 00

AGENT

WILDFIRE MODE COMPLETE CITY OF

WALKWAYS 2 IN 3:00 OR
LESS ON AGENT

to classified@nintendo.com or to the address above. CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
|
55



HAPPYTVIASk HUNTING
Even if you’ve saved the world from the felling moon, the towns- problems will you earn all 20 collectible Happy Masks. With a full

people in The Legend of Zelda: Majora's Mask may still be leading collection, you can earn the fourth and final transformation mask,

troubled lives. Only after you've solved all of their personal and with this month's guide to disguises,you'll unmask its mystery.

GREAT FAIRY MASK
^ WHO: The Great Fairy

7 4 WHERE: North Clock Town

The first time you return ClockTown's Stray Fairy to the Fairy

Fountain, the Great Fairy will grant you Magic Power. If you

repeat the good deed when you have the Deku Mask, the

supreme sprite will reward you with the Great Fairy Mask.

BREMEN MASK

Only three of the 20 Happy Masks will give you special abil-

ities thatyou can access with the B Button.The Bremen Mask

is the first one that you can add to your collection. To find it,

head to the Laundry Pool when night fells on Clock Town.

During the day, Clock

Town's Stray Fairy will be

at the Laundry Pool. After

sundown, the missing pixie

will spend the night hover-

ing in East Clock Town.

Once you've located the

Stray Fairy and have it in

your care, return to the

cave in North Clock Town
to receive the Great Fairy

Mask as your reward.

Wear the Great Fairy Mask
in dungeons to attract

Stray Fairies. If they're not

trapped, the fairies will fly

to you when you’re dis-

guised as one of them.

Organ-grinder Guru-Guru

spends his nights cranking

out tunes at the Laundry

Pool on Days 1 and 2. Lend

an ear to hear his music and

his story about his mask.

As long as you're not in

Deku Scrub form, Guru-

Guru will fess up to steal-

ing his former boss's mask

and give it to you to relieve

his conscience.

Originally owned by a dog

that led circus animals, tne

mask will give you its

power to influence small

creatures. Press B to lead

them in a march.
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Bunny Hood

t, , , ,, i lii i .

When you have the Parade around in theun Uay 3, the boulder that blocks the road to Romani Ranch Bremen Mask, visit Grog at Bremen Mask so the chicks
will be dust (you can turn it to rubble yourself if you're a

the Cucco Shack - lf Y°u can follow Y°f- As you lead

G„r cenifed i„ powder keg usage). Hop down rhe tr.il to SSSSSSSSKT tSSSSUSSff*’
reach the Cucco Shack where the Bunny Hood's owner lives. 9ive you his Bunny Hood. mature into cuccos.

When you're hopped up on
Bunny Hood power, you'll

have the speed ot a

jackrabbit. Wear the flop-

py ears in battle for extra

agility.

Kamaro's mask

Gormans troupe of performers is in town for the Carnival

of Time, and the Rosa Sisters are the group's dancers.

They're struggling to choreograph their performance, and
Kamaro's Mask will help them get into the groove.

On any evening between
midnight and 6:00 a.m.,

jump to Termina Field's

mushroom-shaped rock to

meet Kamaro, the spirited

ghost dancer.

If you play the Song of

Healing, the troubled spirit

will give you his mask and
he'll be able to rest in

peace knowing that you

possess his moves.

The Rosa Sisters rehearse
in West Clock Town on
Days 1 and 2 between
6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. Use
Kamaro's Mask to teach
them a new routine.

Blast Mask

At half past midnight on Day i, Sakon will attempt to mug
the old lady from the Bomb Shop as she crosses through

North Clock Town. Stop the thief by hitting him with your

sword. Ifyou fend him off, you'll receive the Blast Mask.

If you manage to botch Even if you don't have a If a bomb can blow it up, so
Sakon’s robbery attempt supply of bombs handy, can the Blast Mask. Stand
at 12:30 a.m., the old lady you can use the Blast next to your target (such
from the Bomb Shop will Mask to blow things up. as a boulder blocking a
reward your heroism with The trade-off is that your grotto entrance), then tap
the explosive Blast Mask, blast will harm you slightly. B to make itgo boom.

Don gero’s mask
WHO: Hungry Goron

WHEREr Mountain Village

(check Woodfall Temple, Great Bay Temple, the Mountain Mountain Village will give

Village pond, the laundry Pool and the river to Beku Pdace)

will speak to you and gather into a croaking choir. some rock sirloin.

To find the sirloin, play the Once you've lit all 11 of the When spring has thawed
lullaby to the Goron baby. shrine's braziers, the chan- out the Mountain Village

Once he’s asleep, the torch- delier will begin to spin. As pond, you'll be able to
es in his room will be ablaze. Darmani, roll into the chan- gather all of the frogs

Use the flame to light the delier until you break the there by showing them
torches in the shrine. pot containing the sirloin. Don Gero's Mask.

NINTENDO 64 | THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: MAJORA'S MASK
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Mask of Truth

The all-seeing eye of the Mask of Truth will give you the

power to communicate with Gossip Stones and animals. To

earn the mask, head to the Swamp Spider House and go on

a bug raid to free its owner from his eight-legged fate.

TheSwamp Spider House's Both the Mask of Truth and The Mask of Truth will also

owner has been turned into Gossip Stones bear a aijow you to read dogs'

a spider. By exterminating single eye. If you wear the minds. By using your canine

all 30 of the Skulltulas that cyclopean mask, you'll be communication skills at

infest his house, you'll lift able to receive clues from Mamamu Yan's track, you

the curse and win his mask, the one-eyed rocks. can pick a winner.

mask of Scents

, i i rx i n • i Once you ve returned the Always up tor a challenge,

After you ve rescued the Deku Princess, her grateful butler
D(jku £rincess t0 the Roya) the but |er wl || race you fa-

will offer you a reward in the Deku Cave outside the west Chamber, her butler will the Mask of Scents. If you

wall of the Deku Palace entrance. Inside, you'll race for the

Mask of Scents, a guise that lets you "see" what you smell. c | a jm your prize.

From behind the snout of

the pig-faced mask, you'll

be able to sniff out mush-
rooms. If you bring them to

Kotake, she'll brew you up

a magical healing potion.

ROMANI’S MASK

... ., Bandits will try to ambush During your bumpy ride into If you can save most of

Ifyou managed to save Romani Ranch from the alien raid
yQU when Crem ja drives town, you must keep the Cremia s milk cargo from

at 2-to a m. on Day t, you'll be able to hitch a ride with her milk delivery into town, pursuing bandits at bav by the bandits, she II give you“ 3 “ y y
c (If you wear the Circus firing arrows at them. You'll Romanis Mask. Wear it to

Cremia at 6:oo p.m. on Day 2 . Stop the bandits that try to
Le

’

def
.

s Mask _ the bandits have an unlimited supply of gain entrance into Clock

rob Cremia’s coach to earn Romani’s Mask from her. wj|| follow but not attack.) ammo, so fire at will. Town's exclusive Milk Bar.

GARO’S mask

Jealous of Crania's thriving milk business, the Gorman

Brothers disguise themselves as Garo ninja and raid ha Epona. The sniveling

6:oo p.m., you can race them lings wi^ c a enge you^o a

it their track on Milk Road to

Talk to the Gorman Ikana is haunted by ninja The Garo spirits in Ikana

Brothers while mounted on spirits called Garos. Only will materialize if you re

Epona The sniveling sib- when you're cloaked in the wearing their mask. If you
P

Garo's Mask will the red- can defeat them in a duel,
•

• they'll give you a hint relat-shipments. On any day before 6:oo p.m., you can race them
reward you with - -

™ Milk Rr»s*H rr» win one of their ninja masks, the Garo's Mask if you win. their territory to the east, ed to your travels.

CIRCUS LEADER’S MASK

Unlike his two brothers, Gorman is trying to run a legitimate

business. Leading a circus troupe isn't an easy racket, and

Gorman has become quite sad. His mask is suitably teary-

eyed, and it’ll even soften the hearts ofhis scheming siblings.

Wear Romani's Mask to

enter the Milk Bar on Day 1

or 2 after 10:00 p.m.Toto

and Gorman hang out there,

the Circus Leader's Mask.
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Stone Mask
•?J5SV» WHO: Shiro

*' / WHERE; Road to Ikana

ii__ fL T c r .l 1 I J . • ,

Focus the Lens of Truth on Many creatures won'tUse the Lens ot Truth to spot overlooked and ignored the circle of stones at the notice you when you're
Shiro. If you heal him with Red or Blue Potion, Shiro will

junction between the Ikana wearing the Stone Mask.

*• s““ M“k - * r* s» » o»oo- Bssaas* nisssr"*
need as Shiro since the mask cloaks you in camouflage. dier, Shiro, sits inside it. Bombchu.

Characters like Sakon the
thief and Great Bay's

pirates will be oblivious of
you when you're wearing
the mask. Don it to sneak

CAPTAIN’S HAT

To win Captain Keeta’s hat, rattle the giant skeleton's bones

by playing the Sonata of Awakening to him at his resting

spot in the Ikana Graveyard. As he flees, defeat his guards to

extinguish the walls of flame so you can keep up with him.

GIBDO’S mask

The father of Pamela—the little girl who lives in the Music

Box House—was mutated into a mummy by the Gibdos. To

reverse the effects of his mummification and turn his band-

aged face into a mask, play the Song ofHealing to him.

Kafeps Mask

Kafei, the son of Mayor Dotour and Madame Aroma, has

vanished days before his wedding to Anju, the innkeeper at

the Stock Pot Inn. To inquire about his whereabouts, wear

Kafei’s Mask while interrogating the townspeople.

All-Night Mask
WHO: Man from the Curiosity Shop

WHERE: Curiosity Shop. Day 3

The All-Night Mask will prevent you from sleeping through

the Stock Pot Inn grandmothers long-winded stories. If

you can stay awake, she'll reward you with two Pieces of

Heart, making the mask well worth its 500-Rupee price tag.

After waking up Keeta with

the Sonata of Awakening,

stay close on his heels and
battle his soldiers. Defeat

Keeta to reach the chest

that contains his hat.

The Stalchildren will think While masquerading as
you're their commander Captain Keeta in the
when you're wearing the Oceanside Spider House,
Captain's Hat. If you talk to talk to the Stalchildren to
the ones in the graveyard, learn how to enter the
they'll dig up a grave. building's fireplace.

Place a bomb at the Lurking beneath Ikana's Most of Ikana’s monsters
doorstep of the Music Box well are bandaged baddies won't attack you if you
House, then hide when called Gibdos. Unless you're look like them. Some—like

Pamela exits. Slip into her wearing the Gibdo's Mask, the castle's ReDead—will

house, then play the Song their frightening faces will even dance if you're
of Healing to her father. freeze you in your tracks. wrapped up like a Gibdo.

On Day lor 2 between
10:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.,

visit Madame Aroma in the

room to the right of the

reception desk in the

Mayor's Residence.

As long as you're not

wearing the Deku Mask,
Madame Aroma will give

you the mask that resem-

bles her missing, purple-

haired son, Kafei.

If you've stopped Sakon

from robbing the Bomb
Shop lady on Day 1, the All-

Night Mask will be on sale

at the Curiosity Shop on
Day 3. It'll cost 500 Rupees.

To buy the mask, you'll

need the Giant Wallet.

Save 200 Rupees in the

bank and complete the

Oceanside Spider House on
Day 1 to earn the wallet

NINTENDO 64
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GIANT’S MASK
WHO: Eyegore

WHERE: Stone Tower Temple
(Upside-down)

TheGWS Mask is „cra w«,po» .gains, TWnMold, SSKfffi?
the pair of gargantuan serpents in the Stone Tower Temple. Tower Temple. Lure the defeated the Eyegore.

The mask works only in TwinMold's arena and requires
Eyegore toward you soit Open it to unload the mask

. .... . , , . , 7 pounds its fists, then shoot that will help you defeat
magic, so don the disguise sparingly during yourshowdown, its yellow eye to defeat it. the temple's boss.

The Stone Tower Temple's

resident evil-doer is the

oversized TwinMold.

Supersize yourself with
the Giant's Mask for a

fighting chance.

IF
ittMmmiG

Uniting Kafei and Anju is the most elaborate good deed you must do for the townspeople. The con-

voluted sequence spans all three days, and you must perform all of the tasks without traveling back

in time. Ifyou pull it off, you’ll nab three masks during the long, but rewarding, process.

§1

WHO: Man from Curiosity the Shop WHO: Postman

VN/HERE: Curiosity Shop's Back WHERE: Outside the Milk Bar,

Room, Day 3 Day 3

WHO: Anju & Kafei

WHERE: Stock Pot Inn Employees'

Room, Day 3

?sr t

Wear Kafei's Mask and

talk to Anju at the Stock
Pot Inn between 2:18 p.m.

and 9:10 p.m. Rendezvous
with her that evening to

receive her letter to

Kafei. Drop it in a mailbox

so the postman picks it

up during his next run.

By 3:40 p.m.. the postman
will have delivered the

letter to Kafei. Visit the

missing boy in the

Curiosity Shop back room
by entering the door at

the Laundry Pool

between 4:15 p.m. and

10:00 p.m.

Inside the Curiosity Shop
back room, Kafei will

explain his plight and give

you the Pendant of

Memories. The keepsake
is a symbol of his undying

love for Anju, so return to

the Stock Pot Inn to

deliver it to her.

Between 1:00 p.m. and

10:00 p.m., talk to the

Curiosity Shop owner in

his back room to receive

the Keaton Mask and a

letter. Deliver the letter

to the postman in his

office, then talk to him

after he's delivered it.

Between 6:00 p.m. and
7:00 p.m., Sakon will

enter his Ikana hideout.

Hide with Kafei behind

the rocks when Sakon
enters, then sneak in.

Help Kafei reclaim his

Sun's Mask, then visit the

Stock Pot Inn.

FIERCE DEITY’S MASK

Only after you've collected all 20 Happy Masks will you be

able to earn the fourth and final transformation mask. To

add it to your collection, surrender all 20 Happy Masks to

the children prancing around the tree on the Moon, then

talk to the lone child who's wearing Majora’s Mask.

Each of the four kids who
circle the tree will let you
enter and exit his personal

dungeon in return for

masks. When you've fin-

ished exploring all four

Moon Dungeons, you'll

have no Happy Masks left.

When you've given up all 20

Happy Masks (you'll get

them back when you play

the Song of Time), the four

prancing kids will disappear.

Once they're gone, talk to

the Majora child to receive

the Fierce Deity's mask.

The Fierce Deity's Mask
transforms you into a dark

and mighty warrior, and you

can wear the guise only

during boss battles. Press B

to unleash your new, magi-

cal attack that fires beams
from your sword.

DAV I*T“ 1A/AD r) The 20 Happy Masks are related to Clock Town’s citizens. By doing good deeds for them,

you’llwin their masks. For everymaskyou earn, you'll unlock one cinema scene in the finale

that’ll reveal exacdyhow you've positively affected and touched the townspeople's lives.@
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You -Found the Ocarina!

“this Is a GKff.’Tt ocarinal It Is

worth It I got ft 8 days ago and cctn

plaq lots of songsl I went to on art

show and theq had a ton of ocarinas.
Yoar's is made better and the tone Is

better."

Uaold Defttcze

“thank qou so much for constracting
such fine musical instruments! I am
in looe with mine! Mu mom reallq

enjoqs hearing me plaq Zclda songs,
the tone is so rich and cheerful! I

stopped plaqing just long enough to

thank qou for making these excellent

little flutes.”

Will Pratt

“1 got mq ocarina and it looks

coen better than it did in the pic-

ture. It sounds perfect It looks

perfect it fust is perfect! *ind it

is so casq to plaq!..."

Justin Dinuba

“Mq ocarina is awesome and
roondcrfullq in tunc. It sounds
as if I am in the game! I am in

looe with mine alrcadq and 1 will

be ordering from qou again

soon..."

Heather

Flie Ocarina inspired bp “the Legend of Zelda®: The Ocarina

and “Majora’s Mask"™ is now available!

Lhou Shall Find the Ocarina:

• Sasq to Flap, qet capable of profound expression...

of Time®"

• WeTL Toned: a finelq crafted musical instrument.. Pendant Ocarina

• Includes a Songbook and Tutorial with simple finger notation for manq
songs, scales, and fancq tricks, plus familiar “Lullabies, “Serenades”, and TVBnuets".

• Made from high-fired Ceramic in two stqles - "Sweet Potato", or raka “Pendant" with

necklace, /“slso available - Silk Carrqing Case: 60. Songbook II: $2

Bear them at our on-line Catalog!

Order bq Internet, Phone, or /Wail

The Sweet Potato is 656.60, the Pendant is 320. Silk Carrqing Case is S6. Songbook II is 62.

Please allow 2 weeks For delioerq. 80 s/h Prioritq shipping Id-4 daqsl: 810

Songbird Ocarinas
410 /Snacapa Street

Santa Barbara, Cfi 98101

Order Online at

wroro.eopgbirdocaripa.com
or call 18051 899-4042

pia mm
Songbird Ocarinas is not affiliated or endorsed bq Nintendo of Timerica Inc.

Unger Flotation:



The cat's not away, but the mice will still play in NewKidCo's
funny animal fighting farce for the N64.

©ttfioon CojtJlkh
NewKidCo’s Tom and Jerry in

Fists of Furr)' is an animated,

lively fighting game that stays true to

the cartoon that inspired it. Tom and Jerry

are constantly fighting in their cartoon, and

that’s exacdy what they do in Fists of

Furry, too. The game has a colorful

look that’s matched by silly slapstick

fighting and an up-tempo sound-

track—playing the game is like partic-

ipating in a classic Tom and Jerry cartoon.
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Tom and Jerry in Fists of Furry is a fast-paced, fur-flying, 3-D fighting game where throwing
objects and exploiting power-ups will get you much farther than simply throwing punches. You
have to master some basic skills ifyou want to beat the bosses to unlock characters and modes.

Power-Ups

Occasionally, a golden question

mark will fall from the sky,

accompanied by a sound
effect. Its temporary power-

up may be invincibility, invisibili-

ty, an attack boost or a green

gas cloud that slowly drains

your life meter.

Green Gas Attack

The green gas cloud slowly

hurts you—run close to your

opponent or hit him to transfer

the deleterious effects, then

run away as quickly as possi-

ble. If your opponent has the

gas, he will always chase after

you. Use it to your advantage.

Big Boost Return to Sender

The attack boost greatly

increases your attack power. If

you combine it with the attack
boost that you can always add

to objects by holding downA
and B until orange stars appear,

you can nearly finish off an

opponent with three hits.

If you want to pre-

serve your health for

as long as possioie,

you should master the technique for catching the

objects that your opponent throws at you. When
the object is about to hit you, hit Z to catch it. Send
it back at will, maybe after you've powered it up
with A and B.

Object Lesson

One fastway to deal a ton of

damage to an enemy is to

punch an object into him. It

does more damage than

throwing the object, and you

don't have to spend time pow-
ering it up to get the extra

power. It’s tricky to master.

Duck and Cover

before it hits you. Press R to duck out of the way of a flying object. You

can't duck down indefinitely to avoid all thrown objects—if you duck for

too long, the other character's aim will adjust to your lower profile and

the objects will hit you.

Bombs Away

The bombs and sticks of dyna-

mite deal a decent amount of

damage, and they can hurt you,

too, if you don't stay out ot

harm's way. Try to toss the
explosives when your oppo-

nent is higher or lower than
you are to avoid damage.

At the start ofTom and Jerry, only the two stars in the title are playable characters. You have to earn the

rest of the cartoon characters by finishing the game with each player. When you finish the game with

the last character, you'll open a special Teamplay Mode that uses all those extra players.

The first two charac-

ters, Tom and Jerry,

have to make it

through many rounds to open up two more players.

Use those two players to open up two more play-

ers, and so on. There are two final bosses. The one

shown fighting Tom above is a terrifying Jerry that

suddenly grows into a monstrous mouse.

About half of the

characters fight a

frustratingly invisible

Tom at the end of their games. Tom is almost com-

pletely invisible and stays that way through much
of the game. Try watching for his shadow and the

sudden movement of objects to locate him.

f character you

le game with
opens Teamplay Mode,
where each player can choose up to four characters

to fight with in succession. The last team with one

character standing wins. One or two players can

play the Teamplay Mode, and once any character or

mode is opened, it stays open.
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Duck-Duck Loose
This barnyard backdrop is downright dangerous! As with every area, a large, heavy object

will drop to the ground if the wall under it is compromised by a flying object or fighter, and

ducking won’t save you from the big wooden box if you're standing under it.

You can often duck into cor-

ners to hide in certain levels,

and the wall near the stairs is a

good place to avoid attacks

from the right. You can also try

getting behind the milk can and

punching it at your foes.

The level is large, and you can

jump to the roof of the hen-

house to pick up power-ups. You

can also hide up there, ducking

to avoid thrown objects, but

you won't damage your oppo-

nent from up there.

If you can catch your opponent

standing by the barn door,

throw a bale of hay or another

object at him to drop the big

wooden box on his head. If it

hits him, he'll be stunned for

a while.

-

Guard in the Garden
Some areas have twins—Guard in the Garden and Backyard Bash are basically the same

area. The objects that appear differ between Guard in the Garden and Backyard Bash, but

many of the strategies you can try are the same.

Throw an object at the

window to make the bee-

hive fall, preferably onto

your opponents head. He’ll

be dazed for a while and

unable to see you through

the honey-filled hat he'll

be wearing.

Backyard Bash
Backyard Bash is basically Guard in the Garden at night. In both areas, you can try jump-

ing atop the fence on the left to avoid a green-gas-carrying enemy or to snag the objects

that sometimes appear. Use the house corner and the bushes as additional hiding places.

The beehive will fall in Backyard Bash and Guard

in the Garden if you punch your opponent into

the window. You can't actually hit your oppo-

nent when he's dazed, but you can power up an

item to hit him with when ne comes to.

You can give your charac-

ter extra protection from

attacks by ducking behind

the short walls of the

porch. If you hide out there,

be sure to run over and pick

up the milk bottles so you

can attack, too.

Most levels have objects, like the

beehive, that fall and break—but

other things, like the backdoor, will

break when a fighter or an object

flies into them. Experiment to find

all the different things you can

break up.
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Catchin' in the Kitchen
Everyone knows that many accidents at home happen in the kitchen—it’s a dangerous
place full ofsharp or heavy objects, not to mention all that easily thrown food.The kitchen

has lots of hazards to keep things cooking.

The clock will fall if you

bash the wall below it. If

you can help it, stay out of

the clock's way. An enemy
that is too close when the

clock falls will also get

squished beneath it.

The cabinet also falls if

you hit it or the wall under

it with an object or a fight-

er. Items appear under the

cabinet, enticing players

into danger. Keep close

watch on the area!

When you're on top of the

counter, you can duck into

the sink for cover. It works
best when your opponent
is on the floor, but it will do
at any time. Human oppo-

nents may camp out there.

Cookin' up a Storm
Cookin’ up a Storm has the same general layout as Catchin" in the Kitchen, but the place-

ment and selection of objects is different. Try using the refrigerator as cover when your

opponent is near the sink, and practice jumping over the refrigerator to escape attacks.

The stove flares up occasionally, which

is never good news for the unfortunate

animal walking across it at the time. Run
over the range at your own risk—if you

are burned, the flames will send you run-

ning around in circles with your tail

ablaze, and you won't be able to control

your movement very well.

Laboratory Retriever

The mad-scientist chic of Laboratory Retriever is made more menacing by the fact that it

is one of two areas that is used as both a regular game area and a boss area. The lab is

small, but the stairs offer places to hide from some attacks and there are plenty of objects.

The bottle of red goo
can fall from its resting

place if it is disturbed,

if it hits you square on

the head, it will stay
there for a while, giving

your opponent time to

attack again.

times be trusted to

hurt themselves on the

energy flares that are

emitted from the

flashy Tesla-coil-type

mechanism. Don't

count on it, though.

The Mice before Christmas

Holiday cheer abounds in a festive setting where even prettilywrapped presents are painful

if delivered in the right manner. Don’t be shy about sharing some turkey with your guest,

and be sure to grab an armchair for him, too.

The moosehead is classy and danger-

ous. If you're tempted to pick up the

objects that appear on the mantle,

move out of the way quickly. While the

Christmas tree does no harm, the fire

is another story. Stay away from it if

possible-you never know when it's

going to send out a flare.
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Alley-Alley-Action Free!

The dark, urban backalley has a host ofnew hazards for the furry fighters. Flower pots and

manhole covers are more dangerous than they seem, and ifyou're very unlucky, you might

end up wearing a trash can for a while.

The city sewer system
shoots steam through the

manhole cover's hole. Try

to avoid walking over it, or

you'll take a lot of damage.

Bomb Voyage

Two flower pots are positioned at oppos

of the area, and thrown objects can disturb their bal-

ance, sending them tumbling down to plant them-

selves on the nearest available head.

The cruise ship deck where Bomb Voyage takes place is not the ideal spot for a relaxing

vacation.You won’t sit in the deck chairs—you’ll deck your opponents with them. The life

preservers aren’t as friendly as they sound, either, and they won’t preserve your health.

The pipe leads to the whistle at

the top of the luxury liner. The

steam may escape a hole in the

pipe and hurt you while you're in-

nocently trying to reach an object

\bu may be tempted to jump to

the top of the boat to snag the

great objects that perch there,

but wa tch out for the whistle, or

you'll be steaming mad at yourself.

Floor Bored
The basement-styled arena is the other area that may be used for a boss battle with invis-

ible Tom or giantJerry. Steam, anvils, wrenches, washing machines and paint cans all con-

tribute to some pretty exciting fighting, even if the areas named Floor Bored.

Throw an object or punch

an enemy into the vent to

send the anvil plummeting

down to your opponent's

head in true cartoon style.

Don't linger in the area.

Steam occasionally

pours out of the large

water heater. If you use it

as a shortcut, try to stay

on the red parts, where

the steam doesn't reach.

If you manage to damage
the pipe somehow, you will

open a new hole for steam

to pour out of in an already

steamy level. Try to steer

clear of the hole.

Tom and Jerry in Fists of Furry is a cartoon with a Controller—don’t be surprised if you

laugh aloud as you use a ham to bash the bully dog that’s got you cornered, or even when a

powered-up flower pot replaces your cat's head for a few dizzy seconds. The game’s first,

funny action makes it one of the most enjoyable fighting games the N64 has to offer, tt
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ROBOT WARRIOR AIM ROGUf DATA FILES HAVf

CORRUPTED THE MAINFRAME COMPUTER OE MEGA

MAN X'S HUNTER BATE IN CAPCOM'S MEGA MAN

XTREME FOR GAME BOY COLOR. XPLOSIVE

ADVENTURE AWAITS AS THE MAVERICK HUNTER

PREPARES TO FACE ENEMIES FROM HIS PAST

FOR CONTROL OE THE COMPUTER CORE.

TROUBLE TO THE CORE

Powerup the X-Busterand get ready foranXtreme challenge as

you guide Mega Man X through a rematch with some of his

most powerful enemies. MegaManXtreme features stages and

boss battles from the Mega ManX series for the Super NES in

the guise ofdigital downloads that have leaked into the Hunter

Base computer. Chill Penguin, Spark Mandrill and other clas-

sic villains block the pipeline that leads to the corrupted com-

puter core. Take them on and steal their powers asyou advance

to the ultimate battle with the mysterious Shadow Hunters.



Dm VI) All OVIK AGAIN
The action begins with the same stage that opens Mega Man X for the Super NES. X drops onto the broken bridge :

daze and faces many of the same enemies that he foughtwhen hewas on the bridge before. You’ll encounter fly-

ing mechanical menaces, breakaway platforms and a big robot at the end. History is repeating

itself, and you are stuck in the middle.

£>

When spiked disks roll

toward you, try to hit them
with a charged-up X-Buster
blast. If you are too late to

knock them out, jump up and
over them as they approach.
They'll roll right past you

and out of the way.

O WEAK WALKWAY

X's old foe, Vava, shows up for a rematch at the end of the stage.

Hit the robot war machine with powered-up shots and jump out of

the way when it charges. If you fight with automatic weapon
charge and rapid fire, you'll dispatch Vava quickly.

O GET THE GRABBERS O ARMORED ATTACK

Small robot helicopters

use crane devices to

crash through the pave-

ment. If you let them
hover over you, they'll try

to grab you. Move, jump
and shoot.
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(hill Penguin
You can select the four stages that block your way to the core in any order. The Chill Penguin stage is at the top of the list

and is a good place to start.The frozen fiend holds forth in a cold cavern. You’ll fight robotic bats, larger robots

and plenty ofrolling disks. Use automatic fire on your X-Buster to lead the way.

O BLOCK BARRAGE
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Your first challenge is

a series of robots

that send out lethal

blocks. After one

block flies, the robot

cocks back to swing
again. Stay low, then

jump and fire.

O DR. LIGHT UPGRADE
Halfway through the stage

Dr. Light will give you an

ipgrade that will help you
:limb up walls and crash

through some blocks. There

are similar upgrades in the

much more difficult to find.

You can climb into a

large mech machine

to go hand-to-hand

with other big 'bots

for a very short

stretch. Climb out

when you reach the

high wall.

O MECH WRECKING

O BOSS - CHILL PENGUIN
The leader of the

stage attacks with

ice and wind. He'l l

start by spitting ice

balls then send ice

blocks your way. Hit

him with rapid fire

and jump to avoid his

shots. When he
makes blocks, blast

through them and

keep fighting.



SPARK MANDRILL

I

The walls and platforms of Spark Mandrills high-voltage hideout crackle with electricity. Take a good look at your sur- J
roundings when the lights are on and watch your step when the lights go out. Some enemies charge onto the /
scene. Ifthey surpriseyou on your first attempt through the stage, try to rememberwhere they
appear so that they won’t damage you on repeated attempts.

O LtG WORK

O ROBOT RAGE

If you've been through the Chill Penguin stage, you

have Dr. Lights Leg Upgrade. Use it to break through

weak blocks for access to an all-important Sub-Tank.

Mechanical bull-like ’bots

charge onto the scene and
turn around to attack
again after their first

pass. Jump over them as

they charge, then hit them
with a charged-up X-
Buster blast as they gear

up for another attack.

O HYDRO-BOT BATTLE

The big 'bat that floats through the middle of the stage fires elec-

tric shocks straight down. Be sure not to get stuck in the puddles

that form from its shots of water so that you can retain your mobil-

ity. Avoid contact with it and blast it from a good distance.

O BOSS - SPARK MANDRILL

Spark Mandrill sends out powerful electric current along the walls

and floor of his chamber. He also jumps and charges. Freeze the

mechanoid with Shotgun Ice, then switch to your X-Buster and let

him have it. When he moves, freeze him again.
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STORM EAGLE
Flying fiend Storm Eagle is perched high above a rundown airport. To reach him, you must su

moving platforms,wide gaps and airborne enemies. Mechanoids rest on many of the platforms. Be
them awaywith an X-Buster blast before you jump.

While Storm Eagle can hurt you directly, he attempts to do most

of his damage by blowing you off the edge of his perch or by call-

ing for help from his feathered friends. Use the Dash technique to

run into the wind and stay away from the edge, then pelt the

robo-bird with X-Buster shots when the wind stops.

After you negotiate a series

of moving platforms, you can

collect an extra life in a small

room under the edge of the

building. Drop and collect the
' m before you continue.

Dr. Light is waiting with a Head
upgrade in a remote section of

the airport. You'll have to perform

some tricky maneuvers to reach

him, but the extra strength that

the upgrade gives you will be

well worth tine effort.

O BOSS - STORM EAGLf
-
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fUME Stag
The bosses that you have faced in the first three stages originally appeared in the first Mega Man X game. Flame S
the lone representative of the four from Mega Man X2. His stage is a lava-filled volcano that can be extremely

xxrultuui 4uiu> uu yuur leti. wnen me piatrorms crumoie orme lava tlow
'

jump and run.

o dozer beetle

O BOSS - FLAME STAG

Flame Stag is a fast and fiery fiend. He'll bounce off the walls and

swoop down with slashing attacks. You can extinguish his flame.

Wait in the center of the room and move quickly to one side as he
drops, then knock him out with Storm Tornadoes.

O HEAT RISES

Almost halfway into the
stage, you'll come to a

vertical section where
deadly lava rises at a

steady rate. You have plen-

ty of time to make it to the
top. Jump carefully and try

not to panic.

A large, flying beetlelike

'bot hovers near the vol-

cano exterior. It'll crush

you if you're not careful.

Keep away from themech
and let it crash through a

thin section of the wall.

©BEAT THE CUT

©THE SHADOW HUNTER APPEARS

Dr. Light's upgradestation

is in the middle of the

cave, on a hard-to-reach

ledge. You'll get to it with

a Dash and jump from a

lower ledge to the left.

You may have to give ita

few tries before you are

successful.

If you take the high road over

the last section of lava, you'll

encounter Zain, one of the

iowerful Shadow Hunters,

lain swings a very big sword
and uses it to protect himself

from your blasts. Dash under

him when he jumps and keep

firing when you have a shot.
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Tut (oik - Stage l
With the guardians of the core gone, you can move on to the core itselfand go up against the Shadow Hunters. The first ,

path is no more challenging than the paths that you have already survived, but the boss battles can be brutal.

Fill up your Sub-Tanks and save them for the big fights. You’ll need all of the energy thaty
can hold.
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OZAIN AGAIN O KNOCK OUT THE KNIGHTS

'

Shadow Hunter Zain makes a

second appearance when you

reach the core stage. His new
attack is a more lethal spin m<
Instead of staying in one place

when he spins with his sword

jumps and jump over him

get him if you're patient. ©LAST CHANCE PICKUPS

©BOSS -CORE SPIDER

The big armored 'hots in

the middle of the stage
toss ball-and-chainlike

weapons. Charge them
to make them attack,

then fight back when
they're vulnerable.

When they reload,

repeat the process and
hit them again.

the lead robot of the

core's first section, you

can blast a collection of

weak enemies and pick

up power-ups for the big

battle ahead. You may
even collect a 1-up.

A spiderlike machine

rules the first section

of the core. Run under

it when it is in its web
and clear away the

small spiders with a

powered-up blast.

Climb the wall when
the machine drops

down and hit it when
you can.
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THE CORE - STAGE 2
The second section of the computer core puts your climbing and jumping skills to the test. You’ll spend a lot of ti

hangingon to the walls, sliding and jumping just at the right moment.As you’re makingyourwayup then down
the other side, be sure to clear away the enemies and look before you leap.
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the core - Stage j
The deepestsection of the core features a repeat battlewith all of the bosses thatyou faced on your way to the Core. After

you clear those robots away, one more time, you’ll face the ultimate Shadow Hunter, Sigma. You’ve come a long

way. Keep fighting and don’t look back.
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XTREME fINISH
The Shadow Hunters do not go down easily. To be successful, you must

concentrate and try to read their moves. If you figure out their patterns

then formulate a plan and carry it out without flaw, you’ll take them out.

The fate of Hunter Base is in your capable hands. When you finally clear

away all of the dangers in the core, the Shadow Hunters will fall back and

regroup. You can be sure that they will come back more powerful and more

determined than ever.^

Enemies wait on some of the plat-

forms in the vertical chamber that

begins the last stage. Be sure to

clear away the mechanoids before

you jump. You won't be able to

touch the walls in the area, so suc-

cess hinges on your ability to nego-

tiate the platforms.

© REPEAT OFFENDERS

1

h #*
: «**

1"
, <*> T-

The leader of the

Shadow Hunters

attacks with incredible

speed and power.Try
to get in as many shots

as you can while he

then get out of his way
when he charges. It'll

be a tough battle, but

the rewards for victory

are worth it
The bosses that you battled to reach the Core want a

rematch. You can fight themin any order that you please

Once you've cleared away the robot quartet, you'll be

able to enter the door that leads to your final fight

nintendopower.com
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We’ve almost completed our mission to bring you the English

names of the Gold and Silver Pokemon. We’ll reveal the last

eight names next month, but for now, feast your eyes on this

octet. Ifyou’d like to find some of these Pokemon in your Gold

or Silver game, may we suggest taking Jynx to the Daycare
Center, giving your phone number to Bug Catcher Arnie and
Fisherman Ralph, picking up an extra King's Rock, and find-

ing Blackbelt Kyo inside Mt. Mortar?

Tyrogue )

Qwilfish )
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Pokechat might have a new look, but it’s still the place to

find the answers to your Pokemon-related questions. Not
surprisingly, we’ve been hit with a ton of Gold and Silver

questions lately—and we’ve got the answers!

Q I picked up the Red Scale at the Lake ofRage near Mahogany
Town. Can I do anything with it?

A: You sure can! Take the Red Scale over to Mr. Pokemon’s house Ql Will I be able to play

to show it to him. Ifyou give the Red Scale to him, he'll give you a Pokemon Gold and Silver on

very nice gift—Experience Share. The superuseful item will give Game BoyAdvance? I hope so!

halfof all experience points earned in battle to the Pokemon hold-

ing it, even if it never enters the battle. It’s a great way to train a A: Yes, you will. Game BoyAdvance is backward-compatible with

weak Pokemon! all Game Boy titles. Pretty cool, huh?

Ql Why w my Togepi evolve? What level does it have to reach? Q: I solved the puzzle in the Ruins of Alph, but nothing hap-

pened! What gives?

A: If nothing happened, then you didn’t solve the puzzle correctly.

The puzzles are not very clearly marked, and many different config-

urations of the blocks can seem to be the correct solution. You've

probably got the outside blocks in the right place, so trymoving the

middle pieces around until you find the solution. When the

pieces are all in place, che floor will drop from underyou and

you’ll be in a new part of the Ruins of Alph. If the floor

hasn’t dropped, you haven’t solved che puzzle.

Q: Howdo I catch Eleldd?

Al You can’t catch it

—

you have to hatch it.

You’ll need at least one Elec-

tabuzz, naturally, and you could

use a pair. Remember that Eggs generally take

che form of the female Pokemon. Take your Elec-

tabuzz and its pal to the Daycare and see what

hatches up.

Ql How do 1 earn the extra Trainers for two-player

Stadium in Pokemon Puzzle League?

Q: If I leave Vaporeon and another Pokemon at the Daycare, will A: We printed the code for unlocking the Trainers

an Eevee hatch from the resulting Egg? Or will it be a Vaporeon? in last month’s Classified Information, but if youd

like to earn the Trainers, try beating the Spa Service (one-player).

A: It will be an Eevee. The rule of ^
thumb for Pokemon Eggs is that

the earliest evolution will always

hatch, so Vaporeon parents hatch £

Eevee, Magneton hatches Magnemite, and

Mr. Mime hatches Mr. Mime.

A: Togepi doesn’t evolve into Togecic at a certain level—it is (

the Pokemon that evolves through Friendly Evolution.

Check out the Professors’ answer in the how to /

evolve Eevee section ofPokemon Uni-
(

versity for hints on how to make
_

your Pokemon happier so it will i

evolve. The other Pokemon that

evolve by Friendly Evolution

are Golbat, Pichu, Chansey,

Cleffa and Igglybuff.

Q Where is Heracross inPokemonGoldand Silver? Isaw itonTV
and I just have to have it!

A: That’s actually a harder question to answer than you might

think. Heracross appear randomly in the small, triangular trees

that your Pokemon can Headbutt. Ifyou really want a Heracross,

you can try Headbutting the trees near mountain areas. It might

also help you to remember that many Bug-type Pokemon prefer

the morning hours between 4 a.m. and 10 a.m. Pokemon that are

found only by Headbutting trees are difficult to pinpoint because

of the randomness of their appearances in the trees.
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Welcome to Pokemon University! Professor Elm and Professor Oak are

two of the most respected Pokemon authorities in the Pokemon World,

and they’re teaming up to answer ail of your Pokemon puzzlers.

Where do I find the Evolutionary Stones?

Unless you're very lucky with Mystery Gift, you won’t find the

Evolutionary Stones in Gold and Silver until you make it to

Route 25 in Kanto. Find Bill’s house at the end ofRoute 25. Bill’s

not home, but his grandfather is and he wants to see some of

the Pokemon his grandson is always talking about. Put Licki-

tung, Oddish, Staryu, Pichu and Vulpix (Silver) or Growlithe

(Gold) in your party and show each one to Bill’s grandfather

when he describes it to you. You’ll get the Everstone when you

show Bill’s grandfather Lickitung. The others follow a pattern:

Oddish gets you the LeafStone; Staryu, the Water Stone; Pichu,

the Thunder Stone; and Vulpix or Growlithe, the Fire Stone.

How do I catch Lugia and Ho-oh?
You can’t see the Legendary Birds until you have the magical

object related to each—The Silver Wing in Lugia's case, the

Rainbow Wing in Ho-oh's. You’ll get the first wing from the

Radio Station Manager in Goldenrod City—The Silver Wing if

you have Silver, the Rainbow Wing ifyou have Gold. With the

first wing in hand, search Whirl Islands for the pool that holds

Lugia if you’re playing Silver or head to the top of Tin Tower if

you’re playing Gold. Batde the Level-40 creature cautiously and

be sure to bring lots of Poke Balls. Reverse the process once

you've picked up the remaining wing from a man in Pewter City.

Bill's grandfather is very curious Show Oddish to Bill's grandfather

about different Pokemon. to get a Leaf Stone.

How do chains work? I don’t understand!

Creating chains is one of the hardest Pokemon Puzzle League

skills to master. Try studying at Puzzle University and Mimic

Mansion, and remember that some chains are already built into

the puzzles—all you have to do is take advantage ofthem. In the

shots below, the player on the right spots a chain-in-the-mak-

ing. As the purple blocks clear, the player sits tight to let the red

blocks drop down and clear away horizontally. With the red

block between them gone, the yellow blocks also line up to form

the third link in the chain. If the player moves the green block

just under the cursor to the left, a fourth link ofgreen blocks will

also count as part of the chain.

Ho-oh is a F re-and-Flying type Whirl Islands are very confjsing—

Pokbmon It hides atop Tin Tower, look forLugia in a small pool.

How does Eevee evolve into Umbreon or Espeon?
Eevee doesn't need stones to evolve into Umbreon or Espeon

—

all it needs is you. Umbreon and Espeon are the result of Friendly

Evolution, and Eevee won’t evolve into either until it really trusts

you.To make Eevee friendlier coward you, don't let it feint in bat-

tle (unless you use a Revive on it before the battle ends), don’t

give it the bitter herbs Goldenrod’s Herb Shop sells and don't let

it out of your party. Do give it an item to hold (Experience Share

is a nice one) and use lots of items like X Special and Lemonade

on it. Have Daisy in Pallet Town groom your Pokemon, and get

its hair cut in Goldenrod. When the Pokemon likes you, it will

evolve at its next level-up. If Eevee evolves at night, it will be

Umbreon. Otherwise, it will be an Espeon.

The purple blocks clear, setting the Slide the green block to the left to

chain in motion. make the fourth link in the chain Raise Eevee carefully. Keep in Your Eevee's evolution depends on

mind that Pokemon love to the time of day.

battle)
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The Colosseum is the place where Pokemon Trainers

gather to show off their Pokemon teams. It’s also a place

to learn more about training and battling Pokemon teams.

Andy Schafer from Bellevue, Ohio, raised his srarcing-Pokemon-packed team in Poke-

mon Yellow. His team's strong points include a diversity of Pokemon types and quite a few

Pokemon with a decent amount ofHP or pretty good speed. Some of its weak points include

;

bit of redundancy in the attacks each Pokemon uses and an overdependence on aggressive attacks.

There are a few things Andy could try to streamline his team, if he wants.

^ Thunder ^ Swift

^ Thunderbolt ^ Thunder Wave

^ Flamethrower ^ Fire Blast

^ Fire Spin & Fly

We're guessing this Colosseum team is also the team Andy uses to travel

through Pokemon Yellow, given all the HMs on his creatures. Of all the

HMs on the team, the Surfon Blastoise is probably the most valuable.

Surf is powerful and accurate—a great combination. One good thing to

remember is that you can raise, train and combine different sets of Poke-

mon for different tasks. The HMs you need to get around the Pokemon

world aren’t necessarily the attacks that will serve you well in batde. Sure,

you might be attached to the Pokemon that have taken you through the

game, but Link Trade Batdes and Pokemon Stadium Free Battles require

a different set of abilities than they’re likely to have.

Andy's Charizard, Raichu, Venusaur and Blastoise all suffer from the

same malady—each is equipped with too many of the same type of

attack. ChooseThunder for its power orThunderbolt for its accuracy, but

don't choose both. Blastoise in particular has two water-blasting attacks

and two ice-blasting attacks, which leaves room for nothing else. Think

about these issues. Could your team use a litde streamlining, too?

Andy's Raichu uses Thunder Wave,
which is usually a pretty good

attack for an Electric-type to have.

Electric-types aren't generally

blessed with a lot of HP or defense,

so an attack that slows down an

opponent and keeps it from attack-

ing is a definite plus.

Dig, as shown on Dugtrio, can be a

lifesaver when your Ground-types

are faced with Water- or Ice-type

opponents. Your Pokemon won’t

attack when it is underground but it

will also be safe from nearly every

attack, with the exception of Swift.
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Here at Nintendo Power, we love trying out all the wacky couldn’t resist the chance to have our Pokemon and

Pokemon merchandise on the shelves—and we eat them, too. It’s the breakfast of Pokechampions!

12 sweetly frosted

pastries in every box,

Pokemon Pop-Tarts pro-

vide enough grub for an

entire gym full of

Pokemon Trainers. The

Wild Cherry filling and

bright yellow frosting get an additional

boost from the dramatically colored but slightly shaped Poke-

mon sprinkles. COAIMENTS: Chris—Do you like Pop-Tarts?Do

you like Pokemon? Ifyou answeredyes to both questions, have Igot

the breakfast treatforyou! Jennifer—Eating Pop-Tarts has always

been like eating a big cookiefor breakfast, and eating Pokemon Pop-

Tarts is like eating a big cookie with candy on topfor breakfast That's

living! David—In all myyears ofeating breakfast, I have never seen

a more colorftl toaster pastry. Not thatyou have to toast them—the

beauty ofPop-Tarts is that they can be enjoyed hot or cold.

marshmallow bits is noth-

ing new, but when those

marshmallow bits resem-

ble Pokemon, you've got

a bowl full of fun on

your hands. Interactive

Pokemon activities fes-

toon the all-important

back of the cereal box.

COAIMENTS: Jason— The

Pokemon tickle the palate

with a sweet V smooth marshmallowy goodness. Drew—Ifyou

squint while looking at the marshmallows in the cereal, they may

resemble Pokemon floating in a tiny, white sea. Corinne—As a

Pokemon Trainer, I tried to collect allfour marshmallow Pokemon

in each spoon ofcereal, because you gotta catch 'em all!

I —

(Jason )Corinne
)

( David ) (Jennifer

For more Pokemon news, be sure to check out www.pokemon.com!

Send questions, comments and art to:

Nintendo Power

P.O. Box 97082
Redmond, WA 98073
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Your Questions—Our Experts!

HOW DO I DESTROY THE VIDEOTAPE BACKUP fjj

When you play the Courier level on Secret

Agent or oo Agent, you'll need to cover

your tracks by destroying the videotape

backup with your Data Scrambler. The

VCR is in the last room on the right in the

horseshoe-shaped hallway. On your way

there, stop offat the office with the safe to

pick up a Security Swipe Card—you’ll

need it to get into the taping room. Equip

the card then target the card reader out-

side the room to open the door. The VCR
is on top of a black heating register in the

comer of the room.

The Security Swipe Card is essential for entering

the taping room. Equip the Safe Cracker item then

target the safe to acquire the card.

After eliminating the guards in the taping room,

find the VCR then equip the Data Scrambler

device to demagnetize the videotape.

HOW DO I DEFUSE THE BOMB IN UNDERGROUND UPRISING

Defusing the bomb in the London

Underground is perhaps the least obvious

objective in the Underground Uprising

level. You’ll find the bomb in a toilet stall

just before you reach the stairwell to the

surface. Before you begin to defuse the

device, make sure you’ve cleared the room

of enemies. They can end your mission

quickly if they interrupt the sensitive

process with gunfire. Equip the Bomb

Disposal Kit, then target the bomb and

press the Z Button to make a blue bar

appear on the bottom of the screen. Tap

the Z Button a few times to shorten the

length of the bar. A red bar will then

appear. Be careful not to tap the Z Button

so fast that the red bar meter fills up,

causing the bomb to explode. Be particu-

larly careful once the blue bar is almost

gone. The bomb becomes more sensitive

just before it's diffused.

You’ll find a ticking time bomb in a toilet stall in

the London Underground.A clock on the screen

will count down the seconds to detonation

Equip your Bomb Disposal Kit then target the

device. The blue bar indicateshow close you ari

to defusing the bomb.

Tap the Z Button to make the blue bar disappear,

but don't tap it too fast.A red bar shows you how
close you are to detonating the bomb.
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THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: MAJORA’S MASK
HOW DO I FIND KOUME THE CRUISE MANAGER

Koume manages a boat cruise through the

swamp, and she's mysteriously absent

from her ticket window. If you want to

journey through the swamp, you’ll need to

find theAWOL hag in the Woods ofMys-

tery. A monkey near the entrance will

guide you through the woods if you can

keep up, or you can follow the map below

with color-coded routes for different days.

You'll need to heal the hurtin’ hag with a

potion from her sister Kotake’s shop. The ticket booth for Koume's Boat Cruise will be Follow the monkey—and avoid the spinning

empty when you first reach the Tourist Info hut- Snappers—to find the wounded hag.

Koume's location is dependent on the day you
conduct your search. If you find her on the first

day, go to the Magic Hags' Shop near the

entrance to the Woods of Mystery. Get a healing

potion from Kotake then return to Koume in the

woods. If you look for Koume on the second or

third day, you'll find Kotake hovering on her magic
broom in the woods.

HOW DO I LEARN THE 50MB OF SOARING |jj)

The owl statues you’ll find at important

locations let you instantly warp around

Termina, but only ifyou know the Song of

Soaring. Kaepora Gaebora will teach you

the tune if you visit the owl's perch near

the waterfall in Woodfall. Take the short-

cut from the Deku Palace then helicopter

through the treetops as a Deku Scrub to

reach the owl.

A shortcut near the Deku Palace entrance leads

to a ledge in Woodfall. Avoid the dragonflies as

you float through the tree to reach the owl.

Kaepora Gaebora the owl will teach you the valu-

able Song of Soaring after you reach the ledge

near the waterfall.

Play the Song of Soaring to transport yourself to

previously activated owl statues. The statues

stay activated after you reset the clock.
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WHAT'5 THE BEST WAY TD RESCUE THE HOSTAGES@J
When you begin the Carrington Institute-

Defense level, dataDyne gunmen are pre-

pared to execute hostages in different

parts of the institute. It will take perfect

aim to eliminate the thugs before they can

do their dirty work, so you should use

your Combat Boost before you attempt a

rescue. Ifyou wait until the last minute to

activate a boost in the two hostage rooms

upstairs—just as the door is opening to

the first room—you’ll clear both rooms

and save your second boost for later.

The Combat Boost slows down the action

enough to help you target the dataDyne thugs

before they fire at the hostages.

Use your second Combat Boost in the training

room downstairs then save the last hostage in

the weapons lab.

HDW I IDENTIFY THE TEMPLE TAREET5fj)

Identifying the temple targets is the first

order of business in the last mission in

the game. You have three Target Ampli-

fiers and five potential targets, so keep a

close watch on your R-Tracker to deter-

mine what’s a target and what isn’t.

Joanna will tell you when you reach the first of

the three pillars you need to target. Bring up your

R-Tracker to help find the other two. Don't be

hasty when planting the amplifiers—the mission

will fail if you place one incorrectly.

After you've planted all the Target Amplifiers

correctly, you’ll have just a few seconds to get

out of the blast radius before Flvis blasts the pil-

lars with his stolen Skedar spaceship. Run to a

safe spot.

Take care of any Skedar in the area

before you start planting Target

Amplifiers. Cloaked enemies are in

the vicinity of some target pillars.

As some of the pillars are fairly

close together, check your

R-Tracker carefully before you

commit to a target
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DRAGON WARRIOR I & If

WHERE I FIND KEY5

There are plenty of locked doors in keys to open them. The first place you'll perimeter of the town—-stopping to talk

Dragon Warrior I, and they may as well be find keys is a shop just outside the town to one of the many troubled citizens on
brick walls to you until you have some of Rimuldar. To reach it, walk along the the way—until you reach the store.

There are many treasures beyond A key business is located outside the If you have the spare cash, you can You can use a key only once, but any
Alefgard's locked doors. Remember city walls of Rimuldar. Walk around buy up to six keys before the owner key will open any door. Go back to key

their locations for later. the edge of town to enter it cuts you off. shops to replenish your supply.

HOW I RESURRECT A PARTY MEMBER (§j)

You'd like to keep all your friends safe good news ifa member of your party pre- nearest temple for some supernatural

during your adventure in Dragon Warrior maturely expires, however. All you need refreshment. One small donation later,

II, but, hey, accidents happen. There’s to do is drag his or her remains to the your friend will be alive and lacking.

Battling monsters is a dangerous Take your fallen comrades to the The priest is only too happy to help One party member—good as new.
business, and liability waivers don't nearest town with a temple to get with your little resurrection problem, Just don t let it happen again, OK? It's

exist in Alefgard. them moving again. but he'll require a donation, hard on your wallet.

P&7\FA5TFACT5
Stuck? Pick up the phone and give our counselors a call.

Or write to: Counselors' Corner, P.0. Box 97033, Redmond, WA 98073-9733

Tigger's Honeg Hunt

Q: How many Honeypots are there on each level?

A: Each level has 100 Honeypots. and you may
need to return to the level after learning

advanced moves to find all of them.

Q: How do I erase my saved games?

A: You can’t erase them, but you can start a new

game to replace an existing file.

Q: What do I do with the blue pictures of Roo?

A: If you collect three pictures of Roo in each

level, they will appear in the photo album.

Mario Tennis

Q: Why does the ball change colors?

A: Different shots create different colors.

Q: How do I perform a Power Smash?

A: Press the A or B Button then press both

simultaneously while moving forward.

Q: How do I pause a game during a match?

A: You can pause the game only before a serv

In the USA Call: In Canada Call:

1-900-288-0707 1-900-451-4400

Tong Hawk’s Pro Skater

Q: Why can't I perform special moves?

A: Your special meter needs to be yellow before

you can perform special moves.

Q: How can I go faster?

A: Press the bottom C Button to increase

your speed.
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Liw name

You begin by waking up in the home of a Good Samaritan, where

you'll receive your first Metal Walker. The homeowner will also

offer you a brown or green communication device, which is used to

communicate with your mentor, Professor Hawk. You'll encounter

different enemies depending on which one you select, so if you plan

on trading with a friend be sure to select different devices.

nintendopower.'
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ITTLE STRATEGIES NPGO SHOPPIHG
When you battle, you'll be taken

from the main map to a special

screen. One of the unique elements

of battle is that your Metal Walker
will bounce off walls and enemies
during an attack. Always look for a

small opening in the top wall—it's an

escape route if things get too rough.

As you defeat other

Walkers, you’ll turn

them into scrap metal,

which can then be used
to purchase special

attacks. Talk to the
shopkeep in the Junk
Shop located on the top

floor of your base.

The Junk Shop owner can

create new weapons and

items for your journey, but

only if you bring him data

that have fallen enemies.

Purchase Analyzer cap-

sules and have your foes

hit them during combat to

nnmvzE this

You can scan enemies in one of two ways. Either

bump the enemy into your Analyzer, or move your

Walker so it rests on top of it. Enemies will then

attack you and get scanned in the process. Once

you've scanned an enemy, there's no need to do it

again—you'll just get the same information.

Pool sharks will love the battle system. Always use the walls to their full advantage.

As our diagram shows, not only can you hit multiple enemies yourself, you can actually

send them crashing into one another. Watch for rebounds, however—they cause just

as much damge as if you were attacked.

tSLIMER
gQjJ

SSKULUIA E

H
%'F_F 1 = ' ^ .

Ir "'1SSJ
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RIWLYZER -scans enemies for data

HP 1,2,3 -restores hit points

HTTfiCH -affects attack power

DEFEI1DER - -increases defense

SLIIRER -decreases defense

IREDflLlfl -increases leuel

SKULlIf) -decreases leuel

GRHUITOIl -increases weight

ZERO BULL -decreases weight

DOUBLE UP -attack again

THUnDER 1,2, 3 -damaging thunde

ZAP. JOLT, SHOCK PODS -electrical

HVUEEnE -absorb enemy HP

DIZZY 1 -user becomes disoriented

DIZZY 2 -all characters become dizzy

Your Metal Ball will evolve when

Don't let folks tell vou that abandoned chemical plants

;

good for nothing. After you've received a Core Unit froir

the Metal Master in the plant, you can upgrade your Me

Ball to a Metal Frog. The M. Frog has the power to sma:

open pesky oil drums, as well as a high attack rating.

nintendopower.i

Attack and Defense are

your most important

stats, but a high Move

rating allows you to

bounce farther during

battle—very handy.
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set your own victory and defeat

phrases there—a fun extra.

On the roof of the north building

you'll encounter Emil's butler. If you

talk nice to him, lie’ll give you hoth

the package and a new Land Core

Unit. The Land Core Unit is all yours,

but the package—which contains a

nifty Core Unit detector-is

snatched up by Emil.

11181n
,

l Want to visit the Energy

!
{

Plant? Too bad, because your

|J Metal Walker needs more

§L
: j

i

j

time to evolve. You must have

g a second Air Core before you

H can cross two holes in the

!
|

floor. Instead, make for the

“ and meet ttie mystery man.

k Mmmi

1
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Villagers will sometimes tell you the vulnerabilities ot

certain Metal Walkers. Pay attention to their advice,

because more often than not the unit they're speaking ot

will be used by the next Metal Master you encounter.

Learn the weaknesses, then buy those capsules. ^Ste Unit and hit the surf.

TbeBatfle Arena isn't just a table

for one. You and a buddy can duke it

outittere/as long as you each have

a Metal Walker Pak and one Game
Link Cable. You can't battle right

away; though. Each of you must

reach the Battle Arena in the one-

player mode before linked

slugfests are possible.

to manual. To switch

your capsules' order, go

a 1 SF35!
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West ofAir Front is the bedroom community ofBlue Harbor. Ifyou meet Emil there after your

dramatic rescue, she’ll use her powerful connections to search for your father. Once she finds

him,head south for RadarBaseA, but checkout the computer program, Eriko, beforeyou leave.

;

It’s. a trick. Get an axe. What Emil thought was your father was just your rival Metal Master

wearing Dad’sID helmet. Teach the imposter a lesson in familyvalues and send him packing.

The plot thickens when your

defeated foe reveals that a man
with your dad's name is actually

an evil Metal Master. Grab the

fallen warriors Land Core Unit,

Base and then make tracks for

the Desert Land.

You won’t find Core Units in Chrome

Don’t be fooled by the Desert Land’s diminutive size. Some- Harbor or West Side City, but they are

rimes large evils hide in small places.Though you'll have Emil great places to build levels. Look for

and Badoh byyour side, it’s a safe bet that you’ll need to han- the B. Lance— it’s a tough

fight, but it’ll dish out

massive amounts of expe-
|

rience points. kj ’-'-4Since you are in the Desert, land-based

Walkers will be plentiful. Your Marine

Units will be particularly handy there,

though your movement level will suffer.

We’ve said it before, but it bears repeat-

ing: Make sure you have plenty of HP 2

capsules ready before you enter the cavi



'

weighI

Getting through the

Bronze Rocks can be a

challenge, so take a

close look at the map
the left. The numbers

Muddy Lake, but you'll

need to possess three

Marine Cores before you

can reach it.

The special Marine Core Unit can be found on a

small island to the west of Radar Base B, near

South End City. The special Sky Core Unit

awaits you inside Radar Base B.

A change in strategy will be necessary for Neo City. The

walls there actually cause damage to wayward Walkers, so

you won t be able to use them for angled shots or multiple

hits. On the plus side, they do damage to your enemies as

well. The special Land Core Unit will serve you well there.
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Because you just want to play your

Nintendo. After all, you’re a hardcore

gamer, ready to take on any challenger

who dares to step into your domain.

And you can always find your next

opponents waiting at Wal-Mart. From

N64 to Game Boy Color, we have

all the latest Nintendo games and

accessories at our Every Day Low Prices.

Hey, who knew going to your room

could be this much fun?

Niflfedo Gopi,t?

Isaac, Wal-Mart Customer

i
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PLAYER’S

POLL

CONTEST

R ROHE
TO PICK!

Start rockin' to the Termina beat

with your own one-of-a-kind

Zora-style, custom-made,

SPECIRL EDITION
L FISK DONE

GUITRO
from Jackson Guitars.

nintendopower.'
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GRRND PRIZE
^ * ^g-gg./ One lucky Grand Prize

a Winner will learn

scales on a VV4vI»
SPECIAL EDITION

y0 '
FISH BONE

rt GUITHR!
^ Trie custom-made instrument

looks just like the one that belonged to

the late, great Indigo-Gos front man, Mikau.

The winner will also score

a copy of The Legend of Zelda:

LUND PRIZE Majora's Mask, as well.

* Second Prize Winners

walk away with a Legend
elda: Majora's Mask
e Pak and one of five

Iraii r \
fsr
|«SKS! / Jl

f

of the handcrafted / *

mic art masks is a I j f \ lByj?
of-a-kind if

oduction of a mask "
wears in his newest
adventure.

YOUR VOTE
COUNTS

YOU CAN'T WIN IF YOU
DON'T SEND IT IN!

FILL OUT THE CARD
AND SEND IT IN AND
WE'LL ENTER YOU
IN THE CONTEST!

Official Sweepstakes Rules

NINTENDO POWER
PLAYER S POLL VOL 140

P.0. BOX 97062

REDMOND, WA 98073-9762

THIRD PRIZE
50 Third Prize

winners will get a

NINTENDO
POWER T SHIRT
made of genuine,

dyed cotton fabric!

PLAYER'S POLL CONTEST
|
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Bringing a galaxy iar, fqr, away close,

close to your bame Boy Color, THQ has

put the war in the stars in the

palm of your hand. It's time

to take the universe

r^C' 57 jP



©F THE J1B1I
It’ll take more than Jedi mind tricks to stop the under-

handed Trade Federation from carrying out its plq^kgainst

Queen An^dala’s kingdom. To keep m
the ^lreat a woijld away from 0 TtlB fDPCE

Nab^, toad uf> on^ollectibles ^ Obi-Wan's telekinetic power is

mid use the Force. -
^c^ymeasured by the lowest gauge

. J*n the screen. Collect the

d . ^energy spheres to replenish

•
, Blaster Ana

The top meter on your screen

keeps track of your health. Each
health power-up you fimfwill refill

A shot from your blaster is more powerful than
a slash from your lightsaber. The trade-off is

that you have limited ammo. A refill power-up
will add 10 rounds to your gun.

Going Mental

Hit Select to arm a new
weapon. If you use the

Force, arrows will high-

light the nearest object
that you can move with
your mind. Tap A to use
the'Force to levitate

objects and droids.

m sniwr
With trade negotiations taking a dangerous turn, Obi-Wan mustwarn
Queen Amidala that her planet is in danger.Him the Federation's bat-

de droids into scrap metal and slash the-inoperarive tin to enter its

ducr'so you can venture deeper into the spaceship.

Deflecting Lasers

When you're wielding your

lightsaber, repeatedly tap A to bat
enemy laser fire back into the
assaulting droids. The roly-poly

destroyer droids boastshields, so
bounce a heavy barrage of lasers
into them to destroy them.

Power Walking

The electrified

sections of floor

pulse on and off.

Make a break for it

when the floor isn't

charged, and play it

safe by jumping as

From All Sides

If you're surrounded, rapidly

hit A to keep enemy fire

from hitting you. As you

deflect the shots, the sur-

rounding droids will be easy
targets for the lasers that

ricochet off your lightsaber.

Repulsor Field Generator

Before you can destroy the

generator at point A and dis-

able the laser barrier on the

large map, you must turn on
the computers. Activate the

terminal on the right first,

the one on the left second
and the middle one last.

Main Guidance Console

Once you've battled

the droids guarding

the cockpit, destroy

the control panels. A
few good hits will

overload the entire

system'scircuits.

'

.

Trapped aboard the enemy craft, Obi-Wan must force the ship to land. To

commandeer the ship,you must destroy the three Repulsor Field Genera-

tors shown oh the small maps below. Once you’ve short-circuited the

pyramid-shaped terminals, slash the subsequent
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H Blown Away

Puffs of air regularly blow out of the vents

lining the catwalks. Monitor the pauses

between the jet streams' outbursts to fig-

ure out when you can breeze by safely.

Bounty hunters have infiltrated the capital city andwmgy.to

stop Obi-Wan from reaching die Jedi Council. The JediTem-

ple towers high above the rest of the city, so you’ll have to tra-

verse catwalks and leap to ledges to reach the Jedi Masters,

Knights and Padawans who await the Trade Federation news

you've uncovered.

Destroying the Trade Federation Ship’s guidance consol^)roves to be a lit-

tle extreme.The ship’s controls goon th*fritz,andthe craftcrasfolands into^

a boggy comer ofNaboo. Trade Federation batde droids are aw&jingyour

arrival and will attack from the get-go, so come out swinging your saber.

102
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You'll often have to defeat all ene-

mies on screen before you can

proceed to another area. Once

you've defeated all of the enemies

patrolling the platform, head for

the jump pad to leap to area C.
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Freeing tbe Hostages

The hostages are the people dipped In dark

garb. To free them, you must keSj) them out of

the crossfire and defeat all of the droids in the

immediate vicinity.

The Trade Federation tank

parked in the hangar at the

end of the level is your tick-

et into the palace grounds.

Though you won't get to

pilot the tank in the game,
you must find it to complete
your mission.'"
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in

Obi-Wan's Episode I odyssey ends with.a battle between the good side and

dark side of the Force. Evil Garth Maul threatens the balance.of the Galac-

tic Republic, and he ajvaits a duel with Obi-Wan in the -game's final area,

Level 9.The arena contains only three health power:ups, so seek them out if

the Sith Apprentice ha^got you on-the run.
. ;



EXPLORER

'ww.tecmoinc.com

r Explorer'" 2000TECMO. I

Available at

“THE KEY TO SUCCESS
CAN BE PUZZLING."

Set out on the expedition of a lifetime with this new'

action/adventure puzzler that will test your skills ro the limit In

the ultimate race against time. Explore for hidden keys to

unlock helpful monsters, cool artifacts, and much more.

Unearth some serious fun as you encounter all your

Monster Rancher favorites... and some new ones too!
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Picture intelligent motorcycles and mechanical

canines battling each other until one of them

is left for scrap metal. In a nutshell, that’s

fltlus’s Robopon: Sun Uersion for Game Boy

Color. The robo revolution is about to begin.

[ROBOPOn WORLD)
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One day you’ll wake up to find that gramps has putyou in charge of the

family Robopon business. Your goal will be to become the greatest

Robopon collector on the island, and Nintendo Power will show you the

road to success.

Arm-Type
Arm-type Robopon
can equip parts and

software, and they're

great attackers.

Collect the different

types of Robopon by

catching them, trading

for them or buying them.

Move-Type
Move-type Robopon are

quick and can jump
well. They're partic-

ularly good in skill

games like Jumper
and Speeder in the

Genesis 5 competition.

Boot-Type

Although Boot-

type Robopon can't

equip software and

parts, they have high

defense ratings. Many
Boot-types and other

types of Robopon can

evolve, as well.
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NAME SOFTWARE SPECIAL EFFECT

STEAM Fire + Water Gives enemy Fever status

SHORT Water + Thunder Gives enemy Rust status

BLACK Sky + Shadow Stops Evil-type damage

SMOG Sky + Gas + Virus Blocks Sky-type attacks

LOVE Light + Kiss + Kiss Drains enemy's HP

ANTI Down + Pulse + Power Reduces enemy's EP

FLY Speed + Wind + Power Removes you from battle

BARRIER Pulse + Pulse Gives you Barrier status

FEAR Evil + Evil Gives enemy Bug status

SMOKE Fire + Oil Gives enemy Fog status

When you combine different kinds of software in a Robopon, you

may create special combination techniques. If you equip Fire and

Water software, you'll get a Steam combo, which may cause foes to

overheat. In all, there are 150 different combinations. You can get

them all by pairing each type of software with every other type. The

chart above gives you a glimpse of the variety of possible effects.

(/TRASH ‘EnTj
0 Excellent /\ Average

i

0Good XPoor

Nor Fi Wa Wi Ea Th Ice Hol Evl Grd Sea Sky

Nor X 0 O A
Fi X A O •
Wa o X • X
Wi A X X O O
Fa o o X X X X
Th 0 X X A O •
Ice X O o o
Hoi A •
Evl • A
Grd O • X
Sea O X •
Sky o o •

Each piece of software has one of 12 attributes such as Fire or Water.

When you face opponents, the game compares the attributes that

your Robopon has with the attributes of the Robopon you're facing.

You may have an advantage, a disadvantage or no advantage at all. Use
the chart and key to see how the attributes compare. Your Robopon
are on the left and your opponents' are across the top. The types are

Normal (Nor), Fire (Fi), Water (Wa), Wind (Wi), Earth (Ea), Thunder (Th),

Holy (Hoi), Evil (Evl), Ground (Grd), Ice, Sea and Sky.

©

©
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T0UJI1 TALK
In Robopon, all the action takes place in towns. Each town has shops and facilities, and there

are often special dungeons or towers where battles take place, too. Talk to all the people to get

clues. Some ofthem may even give you free Robopoi

tem Shop Repair Shop
The man in the Repair

Shop will return your

active team of Robopon
to full working order in

just moments. All you

have to do is walk up to

him and get the treat-

Laboratory

OIL 40G as tight Oil and

Barmagnetsintheltem
Shop. Shops in towns
that you visit later in

BARHAGNET 20G 89 -CF Q I A
RECOVER 20 HR.

more potent and more
l^chnic./nlNllP

S.,.« t .n expensive items.
|
VMir ^Robooon?| |

ment yJr aes.re. ,ir? |

The Laboratory serves

several functions. Take

your Robopon to a lab

when the robot is ready

to evolve. After you've

invested money in a lab,

S
ou can go back to buy
obopon there.

Parts & Software

One clerk in the shop

sells parts while the

other sells software.

Pay particular atten-

tion to the amount of

RAM the software

requires and whether
you can equip particular

parts on your Robopon.

Healing Ponds
Look for small ponds in

towns, dungeons or

towers. If you stand at

the edge of the pond

and push yourA Button,

you will restore your

Robopon to tip-top

shape.

Time Zones

Certain areas of the

game are off-limits

except at certain times

of the day. You can get

around that problem by

resetting the game's

clock using the Set

Date/Time menu
option.

GAME BOY COLOR 1
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Your quest to become the Legend #1—otherwise known as the best Robopon champion on the

island—begins in your home town. Your family business is in Capri, so you’ll return often to

build new facilities and try your hand at the Genesis 5 minigames.

Good Morning

When you begin the

game, big things are

afoot and your fortune is

about to change for the

better. Never mind wak-

ing up to the sounds of

Robopon battling behind

your house.

Robopon Dispatching Co. Bisco’s Bullies

When Bisco's gang starts

giving Lisa a bad time,

you'll have to stand up to

them and give them what

for with a Robopon bat-

tle. Use one ofSunny's

special moves instead of

the less powerful stan-

dard attack.

The Elite 8

Visit the Elite 8 in the fol-

lowing order: Rena,

Sandy, Maya, Yoko, Riz,

Hiromi.Meg, then Rena,

Meg, Sandy, Hiromi,
**•-- n~— J

and

as.... ly Janet. You'll er

the powerful Golden

Sunny Robopon!

The first new town you’ll visit is Libra Town. In Libra, you'll get a real taste of Robopon battling.

The big event is a tournament headed up by Bisco, and to enter the tournament you must earn

the Participation Certificate by defeating all the teachers in the school.

Rena of the Elite

Basement Battles

You'll meet Rena in Libra

Town. She is one of the

Elite 8, and she is des-

perate to add a Gidget

Robopon to her collec-

tion. Return to Rena

once you have a Gidget.

To the left of the school

you'll find the base-

ment stairs. You’ll also

find collectors and wild

Robopon that you can

catch. The girl by the

stairs is always willing

to fight-a great way
to build up experience.

Northern Trail

Head north through

Libra Town to a pas-

sage that's blocked by

two of Bisco's buddies.

Show them a thing or

two. If you defeat

them, you’ll have

access to the school

building.

You must defeat each

of the seven teachers

to fill up your card and

earn the Participation

Certificate that lets

you enter the tourna-

ment. Once your card is

full, see the Principal in

the basement.

Genesis 5
Back in Capri Town, behind

the reception desk of the

Robopon Dispatching Co.,

you'll find five skill games

that you can use to win

money, items and experi-

ence. Compete in the

Jumper game to make

lots of dough.

Tournament Time
Bisco won't be pleased

to see you, and he has

three Level-6 Robopon

to back him up. If Sunny

is at Level-9, you'll win

easily. In most Robopon
battles, the higher-level

Robopon will win.

F
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Bisco will challenge you

with Urchy, Razor, Granit

andHexbot-lfSunnyis

Level-9 and you have

some extra Oil, you'll win

the title and earn

Gasoline, 72 Experience

and 1,200 Gold.

nintendopower.com

Riz of the Elite 8 has her

heart set on getting a

Robopon called Whacky.

If you find a Whacky and

give it to Riz, she'll trade

you a Filrup.

The Robopon Dome is a

large building to the east

of the castle. Inside,

you'll find a crowd wait-

ing to see a legendary

battle. Most of the leg-

endary battles take

place in the Dome.

jail Castle is the center of the continuing battle to determine the status of the seven legends of

Robopon fighting. Prince Tail is Legend *1, but you won't fight for #1 status for a long time.

Your first trip to Tail Castle will be to compete for the title of Legend *7 .

Riz of the Elite Robopon Dome Legend #7: Bisco



Caleyu Town is the home of the broadcasting industry on Porombo Island. You’ll discover that

the townsfolk are obsessed with Miss Amron, a TV star. You'll have to explore the two TV
towers and talk to all the starstruck people. Caleyu is the gateway to Vanza Village.

Sandy of the Elite

Sandy will be looking for a

Robopon known as Rotor.

She'll trade a Robopon
named Card for Rotor. It

shouldn't be very hard to set

up the trade since Rotor is

found in several battle areas.

The Big Tower will be full of

Amron's fans. Battle them

to gain experience. You'll be

able to collect wild

Robopon. as well. Later,

you'll open a stairway to

higher levels of the tower.

Dude’s Lamp Store

The little shop to the left of

the Biq Tower is Dude's

Lamp Store. Dude wants the

rare Sea Grape that is found

in Vanza Village. He'll give

you a lamp if you bring him

the grape. The lamp will light

your way in Eraboo Cave.

The Small Tower is the door-

way to Vanza Village. If you

turn on the old 27" TV and

step into it, the TV will warp
you to the seaside village

and open a normal route

back to the rest of the

island.

Vanza Village will have some surprises for you. If you return to Caleyu and talk to Dude, he'll

tell you about the Sea Grape. Then, on the second trip to Vanza, you’ll find shallow water full of

items. The entrance to Eraboo Cave is nearby.

The Shallows

If you wade around in the

shallow water by the

shore, you'll find the Sea
Grape and plenty of

other items. Those sec-

ondary items may be

useful down the road, so

save everything in your

Garage. The Pearl is

worth 10,000 Gold.

Eraboo Cave

Light up the dark cave
with Dude's lamp. To the

left is a healing pond. To

the right and down a

level is a puzzle. You can

push the rocks into the

holes to block the water
and reveal the stairs.

Warped TV

You'll come to another

TV that can warp you

through space. In fact,

you’ll enter a series of

TV warps that will lead

you back to the Big

Tower in Caleyu. Tne
mystery of the satellite

dishes will be solved!

Legend #6: Emron

The guard on the stairs

will want to fight a

Genesis 5 battle. After

defeating him and several

others, you'll face Amron
in the Dome for the title

of Legend #6 and earn

221 Experience, 3,400

Gold and a Unibot.

(D

Your next challenge will be in Carol Village. The dastardly Smiley Group rules the desert town,

and someone needs to send the thugs packing. You'll also visit a mechanic and jump down a

well to reach a system of passages.

The Smiley Group

pnr*7
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Veno and his go-kart buddies will pick a fight. They'll

make off with the Dosbot that you got from the little

girl at the entrance to the village. You'll have to look for

them and the stolen Robopon at their hideout at Grease

Mountain where Mr. Wild will be waiting for you.

Down the Well

Ribbot LV2 Suit

If
„ © V 'IvSYStfSS S««|“

|p| J-UZE” 1

If you jump inside the well in the middle of town, you'll

find wild Robopon and a guy named Hunter who is guard-

ing a treasure chest. Use a remote control to unlock the

chest. The prize in the chest will be different depending

on the remote control device that you use.
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Smileys Group holds sway over the small town of Cools. It will be up to you to clean up the

place. After defeating the gang and their Cycool Robopon, the mayor will let you go down to the

underground village.

Mr. Mayor

Five members of Smileys

Group will challenge you.

Four of them will fight you

with a Level-17 Cycool and

one with a Level-19 Speedy.

Their Accel attacks may

^
f P

get a hit unless you counter it, cZrz,

You’ll find Maya sleeping in

the underground town of

Cools. Wake her up-she’ll

tell you that she's looking

tor a Robopon named Card. If

you have Card, trade it to

The Lost Wrench

,,

Hpchini -

Pirate.
1 Her e it is*

The Mayor of Cools

appears once you’ve

given the boot to

Smiley's Group. He'll lead

you underground and

address the citizens of

the hidden town. You'll

find shops and people

with information.

The Mechanic will reveal

that the Golden Wrench is

in the well. If you want him

to convert a Unibot into a

Cycool, you'll have to go

after the valuable tool.

Once the conversion has

been made, you'l I be able

to reach Grease Mountain.

The hideout of the Smiley Group is in the desert along the northern shore of the island.

You’ll ride your new Cycool around in the desert, but the real action is in the cave to the

north. Eventually you'll challenge the Legend #5.

Rock Drop Invisible Holes

j

§

Use the Cycool to

cross the desert

sands, looking for wild

Robopon as you drive

around. Even with the

Cycool, you won't be

able to drive up the

slope until you have

Speedy.

The man at the bottom

level of the mountain

cavern knows that a

great treasure is just

beyond his reach. He'll

need your help to get

it. After you get a Blu

return to see the man.

Climb to the top level in

Grease Mountain and

push the rocks through

the holes in the floor.

That will open up the path

to the man on the bottom

level who needs a bomb.

Return once you've found

the bombs in Ghana Lake.

When you leave the

mountain, you'll face

another of Smiley's gang.

From him, you'll learn

about a man in Carol

Village, and that man will

tell you about Joe in

Cools Town. Joe can turn

Cycool into Speedy.

The rock chamber has

hidden holes that will

slow your progress.

Every light spot on the

floor in the chamber

below corresponds to

one of the holes. Avoid

the holes to reach the

door in the far wall.

ividUK and Deemo. Your

victory will win the

release oftheDosbot.

After taking the title of Legend *5 from Mr. Wild, you’ll be able to go to Dine Town beyond

Vanza Village. The fortress townspeople live in fear of a person named Kamat who is raising an

army. Stock up with powerful parts and software at the local store.

Yoko of the Elite

Look for Yoko on the

west side of town near

the wall. She'll be

searching for a Robopon

called Pirate. In return for

your Pirate, she'll trade

you a Whacky.
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Sign up for the army in the large house at the south end

of the town. It will cost you 1,000 Gold when you join.

Choose one Genesis 5 discipline to join, such as the

Jumper or Puncher Squad. If you pass the preliminary

test, you'll be able to move on to Apollo Fort andPoro

nintendopower.com
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Kamat’s fort contains six towers where you'll have to prove your skill at the five Genesis 5

competitions before meeting Kamat. You’ll also find stores and other buildings whereyou can

replenish HP and buy items. The towers are a great place to earn Gold.

The Towers Legend #4: Kamat

After beating all five

Genesis 5 towers, you'll

find Kamat then follow

her back to the Dome in

Tail Castle. She controls

Level-32 Robopon includ-

ing Skulby, Snorks, Peach
and Pirate.

Lisa Lost

The town along the southern shore is the jumping-off point for Bird Island, butyou must have

a flying Robopon to make the trip. Look for very powerful parts in the Parts and Software Shop.

Using Dosbot, you can dive into the pond in the north.

Hiromi of the Elite

H Hiromi is looking for a

Robopon that fits with
her wardrobe.

Apparently, Filrup is

just the robot to com-
plete her look. You can

trade Filrup for Boiler.

Later, shell ask you for

Scortch.

Bird Island

Once you have a flying

Robopon such as Pegs,

you'll be able to soar

across the water from

the dock in Poro Village

to the dock on Bird

Island. Follow the trail

on the island until you

reach a cave.

Bisco Returns

In the caves, you'll

encounter many Flying-

type Robopon such as

Cluck and Rotor. Follow

the trail until you reach

Bisco, who will battle

you with Urchy, Razor,

Granit and Hexbot. You'll

win a Level-40 Rudy.

The strangest town on Porombo Island is Ghana Lake. It’s an entire town that sank into the

lake after an accident with a bomb. The tenacious townsfolk, rather than leave their town, took

up an aquatic lifestyle. As you explore Ghana Lake, look for hidden bombs.

Take the Bait

You'll get a free rod and

tackle box at the store

near Ghana Lake, but

you'll have to buy the

most expensive bait,

Sukiyaki, if you want to

get more than a nibble.

Look What I Caught!

A boy from Ghana Lake

will grab the Sukiyaki

and pull you underwa-

ter. To make up for the

inconvenience, the

boy's mom will give you

a snorkel so you can

stay in the underwater
town

Bomb Town
Look for bombs in the

houses of Ghana Lake.

If you find the old bomb
maker's house in the

north part of town and

one other house with
hidden bombs, you

should discover four

bombs in all.

Disc Developments
Return to the tower in

Libra Town and use one

of the Red Bombs to

blow up one floor of the

building. Lisa will

encourage you to find

more bombs so you can

finish the job.

Accidents Will Happen
Return to Ghana Lake.

The boy who loves

Sukiyaki will drop a

bomb and make the

town reappear on the

surface of the lake. Take

the unguarded stairway

and follow the maze to

reach every bomb.

Legend #3: Dr. Disc

Blow up the remaining

floors of Dr. Disc's tower.

Once you've brought him

down to earth, he'll be

happy to face you. He'll

use Crowle, Gello, Zap
and Stinky. Winning will

earn you 4,400 Gold and

370 Experience.

Follow the instructions on the signs with

care. Ifyou do, you’ll open up a path to the

laboratory of Professor Donald in the east-

ern part of the woods.

Sam, I am
Donald's assistant,

Sam, believes that a

Brownie (a type of

woodland fairy) will

appear at 6:00 p.m. near

the cave entrance.

Meet Sam at the cave

at the appointed time

to see if ne's right.

Brownie Points

Enter the cave and look

for Old Man Brownie.

You'll have to solve the

puzzle of the stones by

placing the stones in

such a way that they

form the numerals 2. 3.

5, 6 and 9. Doing so

opens a door to the fairy.
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After defeating Dr. Disc, you’ll witness Prince Tail’s confrontation with Dr. Zero—a shadowy
figure from the past. You'll have to go to Gold Plane to help free the princess.

Dr. Zero’s Plan Zero’s Heroes

The evil Dr. Zero is bent

on reclaiming the sta-

tus of Legend#!, and he

won't fight you unless

you prove yourself by
defeating nis cadre of

mechanoids.

You'll have to defeat

three tough mechanoids,

each with three tough

Robopon at Level 45.

Even if you win, Dr. Zero

will delay the inevitable

battle. He'll fly to the

Owari Forest, leaving

you behind.

mu-
Dr. Zero hopes to trap you in a cunning maze in the Owari Forest, and Princess Darcy and

Prince Tail are counting on you. Oddly, it will be Bisco who helps you fulfill your destiny.

Dr. Zero’s Mad Plan Top Down
You’ll find yourself on

the 10th Floor of Zero
Castle with Bisco. Take

the warp pad to the 6th

Floor, then wind
through the maze to the

warp pad to the left. On
the 1st Floor, the exit is

down and right

The Prince and the Madman
Go to the Dome where
Prince Tail will have just

lost to Dr. Zero in bat-

tle. Before you can chal-

lenge Zero, however,

you must get the title

of Legend #2 from the

defeated prince, who is

hiding at Cherry Hill.

The secret hideaway of the royals is a great place to raise the levels ofyour Robopon. You’ll need

to use Speedy to reach the top of the hill. In the cave, you’ll meet Prince Tail and search for an

important treasure.

The Training Caves

higher levels so he can

face Dr. Zero and

reclaim his throne. He
will tell you that you
must meet him back at

the Dome.

Train your Robopon in

the cave. You can also

find a treasure there.

At first, head to the

right and down. Give

Tim some noodles to

Legend #2: Prince Tail

Prince Tail will bring out

Level-50 Seabee, Puff,

Draco and SSTbot
when you meet him
back at the Robopon
Dome. Princess Darcy

will be imprisoned in a

mirror when Prince Tail

confronts Dr. Zero.

At last, you’ll face your ultimate challenge. As the Legend #2,
you'll have the right to battle

Dr. Zero for the title of Legend #1. Go to Zero Castle to meet your destiny and save the

kingdom. The batde will take place at the top of the castle in the Zero Dome.

Legend #1 : Dr. Zero All’s Well

Meet Dr. Zero in the

Zero Dome for the final

battle. Dr. Zero will use

G-Bot, GY-Bot, GGTbot
and Brute all at Level

57. After he is defeat-

ed, Dr. Evil will try to

blow up the tower, but

help will be on the way.

receive the laurel of

Legend#! You’ll get the

Championship Belt, too,

so you’ll be able to enter

Title matches. After the

credits roll, return to

the castle to free Darcy.

\
THE sun SETS

)

The similarities between Robopon and Pokemon are not coincidental. Hudson Soft set

out to create a simplified version of Nintendo's hits. The resulting game features 150

Robopon and lots of modifications, adventure, puzzles and exploration. The Star Version

ofRobopon isn't scheduled for release in North America, so some of the trading elements

will be watered down. Although Robopon isn’t nearly as polished as Pokemon, it should

keep you busy for 30 hours or more, and that's not bad for a Game Boy Color title.^
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ACheck out
these other
Game Boy«

Color titles!

\

Receive a Pokemon Pikachu FRGG uuth your

purchase of any one [I] Pokemon Rintendoo 64 game

or any turn [2] Pokemon Game Boy» games.
‘NOT TO BE COMBINED W IY OTHER SPECIAL O

HEY YOU, PIKACHU!
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HOW TO SHOP... COME IN AND FIND OUT MORE ABOUT:

CALL FOR A STORE NEAR YOU

I J I 'JO

« Newest & Hottest Games!
• Large Selection > A

SHOP BY PHONE

l-j'J'J-i'J'J-'J'Jl 1
.

- Hassle Free Return Policy

• Pre-purchase/Reserve List Program

’ Low Price Guarantee

Knowledgeable Sales Associates

• PC/Video Game Trade-in Program
EBX. @
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Blossom, Bubbles and Buttercup
are hitting Game Boy Color
with a one-two punch. It’s your
turn to help them save the
world before bedtime.

©as?n Power!
Sugar, spice and everything nice combine with Chemical X to

make the Game Boy Color debut of Cartoon Network's Power-

puff Girls. Paint the Townsville Green and Bad Mojo Jojo are

the first two of three games to featureThe Powerpuff Girls, and

each puts a different member of the terrific trio in the lead.

Published by Bam! Entertainment, each game features five lev-

els of fist-flying action plus bonus levels that you can unlock by

Watching “The Powerpuff Girls” show and electronic trading

cards that you can collect and trade with other Powerpuff Girls

players.

NETWORK.™ & ©2000 CARTOON NETWORK.
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As you sweep through Townsville in an effort to rid the

city of evil doers, you can collect a load of helpful items

that will give you power, energyand more crime-fighting

opportunities.

Candy Heart

Hearts represent your energy. As
each level begins, you have a line

of three Hearts.When you get hit,

you lose energy. When you collect

a Candy Heart, you gain it back.

Winged Heart

As you fly through the city, your

flight power diminishes. You must

spend time on the ground to recharge

or collect a Winged Heart to max out

your flight power instantly.

Black Chemical X

You can stun bad guys with Laser

Vision, making them easy to punch and

kick. Every vial of Black Chemical X
allows you to fire one Laser Vision shot.

Treasure

The citizens of Townsville have

dropped their valuables in their

haste to run from the villains.

By collecting the treasure, you
can add to your game comple-

tion score.

Red Chemical X

The red strain of Chemical X, the secret

ingredient that made The Powerpuff

Girls into superheroes; will make you

temporarily invincible.

Powerpuff
©Mis Hotline

Sugar, Spice & Everything Nice

The ingredients that Professor Utonium

used to create The Powerpuff Girls will

give you extra attempts to fight crime.

Collect all three items to boost your

Powerpuff Girl reserve.

nmm©@@fB£ Bystanders
The citizens of Townsville

have frozen in their tracks

as thugs roam through the

city. When you find them

you can send them on their

way and add to your game

completion score.

BBsimdls ©2 Bad ©ms?s
The Gangreen Gang spreads through the city in Paint the Townsville

Green, and Mojo Jojo's minions cause trouble in Bad Mojo Jojo. You’ll

battle bands of wandering baddies as you advance through each level,

then you’ll go up against one or two really tough guys as each level

comes to a close.

a.®® ®s Heart
After you defeat the head bad guy in each level,

you'll earn a very big Heart that lets you move on

to the next level. If you haven’t collected every

item or freed every citizen in the level, you can

return to that level at any

time to continue your

quest to clean up the city

thoroughly.
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Pokey Oaks School

The city ofTownsville, normally a safe haven for all of its happy and produc-

tive citizens, has been infected by a crime epidemic. The prime perpetrators

are evil guy Ace and his Gangreen Gang. No one is safe from the widespread

mischief of the gang, not even the students of Pokey Oaks Kindergarten or

the patrons of the Townsville Art Museum. The Powerpuff Girls hotline is

ringing. Buttercup must take the lead and run the Gangreens out of town.

Gangreen Goaf

The Gangreen Gang should know better,

They've made a mess of Pokey Oaks
Kindergarten, the Powerpuff Girls' home
turf. Its up to you to help Buttercup

make them pay for their mistake.

Keane Escape

Ms. Keane is trapped in her

classroom.When you find

her and save her, she'll tell

you where you can find

Snake, the leader of the

schoolyard baddies.

Snake Attach

Snake is playing hoops on the

school court. He'll throw the

basketball at you if he has a

chance. Hover close and wait

for him to toss the ball, then

swoop in for a swift kick.

Art Museum

Professor in Peril

When you find Professor

Utoniums screwdriver, you'll

know that he is in trouble.

Use the screwdriver to

explore the air vent system
and search for the professor.

Townsville Subway

Beat the Bullies

Big Bully and Little Arturo are

making a mess of the muse-
um. Fly over Big Bully as he
charges, then hit him from
behind. When Big Bully is

gone, go after the little guy
with your Laser Vision.

Townsville Streets

Subway Search

The Gangreen Gang has gone
underground. Find the subway
key near the ticket booth,

then take the train. You'll end

up on top of the train, flying

from car to car.

Get Grubber

You'll find Grubber in a locked

subway car. As soon as he

fires a shot, fly up and out of

harm's way, then go low and

hit the Gangreen galoot

before he can reload.

Decay Discovery

By searching the streets and buildings, you'll

discover Little Arturo and Snake, dressed as the

Mayor and Miss Bellum. They'll fill you in on

Ace's evil plans.

Fight Fuzzy

After a too-tough tour through

the skies of Townsville, you’ll

go up against Fuzzy Lumpkins.

Fuzzy fires in several directions

at once. Fly over him quickly

and hit him from behind.
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Townsville Dump
Ace in the Hole

You'll receive a taunting mes-
sage from gang leader Ace
before you begin your explo-

ration of the Townsville

Dump. He is hidden in the

depths of the dump, and he is

waiting for you.

Hideout Showdown

Before you get to Ace,

you’ll go up against the

other members of the gang
in their hideout, two thugs

at a time. Watch their

moves and hit them when
they're vulnerable.

is Professor Utonium's bumbling lab chimp, but he became

somethingmuch more dangerous—avengeful mad genius benton destroy

humankind. Mojo Jojo has it in for The Powerpuff Girls and the people ofTownsville. As the supervillain

chimp with an oversized brain spreads mayhem throughout the city, only Blossom can save the day. Turn

the danger meter up to 11 and help Blossom bring order back to Townsville, one monkey minion at

Utonium Chateau

Bad Experiment

Mojo Jojo has returni

scene of his brain-ex|

experience and has taken the

Mojo Madness i

The supervillain chimp packs

a powerful punch in his

mechanical suit. You can beat

professor prisoner. You'll save

the professor on yourway to

the chimp.

_ .. rs above him and wait for

him to pass, then hit him

from behind.

Bonsai Garden

Flower Power

The grounds of Little Tokyo
Bonsai Garden are under

Mojo's control. Make your

way through the maze of

garden paths, save Talking

Dog from captivity and move

on to a battle with Princess.

Townsville Subway

Missing Mayor

That mad, mad monkey, Mojo

Jojo, has kidnapped the Mayor

and taken His Honor to the

Townsville underground. You'll

find him way below the surface.

Tunnel Terror

After you get the key to the

maintenance tunnels, you

can continue your search for

Mojo Jojo and the Mayor in

the lowest depths of the

Townsville infrastructure.

Great Hovering Monkey

Mojo Jojo attacks with a

helicopter-like Hover Suit.

When he strafes, seek high

ground. After that, hit him

with Laser Vision from the

ground then attack when he

is stunned.

Puff vs. Princess

Princess has a special flight

suit that allows her to rule

over the skies of a garden

canyon. Fly up to the clouds

and chase her down, then

stun her with Laser Vision

and let her have it.
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Townsville Streets

Concrete Jungle

The city of Townsville is crawl-

ing with Mojo Jojo's men. As
you fly over the city, be sure to

rest often and recharge your

flight power. You'll finally find

kidnapped Miss Bellum after a

long, dangerous trip.

Insect Invasion

The Roach Coach wants to

fill the city with bugs. He
stands on an ever-rising pile

of them. If you touch the

bugs, you'll take damage.

Find a safe place to recharge,

then swoop and attack.

I

f

Buttercup and Blossom have had their turn. Next

time, Bubbles will blast through the bad guys in

Townsville and prove that she is no pushover.

The villains keep trying to turn Townsville

upside-down and The Powerpuff Girls keep

showing them the door, because the sisters are

doing it for themselves. Make Professor Utonium

proud and continue to help the girls on their

crime-kicking crusade.^

Volcano Mountain Mr. Mojo Rising

Mojo Jojo waits for you in his

hideout at the top of the

mountain. The supervillain

chimp will fight with all of

the evil gadgets at his dis-

posal. It won't be easy, but

you can prevail.

Collect Cards
As you explore Townsville you’ll come across

electronic trading cards that you can view by

selecting an option on the main menu. When

you collect cards, you can trade them with

your friends. Two Game Boy Color systems, a

Game Link Cable and two Powerpuff Girls

games are required.

Molten Mayhem

The battle heats up on Volcano

Mountain. Enter the mountain

caves and drop down into the

deep underground. You'll find

Ms. Keane held captive in a

dark mountain chamber.

^

tuJoafl©@& Secrets
Both games are packed with bonuses that

you can find by entering secret passwords.

Watch "The Powerpuff Girls” on the Cartoon

Network for passwords that will unlock

new levels and special trading cards. Your

Powerpuff Girls adventure is for from over.
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SROTLIGHT!

Jump, punch, bounce, and dance

your way through four huge worlds.

J) Solve multiple puzzles and rescue

the other band members.

Collect hidden notes and musical

instruments along the way in order

to win the final Battle of the Bands.

Challenge your friends in the

multi-player dance contest

Jl Bring Soul, Rhythm, and Blues to

your Nintendo 64.
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© 2000 Activision

A TALE OP TWO-WPEELEfcS
As the popularity of extreme sports increases, so

does the number of related video games. Skate-

boarding and snowboarding sims are already

among the most desirable console titles, and now

stunt biking is gearing up to become the next hot

gaming trend. Case in point: Three new biking titles

are being released for Game Boy Color this holiday

season. We’ll start by covering Road Champs

BXS from Activision and HotGen Studios.

While it doesn't have an endorsement from a

celebrity biker, we won't hesitate to recom-

mend the fast-paced, high-flying gem.
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INSTANT ADDICTION
Stunt biking translates surprisinglywell to the handheld Game
Boy, and RC BXS does a particularly impressive job of combin-

ing easy controls with fast, addictive game play. Grab your

helmet and pads—you’ll be spine bending in no time!

One Step at a Time

The game guides you step by step. After selecting a

biker, you start in Training Mode, learning the ropes

and completing simple challenges until you're ready

to begin a career and work your way into a tourna-

ment.

It’s All in the Timing

Speed is great if you're Lance Armstrong racing in

the Tour de France, but it's not always a benefit for

stunt bikers. While vertical tricks always require

max speed, grinding and balancing stunts demand
control and poise at a slower speed—which is why
training is so crucial for success in the game.

UP POP, A CHALLENGE?
You must complete 12 levels by passing a variety of challenges

before you'll be able to compete in tournaments. Each level

introduces new skills or tricks ofincreasing difficulty. Read below

to get an understanding of the various types of challenges.

Variety Is the Spice of Life

Road Champs BXS offers the most realistic compe-
tition of the new stunt biking games by requiring

you to alter your routine and perform a wide variety

of tricks to earn a winning score. In some
instances, you won’t get any points for doing the
same trick twice.

So Many Tracks, So Little Time
With over 50 tricks to master, you'll

be able to learn only a few at a

time. Before hitting the pavement, a

list of required tricks will be dis-

played. For tournaments, you can
check Trick Tips to remind yourself

how to perform all the maneuvers.

Sometimes performing a new stunt

in the time-pressured training chal-

lenges can be unsettling. As you
advance your career, more courses
will be unlocked in Single-Run

Mode so that you can practice

upcoming stunts without a clock

ticking away on the screen.

W f' i

Speed Challenges

The name is misleading, because speed is not always

what you need to pass the challenges. The goal is to

reach the finish line at the bottom of the screen

before time runs out. Arrows on the ground will

show you the route. Obstacles like the one pictured

need less speed than the half-pipes to change lanes.

**** Course Challenges

In the unique Course challenges, you must perform
live different tricks in each lane try to take noteol

;|i the obstacles that are on the course and be pre-

Mra39Sj|EE to use the B Button to brake when you need to

ft-iru f'g ^rPA&r s |ow j|own for a grinding or balancing stunt.

Street Challenges

As you advance into Career Mode, you'll have to

earn points using a variety of moves. Each new
stunt you successfully land will raise your X-bar,

which increases the number of points you earn

per trick.

Variety Challenges

It's time to put it all together. In Variety challenges,

you must maneuver around the course, performing

stunts on various apparatuses. The number above

your speed bar shows how many stunts you've

executed successfully. Concentrate on one

obstacle at a time as you work your way around.

Vertical Challenges

Okay, you've got the basics and you're itching to

fly. Vertical challenges will teach you aerial stunts

that attract the big crowds. Similar to Street

challenges, Vertical Challenges require you to
perform stunts within a certain amount of time

or build points by landing a variety of tricks.

BXS Tournament Competition
m v*

i

•oou^'uSiP

All that hard work has paid olt, and
you're ready lo reach the sky in

front of fans and judges. Each tour-

ney consists of preliminary and final

challenges on Street and Vertical

courses. Always remember to

impress the scorekeepers by per-

forming a variety of tricks.

You've done your best, and it's in the

hands of the judges At the end ol

each run. your score and ranking will

be displayed. The best way to win is

to collect bonus points by tackling

every obstacle on the course and

mixing up your routine with different

stunts.
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or CAN CAN-CAN?
In all likelihood, biking enthusiasts will add all three

of the new Game Boy titles to their collections. But to

benefit average fans, we’re ready to break down the

two remaining BMX titles. Acclaim's Dave Mirra

Freestyle BMX has one obvious distinction: It’s

endorsed by a pro, who happens to be a former X-

Games Male Athlete of the Year. And there are other

factors that separate the game from its competition.

For example, Freestyle BMX uses a 3-D per-

spective, which can cause some frustration at

first but allows for more interesting scenery, f

TRAVELING TftiCHS
The feel of the game is quite different from that of its counter-

parts, mainly because of the 3-D courses. Simple maneuvering

will take a lot of practice, but once you get comfortable with the

controls, you’ll appreciate the rich details.

Traversing in 3-D

You have complete 360-degree control, which

is a feature that cannot be found in the other

stunt biking titles. It adds a great deal of depth

to the game but can also cause problems when
obstacles keep you hidden from view.

Breaking Down the Basics

Your mission, if you choose to accept it, is to com-

plete three goals on each level. Typically, you’ll be

asked to collect a certain number of items, score

a certain number of points and perform a certain

number of tricks. If you don’t finish all three goals,

you can return to the level and concentrate

on the ones you missed. Each goal earns you

a trophy, and each trophy results in bonus

points. The more points you have, the more

bike upgrades, levels and pro replays you’ll

obtain. Look for floating tires, which reveal

new tricks and show you how to perform

them.

Landscapes to Explore

The wide variety and large size of the courses

make this more than a stunt biking game. In

some sense, it has elements of an adventure

game. For example, to pass a level, you must

search the areas and collect various objects.

GINTS AND TIPS
Performing a variety of tricks is a running theme throughout all

stunt biking games. But the unique style of play in Freestyle

BMX calls for a few strategies that wouldn’t apply in the other

tides, such as studying pro course replays.

Mixing It Up

Once again, you really need to use a variety of

tricks to increase your score. Each stunt is

worth fewer points the second time it's per-

formed. Try to string several different tricks

together to earn multiplier bonuses. Also,

Grind It out with Two Players

While there is no link-play option avail-

able. Freestyle BMX does have a multi-

player mode, which is more than the

other two titles offer. Up to four play-

ers can take turns at a run on any of

the available levels, competing for the

best overall score, best grind score,

best spin score or best combo.

Studying the Film

Replays are a nice feature in the game, considering

the complexity of the courses. Each time you

complete a run, you’ll be able to watch your

replay. Collecting trophies will unlock helpful pro

replays. Also, use Training Mode to practice levels.

Take ‘Em One by One

Don’t attempt to accomplish all three goals the

first time you attack a course. To start, focus on

collecting the scattered paint cans, which allow

you to become familiar with the new surroundings.

You can return to the course as many times as

needed to complete the remaining goals.
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A LITTLE |®« If ROLL
With the MTV label on the latest THQ, creation, it's

no wonder that the interface and menu design are

slicker and snazzier than those of the other stunt

bike titles. But surprisingly, once you get into the

game action, you'll notice that the graphics and ani-

mations are a bit cheesy and nor as polished as the

ones in BXS and Dave Mirra. Nonetheless, the game
play is smooth and addictive, featuring a bunch of

land and air moves, such as 360-degree

tail whips and crooked grinds. Biking

stud TJ Lavin and a slew ofother pros are

playable in the game.

PiCft *0\J& PftO
BMX fans will be more than thrilled to

know that they’ll be able to choose from

a handful of available stunt biking pros.

There are also hidden bikers to uncover.

Chris Doyle Fuzzy Hall

a Doyle's amazing turning ability and

skillful agility give him a major edge
over most stunt bikers. His speed

ki and stamina are also above aver-

age.

I .,

Fuzzy's strong legs help him reach

above-average speeds. And with
his unstoppable stamina, he rarely

gets tired. His turning and agility

are average.

TJ Lavin

The headliner of the game, who
collected gold medals in the 1997

and 1999 X-Games, has outstand-

ing agility and an above-average

amount of stamina.

Colin Winkelmann

motor. His top speed is phenome-
nal, allowing him to reach great

heights. His turning ability is also a

PLACES TO PLAS
There are three basic arenas where you’ll compete, and each demands a different style

of stunt biking. Unfortunately, the locations aren't as graphically interesting as those

in the other BMX games, but the stunts are basically the same.

Jamie Bestwick

Another long-lasting king of stami-

na, Jamie can tear it up and not
even break a sweat. His agility is

impressive, and his speed and turn-

ing are solid.

Mike Ardelean

Unprecedented speed and agility

make Ardelean a high-flying mas-
ter of bike acrobatics. But his lack

of stamina is a flaw that can some-
times be costly.

Freestyle Half-pipe

The Freestyle course has

a little bit of everything.

including steep ramps,

stairs and half-pipes. You

can explore, and the

ill repeat it:

avel left or 1

This is where you can

reach the sky and pull off

Half-pipe.

Dirt Track

The Dirt track moves
automatically and only

goes in one direction.

Timing and agility are

important as you try to

complete one stunt after

another without biting

the dust.

strategies
Ultimate BMX has a slighdy different feel

because your biker pedals automatically.

Its simply up to you to perform the right

tricks at the right time. It makes playing

the game easy.

Tricks Times Infinity

You can pull off multiple

stunts in one huge jump,

resulting in high scores.

Variety is not as essen-

tial for scoring high

points, so feel free to

keep pressing the same
button.

Upgrading
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NOT JUST ®EAft NECESSiTiES
Jungle Book is one of those extraordinary games

that will make you stop and reflect on how far soft-

ware for Game Boy Color has really come.With rich

colors, creative levels and smooth game play, the

new adventure is sure to bring back fond memories

of Disney's superb side-scrollers oh the Super NES.

You will guide Mowgli through extravagant jungle

worlds, battling nasty bosses and learning new skills

along the way.As in most Disney side-scrolling *—
adventures, the controls are easy to learn and ^
the action is nonstop and exciting.

JUNGLE EDUCATION
Mowgli starts as an inexperienced child, but after successfully

advancing through a series of levels, the animals will teach him

new skills that are essential for survival.

Gather All Boss Head Tokens

Before entering a level, check the bottom of the

screen to see how many Boss Head Tokens are hidden

in the area andhow many you have already collected.

You can advance to the next level without having

found all the tokens, but you won't be able to clear

the stage until you've gathered all the tokens

.

ONE WiW NATURE
To Mowgli, the complex jungle maze is a familiar landscape. As

he grows, he will be able to swing, jump, climb and run as well

as any animal in the territory. But big challenges await. Mowgli

will be faced with many difficult obstacles.

Sunset Jungle

The Sunset Jungle is fairly easy and will allow you

to master the basics of running, jumping, climbing

and using various objects. The Boss Head Tokens

are not hard to find, al though you'll have to explore

all areas to uncover them. Be sure to distract dan-

gerous animals by throwing fruit in front of them.

Rainbow Jungle

In the Rainbow Jungle, you may miss several Boss

Head Tokens and need to return to previous levels

after learning new skills. The stage is more treach-

erous than the first because you can fall off cliffs.

By the time you pass the stage, you'll be able to

climb over and break through walls.

Watch and Learn

Before being thrown into a new level, you will usual-

ly watch a film clip displaying a skill that will be
added to your arsenal. Such maneuvers include run-

ning, rolling, jumping, swinging, and throwing and

handling objects. You can use some moves in past

levels to help you uncover missing tokens.

Ready, Set, Go!

Typically, the third and fifth levels of each stage put

Mowgli in a race with an animal or on the back of

Bagheera, a black panther. Each race will test a skill

that you've recently learned. If you lose the race,

you must run it again. When you ride Bagheera, the

level will scroll automatically.

Temple Ruins

It's about time Mowgli learned how to swing through

the air. After developing crucial skills in the middle of

the stage, you'll need to go back and find tokens on

past levels. Remember that jumping and spinning will

allow you to break through some walls. And watch
out for the bevy of deadly traps.

Tree Tops

The Tree Tops levels have much more vertical terri-

tory, and you'll need to discover ways to reach high

platforms. You'll learn how to slide on vines, which

will help you pass over crevasses. In some cases,

you'll have to slide and jump from vine to vine.

Swinging skills will come in very handy.

ie acquired

Desolate Jungle

You'll need to use all the skills you've

throughout the game. Ybur ability to

skills in a quick and accurate manner will determine

your success. Fire bums eve
- - - 1- J

need to douse the flames w
step—danger lurks below.
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© 2000 the 3-DO Company

AT THE PiGtfTS
audiences worldwide hooked on seeing com-

plete strangers try to survive on deserted islands, is

ic really that farfetched to think thacwe mayone day

watch battle tanks blast through cities to satisfy our

entertainment craving? Thac is exactly the premise

of World Destruction League: Thunder Tanks, a

spin-off from 3DOS BattleTanx franchise. Earth is

recovering from the Great War, and to please the

surviving population, tank battles are

staged every Friday night. That gives

new meaning to the phrase "Friday

night at the fights."

ON A MISSION
While WDL is centered around the idea of a deathmacch, it

remains similar to BattleTanx in thac there are many missions

to accomplish in each environment. With 12 characters to use

and seven areas to stomp, the variety is endless.

Are They Brave or Insane?

WDL's thunder tank warriors are as colorful and

amusing as pro wrestlers. But unlike wrestling

stars,WDL heroes put their lives on the line during

every competition. Each driver owns a unique tank,

which has strengths and weaknesses. There are

also two special weapons on each machine.

BATTLE TACTICS
Any contest requires an incredible amount of strategy and

pregame planning, and WDL battles are no exception. Make

sure you are extremely familiar with your cank, your special

weapons, your mission and the location of the contest.

You Are So Special

Each tank has two unique abilities, but they won't

do you any good if you're not familiar with their

capabilities. The picture to the right shows Butcher

Bronski using Shredder's Death Ring by hiding

around a corner and destroying unsuspecting oppo-

nents’ armor. The Shredder also has a Fire Blast.

Pile up the Frags

Frags are enemies that have been taken out, and

they will turn gray when you blast them enough to

disable their abilities. But they won't be completely

destroyed until you hit them a few more times.

Destroying enemies could reveal power-ups, but

don't get too close or the explosion will harm you.

Mass Destruction

Turning a structure into rubble is not only fun, but
valuable, too. Some buildings will reveal power-ups,

such as health and weapons. As expected, driving

your tank over them can squash small obstacles.

Keep in mind, you won't want to destroy areas that

serve as good hiding places.

Multitasking

The wide variety of missions and locales adds
length to the game. You could find yourself infiltrat-

ing a military base, destroyinanuclear missiles, pro-

tecting the Leaning Tower of Pisa, starting an

earthquake in Japan, avoiding an avalanche or even
battling a champ in the Kremlin.

Follow Your Orders

Remember, you have an important job to do, so don't

get distracted by the allure of blasting everything in

sight. Read the current mission carefully before

heading into battle.

A strategy map is available to help keep you

on course. Wandering around aimlessly could

get you into trouble, so be sure to check your

map often. Don't ever let yourself get lost or

confused.

Know When to Fold ’Em
There's a time when every courageous warrior

must retreat to safety. If you’re low on energy, run

away from enemies and find some power-ups. It's a

good idea to keep moving so that opponents don't

get a lock on you. Driving in reverse sometimes
allows you to retreat while firing at opponents.
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©2000 Sierra On-Line.

HO SlWffliNG H£q\Ji(?,ED
In the digital age, decks of cards are going to become as obsolete as

cassette tapes. With the abundance of card sims available for home

computers and the Internet, millions of people i

have become hooked on traditional games like I

Solitaire and Go Fish. Sierra leads the way in I

that department with the popular Hoyle Card I

Games series, which is a perfect fit for Game I

Boy. A colorful cast of opponents is available to I

compete against, and multiplayer options a

accessible with the Game Link Cable.

The only option missing is the ability

to cheat!

JACA-OIHLL-TIUDES
After spending a few days clutching your Game Boy, you'll find

yourself a master of 14 different card games. There's a nice mix-

ture of complex and simple games, and a detailed description

of the rules is available for each one.

Hearts

To succeed in Hearts, you must discard wisely. Get

rid of an Ace or King if you have no other card of the

same suit, and if your only Spade is the Queen,

always discard her because she costs 13 points. On
the flip side, if you don't have the Queen, keep all

Spades in case she lands in your hand.

Crazy Eights

Try to be the first one empty-handed. Discarding an

eight allows you to change the active suit, which is

why they're considered crazy. And there are a few

other crazies: Kings reverse the direction of play.

Jacks skip over a player, and the Queen of Spades

forces the next player to draw five cards.

Old Maid
Once again, the focus is on the Queen of Spades.

Old Maid is absolutely the simplest game available,

and it requires no strategy whatsoever other than

avoiding ending up with the Queen. If the Queen of

Spades winds up in your hand, you can only hope

that someone else takes her from you.

Cribbage

Cribbage has a complex set of rules and a confusing

point system. But since the Game Boy takes care of

the scoring, the mathematically challenged need

not worry. Remember, at the end of each hand, the

dealer will get the points in the crib. When not deal-

ing, don't put valuable cards in the crib!

Solitaire

There are several versions of Solitaire available,

including Golf and Pyramid, but Four Free is the

most traditional. Before making a move, study the

layout and look for trouble spots, such as Aces at

the top of columns. Try to keep free foundations

unoccupied and take advantage of empty columns.

Gin Rummy
Gin is a surprisingly complex game despite its sim-

ple mechanics. As a rule, draw from the discard pile

only to complete a set. Three sets are rare, so try

for two and knock as soon as you can to collect

points from your opponent's unmatched cards. It

will all make sense after you play a few times.

Spades
Spades is a complex team game that would take a

book to write about, but there are a couple of tips

that can be offered in this short paragraph: 1)

Always lead one if you hold a King or Queen. 2) If

your partner leads a trick with a high card, don't

play a high card of the same suit. Confused yet?

Go Fish

Considering most people first played the game in

grade school, the rules are not very complicated.

Remember, it's partially a memory contest, so keep

tabs on which rank each opponent asks for. Don't

tip your hand by always trying to complete a set.

Wait until you know who holds your desired cards.
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speaimng of mt-
With a perfect transition, we go from the card game
version ofwar to a much more realistic rendition.

Keep in mind, Cannon Fodder doesn’t take itselfas

seriously as its slogan, “War has never been so much

fun,” implies. But there’s still enough shooting

and pain-induced screaming to stick the game

with a Teen rating. Nonetheless, Codemasters has

once again created a fun war adventure that

is extremely challenging. The missions take

place over several different landscapes, dis-

played with nicely rendered graphics and

digital audio.

Move along, Soldier Travel in Style Honor the Fallen

f 0 "

A red target is used to aim

at enemies and move your

troops through the area.

TheA Button forces your

men to run toward the tar- s#i

No army can win a modern

war strictly on foot.Take

advantage of vehicles in

some missions. Jeeps, hel-

icopters, tanks and ski-

* a
the direction of the target.

1 *
travel and, sometimes,

strong firepower. !.1IU

When at the base,

remember to pay respect

to comrades lost in bat-

tle. All fallen soldiers are

listed, as are the top five

heroes. Medals are given

to those who record the

most kills.

m
Cl

8 /7* J»)
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m
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©Tecmo, Ltd. 2000

A TOWEft Of TEAM
Tecmo has always been known for making

games with a strong focus on concept and

playability, and Monster Rancher Explorer fol-

lows that trend. At the same time, the graphics

are respectable for current Game Boy stan-

dards. You will control an adventurous student

named Cox, who is determined to uncover a

legendary monster at the top of a mystical tower.

Each level of the tower is represented by a new maze,

in which Cox must find a key and unlock the door to

the next floor. The higher you go, the more difficult

the puzzles become.

Boxed In

Cox moves around by building

and breaking boxes. Some
boxes store treasures, such as

weapons, so be sure to break

as many as you can. But keep an

eye on the clock! Pause the

game and study the map of the

room to save time.

Make Your Own Level

Each level is filled with
unique monsters, and as

you climb higher, you'll

come across large bosses

that pose different chal-

lenges. It is much more

than a typical maze game.

Once you've mastered

a room, you can edit it

and create yourown
wild level. Then you

can link with another

Game Boy and trade

the new rooms you've

designed.

GAME BOY
|
GAME BOY A-GO-GO |
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© 2000The 3-D0 Company

THE TANNIES AftE SACK,
After several successful Army Men titles, it

seems gamers still want more of the little

green soldiers, and 3DO is happy to oblige

with an Air Combat version of the classic

battle between Green and Tan. In the

adventure, the Green Army has called on

the Air Cavalry, led by Captain William

Blade, to guide them through battles in the

backyards, playfields and sandboxes of the real

world. Featured are six treacherous landscapes and

16 different missions.

In a Pinch? Use the Winch Shoot Sparingly Copter Controls

Flying enthusiasts can

choose the more realistic

controls, allowing the

helicopter to hover, trav-

el backward and spin in

circles. For simple, tradi-

tional control, choose
option two.

A winch is a long cable

used to hoist objects into

the helicopter. Press B to

use the winch and collect

power-ups, such as

health and weapons. You

will be vulnerable when
using the winch.

Weapons have a slight

homing capability, so
concentrate on flying

and not aiming. Don't

worry about blasting

everything in sight. Stick

to the mission and check

your map often.

© 2000 Rockstar Studios

LITERAL HIGHWAY
The infamous and controversial car-jacking extrav-

aganza has inevitably found its way onto the Game
Boy. GTAz places you on the streets, working for

three different gangs. Tarantula Studios has done

an admirable job of converting a console winner

into a portable game, but its important to note that

the controls are cumbersome and will take a lot of

getting used to. Also, the game is rated Teen and

not intended for anyone under 13.

Offers You Can’t Refuse Across Town and Back Again

You're good at what you do,

which iswhy three different

gangs are constantly requesting

your services. You have the free-

dom to accept whichever assign-

ments you desire, but don’t ignore

one of the gangs for long, or you’ll

be sorry you did

The gangs will have you
traveling miles and miles

across expansive cities,

so grab a car to save

time. Be sure to stock up

on weapons, because you

never know when a situa-

tion will get hairy.
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DARING
IS BACK!

Control the fate of Dirk the Daring

in the long-awaited return

of Dragon's Lair, now for Game

Boy* Color. The fair princess,

Daphne has been seized by the

evil dragon. Singe and only

Dirk the Daring can rescue her

from his clutches. On your quest,

you must fight your way through

the castle of the dark wizard who

has enchanted it with treach-

erous monsters, traps and

other obstacles. Lead on

brave adventurer!



Peter Parker’s in a pickle in a Pak praised by Power.

Expansion Pak

enhancements;

nintendopower.

Your Spider Sense isn’t tingling because you're

going to get any bad vibes offofActivision’s superb

superhero game. Another stellar N64 entry from

Edge of Reality (the developers ofTony Hawk’s Pro

Skater), Spider-Man shows how the company has

a knack for translating larger-than-life moves into

a fun format that does them justice. The acrobatic

arachnid can sling out dozens of stunning maneu-

vers, and it's worth the initial trouble of getting

used to his wall-crawling, web-slinging antics.

Hostage situations, supervillains like Venom and

Gallery art you can unlock by finding items keep

the amazing Spider-Man swinging with enough

wham-bam action and comic-book pizzazz to

make a True Believer and Spidey fan out of anyone.

COMMENTS: Jenni- ^ '

Spideywants to crawl all over anywall c

object he gets too close to, and that ca

hurt you in levels where you need to ru

and avoid gunmen or supervillains. Andy

—

The

play control isn't perfect, but considering that

Spidey can crawl upside-down and swing wher-

ever he wants, I’d say that the execution is close to

brilliant. George

—

It really captures the spirit of

Spider-Man. The play control is fast and respon-

sive, and the hit detection is excellent. Scott

—

Spider-Man actually handles how he's supposed

to, which is something I've never seen in a super-

hero game. The only negative thing is that it's

over too fast—that’s where this game loses a star.

Chris—Familiar bosses, cool moves

and an authentic comic-book feel show
offEdge of Reality's ability to convert a

good idea into a great title, just like the

company did with Tony Hawk’s Pro

Skater. Drew

—

It’s the superhero game

that finally got things right.

£3
#



GBC exclusive '

Game Link compalible
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When Pokemon and Tetris attack . . .

No matter how you present Tetris Attack, it’ll be a and the additions

wholly absorbing and fun puzzle experience. Poke-

n Puzzle League for N64 revamped the excellent

Tetris Attack with a Pokemon theme, but it never

really captured the true essence of being a Pokemon
Master—catching 'em all. While the N64 brain

buster didn't fully integrate its Pokemon theme

o the feverish shuffle of block busting and rear-

ranging, the GBC version does—and to great

effect. The combos and chains you create by deftly

maneuvering puzzle pieces will damage your rival's

Pokemon, and a victory or a bigcombo or chain can

even net you a new Pokemon. Puzzle freaks will

unlocking and finding all the Pokemon »
will make PPC an even bigger obsession.

fl

COMMENTS: Sonja

—

It’s just as fun as Puzzle

League, and it’s just as addictive. Jill

—

Great! It

really hasn’t lost much from the N64 version ofthe

game. Jenni—Completely fun, totally engrossing,

fast, challenging and so much more. So the whole

thing has a Pokemon cuteness about it that may
bother some, but it will enthrall others and the puz-

zles are incredibly fun and challenging no matter

how you feel about Pokemon. Chris—The replay

is amazing. Fans of Tetris Attack and Puzzle

League should add this to their Game Boy
library immediately. Jason

—

If I could pull

myself away from this great game, I’d gush

with some sort ofringing endorsement here.

Drew

—

Pokemon Puzzle Challenge is sec-

ond only to Tetris in the world oftime-eating

puzzle games. Its manyvariations of the core

game will provide untold hours of fun

and frustration.

Ubi Soft gets medieval with Playmobil.

A first-rate sword and sorcery adventure starring Hype, fights

Playmobil toys, Ubi Soft's time traveling epic is

more chan just a game based on plastic play-

things. Successfully creating a lush, medieval

world worth exploring, Hype boasts wonderful

side-scrolling platform adventuring intermingled

with top-view, RPG-style town exploration. The

game play is almost like a very modest mix of old-

school Zelda and Mario, and every level comes

alive with surprises and secret areas. Clouds, tree

branches and ocher places you thought were just

window dressing turn out to be hidden spots you

ran explore for items.

The game's hero, an oddly named Knight called

with a ^
sword,bow and, eventually, magic spells

that he's learned during his travels. Every level

is varied, ranging from jump-and-climb areas

to flying dragon rides, and all of it is worth rav-

ing about. The game deserves the hype, and it

deserves the time of children and adults alike.

COMMENTS: Scott—The variety ofactivities and I

perspectives makes Hype a surprisingly good game.
|

Don't let the Playmobil license fool you—Hype

for everyone. Drew

—

Hype combines some of the I

best elements of RPG/adventure and platform ff

games into one great package. Jenni

—

Hype is a

solid game that’s half RPG and half plat-

form-style fun. The color is lovely, the graph- I

ics are large and nicely modeled, and the play I

control is very good and easy to pick up.
|

Jason

—

Undeniably a top-notch adventure I

that keeps you on your toes with endearing I

graphics and diverse action. It brings the J

Playmobil toys to life, and it sets forth plenty a

of fun ideas of its own.

NOW PLAYING
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Out of the blue comes the Mega

A revamped version of the revered Mega Man X
series for the Super NES, Mega Man Xtreme plays

like the best of the Blue Bomber games. The side-

scroller game stars Mega Man and his loyal com-

panion, Zero, in classic levels that look as good as

ever on the GBC small screen. Miniaturized but

packing as much power as the originals, Mega

Man Xtreme is a shoot-’em-up blastfest loaded

with an arsenal of power-ups and weapon

upgrades. Finding the right weapon to unleash

on a boss is part of the Xtreme excitement, and

MMX reacquaints Mega Man with familiar foes,

as well as with a pair ofnew bosses and characters

and some secret stages.

Man X series for GBC.

Mega Man Xtreme

offers something old, something new

and hair-trigger action that’s tried, true and

blue. On its second time around, the Mega

Man X series definitely shouldn’t go undiscov-

ered by fans of quick-draw action and sci-fi pla

form adventuring.

COMMENTS: Scott

—

Mega Man means lots of

action, cool power-ups and challenge. So Mega

Man Xtreme recreates levels we've seen before, but

it’s the first Blue Bomber title that’s been optimized

for GBC. It deserves every star. Sonja—I would

have rather seen new levels and bosses. That’s

what’s keeping me from giving this five

stars. It’s still fun, but I've already played it.

Jenni

—

An enjoyable little robot romp with

just enough challenge to keep it interesting.

It’s great if you love old-school, side-

scrollin’, shootin’ action. Drew

—

Mega

Man maniacs will have a blast with this

throwback to the originals. It’s anothersolid

platformer for GBC.

Tap your inner wild child in a Kipling classic.

In Disney's animated version of The Jungle Book, occasional racing level,

swingin’ simian King Louie sang, "Ooh-ooh-ooh, I

wanna be just like you,” and that sentiment for

sameness seems to be what Ubi Soft strives for in

s side-scrollers. With slick and eye-popping GBC
platformers like Rayman and Disney’s Donald

Duck to its credit, Ubi Soft has become the fore-

st producer ofhop-and-bop dazzlers.The Jungle

Book is the latest side-scroller it’s churned out, and

it provides more of the same— fairly generic plat-

former action set in lavishly illustrated worlds.

Every step of theway is worth gawking at, chough

seasoned gamers will find Mowgli’s journey to be a

rather basic one that's spiced up only by the

Then again.The Jungle Book is intended
“

for novice gamers, and Ubi Soft’s gorgeous game

perfectly panders to its audience. The teach-by-

example video tutorials chat precede levels

requiring new moves and puzzle-solving tech-

niques are excellent tools for beginners. Mildly dif-

ficult. but never insultingly easy,The Jungle Book ii

a worthwhile expedition foryoung Disney fans.

COMMENTS: Jenni

—

This has spectacular

graphics—even the smallest monkey and tiniest

banana look fab. Sonja

—

If you're looking for

something to play in a couple ofhours, this is your

game. Scott

—

The graphics are so appeal-

ing that you hardly even notice the game

play for a while, which is fairly standard

platform stuff. Jason

—

What it lacks in

challenging game play, it makes up for in

great graphics. It's surely worth the time of

younger audiences and at least a look from

older ones. Oliver

—

A perfect example of

what a side-scroller should be.
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l. V Scrap metal scrappers battle it out in Capcom’s RPG,
It would be easy to dismiss Metal Walker as Poke-

mon with robots (see Robopon review), but when
you get down to its nuts and bolts, Capcom’s catch-

'em-all game starring a mechanical menagerie offers

an innovative spin on role playing. While the turn-

based fighting in other RPGs has you selecting

attacks from a menu, MW requires you to battle

using reflexes and pool shark proficiency in aiming.

A well-timed button tap will determine the speed

at which you launch your robo-companion, Meta

Ball, into enemies and power-ups. The object is to

scan enemy robot data during batde, and the con-

frontations take place in enclosed arenas that

enable you to ricochet your Meta Ball offwalls and COMMENTS: Jenni—Not bad for a scrap metal-

based RPG. The fighting is varied, and the

Pf® creatures and concept are cool and oddly

interesting. Scott—-The graphics and other

o j production elements are on par with Poke-

*« mon > hut the game doesn’t have its depth or

£
balance. Chris

—

The turn-based fighting is

• a® more interactive than in other RPGs.

Alan

—

Ricocheting offwalls and into multi-

<’33-
l pie bad guys is just plain cool.

COMMENTS: chris-The

simultarie^

GB and GBC

Game Link compatible

1 THQ/8 (VlepJji

1 GBC exclusive

NOW PLAYING
|
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Buttercup, the crankiest of the Pokey Oaks’

wunderkindergartners, lands the lead role in Bay

Area Multimedia’s second GBC Powerpuff Girls

game. A third PPG game starring Bubbles is on the

way, and all three of BAMl’s sister Paks will allow

players to link and swap collectible "cards" depict-

ing scenes from the show. Cheat passwords for the

games will be revealed on the Cartoon Network,

and that’s about as inspired as things get. With

unexciting levels, Paint the Townsville Green offers

little motivation for gamers to scour the faithfully

funky, but rather actionless, areas. Clumsy, unfor-

giving controls don't help, either—if you stop in

midflight, you won’t be able to fly any higher, and

COMMENTS: George

—

The trading cards and

TV show tie-ins are a really cool idea. Without the

Powerpuff license, though, the game is just a stan-

dard platformer with OK graphics and OK con-

trol. Jenni—Like the previously released

Powerpuff Girls game, this one isn’t very Power-

puffy—limiting the girls’ ability to fly and making

them collect dumb, girly stuff are not really in the

spirit of the show. Drew

—

It seems like theymade

_ an honest attempt to duplicate the look of

I the series, but the graphics are so small, it

£1 can be difficult to see what you’re doing on

: screen. Jill—The Powerpuff Girls are so

,
cure, but that wasn't taken advantage of in

this game. Buttercup's too small to see.

Scott

—

The game play is truly uninspired,

mBM the mechanics are poor, and I would recom-

'

Gotta build ’em, collect ’em and trash ’em ail.

While Capcom’s Metal Walker stands on its own

two metal feet as a role-playing/collecting game that

has something original to offer, Atlus’s Robopon

comes off as an unabashed Pokemon knock-off.

T ike Metal Walker, Robopon deals with collecting

and balding robots, but Atlus’s game has very few

original ideas in its bucket ofbolts. Everything from

the people, scenery, batde screens and menus looks

just like Pokemon’s, and there’s even a group called

the Elite 8! Like Pokemon Gold and Silver, Robo-

pon features a real-time, internal clock.

Robopon boasts over 150 creatures, and the Pak

comes equipped with a built-in alarm and infrared

port. When a time-sensitive event in the game

occurs, the alarm will

sound off even if your game isn't plugged

in. With the Pak’s infrared port, you can unlock

special items and power-ups simply by pointing a

TV remote or other infrared gadget at your car-

tridge’s sensor. Apparendy, Adus skimped on inno-

vating the game play so it could make the Game Pak

itself unique.As a game, Robopon isn’tan unenjoy-

able experience—it’s just a shameless one. GB and GBC compatible

Game Link compatible

• Built-in alarm & IR port



STUNT BIKING

• AclivisfoW8 Megabits' -

• 1 player

• GBC exclusive

• 50 tricks and 27 courses

Mature (17+) Rating PendingEveryone

CRITICAL MASS
Each game’s overall score is an

average of all of the critics’

scores. To describe their unique,

personal tastes, each of NP’s

diverse critics has ranked xo

game genres in order of prefer-

ence, with the favorite type of

game appearing first.

ANDY: ®0O*®©'
CHRIS:

DREW: S®©®©®!
GEORGE: @©®®®#(
JASON: ©••©©©<

£)@® JILL: •©©©©•®©®@
S@® OLIVER: ©®©®@®®©®®
S#© scon:

Injecting war games with irreverence. Cannon Fodder puts you in charge of sui-

cide missions in enemy territory. The cheeky game maintains an exaggerated
tone as it sends your troops trudging through a jungle unloading grenades and

“1 bullets on cartoonish enemies. Everything is over-the-top, from its emphasis
on your troops' expandability to the silly sounds of barked orders, gurgling

J
screams and howling monkeys. It's a spirited shooting game with attitude.

The critters corralled in the Monster Rancher TV and game series populate a tower
that you must climb level by level. Exiting each room in the tower is a puzzle you
solve by strategically placing crates to create stairs leading to the area’s key and

ifea locked door. Exploreris a puzzle-platform game based on Solomon's Key. and the

I\\ luxury of customizing and trading levels you've created makes the monster-dodg-

y+a ing (and -seeking) game an appealing mind bender that never gets old.

Of the three biking games covered in this month's Game Boy a-Go-Go, Road
Champs emerges as NP's favored game of two-wheeled trickery. The other

games stumble because of their hard-to-gauge 3-D perspectives, which make it a

|

trick in itself to ride up ramps. Instead of having to pedal and clumsily weave
I through the courses just to build up speed. Road Champs makes it easy to

^ catch air and bust out stunts. And isn't that the point of a stunt biking game?

Back in action, 3D0's toy soldiers take to the unfriendly skies in a GBC version of

their N64 flight. The make-or-break factor in most chopper games is its winch,

and the winch on board any of your three helicopters can fish in the goods and

a power-ups easily. The missions you fly are objective-based, ranging from
escorting troops to search-and-destroy raids. Whatever the case, the action is

y
always high, making Air Combat a blast and a fast-paced wa

It might as well be called Battle Tanx 3, since World Destruction League is essen-

tially a retread of 3DO's other tank games. Just like Battle Tanx, WDL sends you

rolling through the war-torn streets of a post-apocalyptic future in search of cool

I

ammo power-ups and rival tanks. And just like Battle Tanx, WDL provides great

bang for your buck. With plenty of missions, excellent labyrinthine layouts for its

arenas and no shortage of buildings or tanks to blow up, WDL is a surefire hit.

>®©#®>©©(§)®

AAAAA Rawks! !

! AAA Nice. Yuck!

AAAA Sweet!! AA Uncool. (^) Nooo!!!

ESRB RATINGS assslgs?
The Entertainment Software Rating Board evaluates

each game’s contentand assigns one ofthe following rat-

ings to reflect the appropriate age group for the game.
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CAN'T FACE THE NEW YEAR
WITHOUT YOUR GAME BOY?

DON'T BE A CRYBABY!
JUST GET IT FIXED! a

Take your broken Nintendo system
to one of our Authorized Repair

Centers near you today! Getting

it fixed is fast, cheap and easy!

CALL

1
*800*255*3700

(Nintendo)

I

$jr *39 *

YOUR SERVICE CHOICES:

call for details*

•AUTHORIZED REPAIR CENTER
Many convenient locations near you! Drop
off your broken system and get a permanent
replacement shipped directly to you within

3 business days.

‘While Nintendo moy suggest repair pricing, service providers ore free to set their own lees. Prices on

•EXPRESS PROGRAM SERVICE
For an additional $7.50, your system will be
picked up from your home or place of business

AND returned to you within 10-14 days.

in U.S. dollars. Available In the ILSA. only. Call for Canadian service options and ptices.



In need of superior Pokemon battle strategies?

Jinjos and Jiggies got you running in circles? Or

do you just keep running out of time? Nintendo

Power can solve all of your problems with our

latest and greatest Official Nintendo Player's

Guides! And be sure to scope out our newest

offering, the Pokemon Gold Version and

Silver Version Complete Pokedex. The

amount of gaming information contained in the

pages of the Pokedex is nothing short of mas-

sive. Check 'em all out at your nearest

Nintendo game retailer or call Super Power

Supplies at 1-800-882-0053 to order today!





Animated Violence
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